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storms
Thesis directed by Assistant Professor Eric W. Frew
This work describes the development of a network-centric unmanned aircraft system (UAS)
for in situ sampling of supercell thunderstorms. UAS have been identified as a well-suited platform
for meteorological observations given their portability, endurance, and ability to mitigate atmo-
spheric disturbances. They represent a unique tool for performing targeted sampling in regions of
a supercell thunderstorm previously unreachable through other methods.
Doppler radar can provide unique measurements of the wind field in and around supercell
thunderstorms. In order to exploit this capability, a planner was developed that can optimize ingress
trajectories for severe storm penetration. The resulting trajectories were examined to determine
the feasibility of such a mission, and to optimize ingress in terms of flight time and exposure to
precipitation.
A network-centric architecture was developed to handle the large amount of distributed data
produced during a storm sampling mission. Creation of this architecture was performed through
a bottom-up design approach which reflects and enhances the interplay between networked com-
munication and autonomous aircraft operation. The advantages of the approach are demonstrated
through several field and hardware-in-the-loop experiments containing different hardware, network-
ing protocols, and objectives.
Results are provided from field experiments involving the resulting network-centric archi-
tecture. An airmass boundary was sampled in the Collaborative Colorado Nebraska Unmanned
Aircraft Experiment (CoCoNUE). Utilizing lessons learned from CoCoNUE, a new concept of oper-
ations (CONOPS) and UAS were developed to perform in situ sampling of supercell thunderstorms.
Deployment during the Verification of the Origins of Rotation in Tornadoes Experiment 2 (VOR-
iv
TEX2) resulted in the first ever sampling of the airmass associated with the rear flank downdraft
of a tornadic supercell thunderstorm by a UAS.
Hardware-in-the-loop simulation capability was added to the UAS to enable further assess-
ment of the system and CONOPS. The simulation combines a full six degree-of-freedom aircraft
dynamic model with wind and precipitation data from simulations of severe convective storms.
Interfaces were written to involve as much of the system’s field hardware as possible, including the
creation of a simulated radar product server. A variety of simulations were conducted to evaluate
different aspects of the CONOPS used for the 2010 VORTEX2 field campaign.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
It is the thesis of this dissertation that a network-centric architecture can be used to produce
an unmanned aircraft system (UAS) and concept of operations (CONOPS) to perform in situ
sampling of supercell thunderstorms. Through consideration of wind velocities and precipitation
levels that can be derived from Doppler radar measurements, an ingress planner can be used to
determine feasible flight paths while avoiding heavy precipitation that could endanger the UA. A
network-centric approach will accommodate the distributed nature of a system used to support the
effort, while providing for oﬄoading of data in the event of a loss of aircraft. Furthermore, the
2network-centric architecture will help in providing the redundancy and multi-user control necessary
to safely operate the aircraft in a severe storm environment. Finally, development of the appropriate
CONOPS will allow for sampling to be conducted on these highly dynamic storms while satisfying
the requirements of the FAA needed to legally operate in the National Airspace System.
1.1 Motivation
Tornadic supercells are especially violent members of the severe storm family and thus the
study of tornado formation and evolution is a public safety necessity. According to the National
Weather Service, in 2009 (most recent data posted) severe weather caused 366 fatalities, and $7.2
billion in property damage in the United States [98]. These losses could be dramatically reduced
with effective prediction and warning systems. State-of-the-art tornado warning systems give an
average of 13 minutes lead time, with a probability of detection of 75% [45]. This relatively short
lead time directly results from an inability to accurately predict tornado formation and evolution.
The immediate improvement in tornado warning capabilities with the introduction of Doppler radar
[6], indicates potential for technology to enhance these predictions.
Research into tornadogenesis will not progress significantly until there are measurements of
the thermodynamic and microphysical properties aloft in the vitally important rear-flank region
of supercell storms. A consensus of research in the last 25 years makes it clear that a small
downdraft of a few kilometers in width, known as the rear-flank downdraft (RFD) [90] plays a
causative role for tornado formation in supercell thunderstorms. Supercells [34] are a class of severe
thunderstorms, characterized by a deep and persistent mesocyclone, that produce the most violent
tornadoes. Improved models for tornadogensis can be constructed with better understanding of
the thermodynamics of the supercell, particularly in and around the RFD. Surface observations
from instrumented vehicles beneath this downdraft indicate that it typically arrives at the ground
relatively warm and potentially buoyant compared to typical thunderstorm downdrafts, whereas
studies of the flow in and around this downdraft suggest that it is negatively buoyant aloft. It is
surmised that this negative buoyancy, if present in sufficient quantities upstream of the location
3of potential tornado formation, causes the rotation that is eventually reoriented and concentrated
into a tornado [90]. Access to the RFD for remote and in situ measurements continues to be a
significant challenge. While weather radar can return detailed precipitation and wind-field data,
it cannot return directly-measured thermodynamic data. Balloons cannot be constrained to a
sampling region after release, and provide only serial ascents. Flows around the RFD have been
sampled by manned aircraft [91], however, manned assets for storm sensing are hard to obtain, are
relatively expensive, and risk human life.
UAS have been identified as a promising solution for obtaining in situ measurements in the
supercell RFD [18]. UAS have already been utilized for a variety of meteorological applications
[86, 13, 68], particularly where there is unacceptable risk to manned aircraft. Small UAS are capable
of achieving the airspeeds necessary to penetrate the RFD while carrying relatively lightweight
sensor packages to sample thermodynamic properties. Recent simulations show that the RFD
of a typical supercell thunderstorm can be accessed by a properly-guided aircraft [39]. Despite
these promising advantages, key developments must be made to enable the study of supercell
thunderstorms by small UAS. The fast evolution of the storms present a fundamentally different
set of challenges than those faced in previous meteorological studies using UAS. Furthermore, since
these studies, the regulatory environment for the operation of small UAS has changed significantly,
particularly when considering operations over land in the US National Airspace System (NAS).
1.2 Related Work
1.2.1 Meteorological Applications of UAS
The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Association (NOAA) has long recognized the poten-
tial benefits and extended capabilities UAS provide for sampling atmospheric phenomena. Several
of their projects have utilized a heterogeneous combination of manned and unmanned aircraft to
provide a diverse range of measurement capabilities. Based on this field experience, NOAA has
suggested that current efforts with UA should be expanded to further enhance climate study and
4characterization of meteorological processes [89]. NOAA has demonstrated on several occasions
that predictions are greatly enhanced by more accurate, finely grained models, which can only be
verified by gathering fine grained samples [88, 132]. To this end, the combination of in situ and
remote sensing provide results that are far better than either system used in isolation.
This combination of remote and in situ measurements has been used successfully for the
study of several severe storm environments. In 2005, a flight of the Aerosonde UAS was made into
the category 4 Typhoon Haiyan [86, 85]. Successful navigation of wind speeds up to 55 m/s and
penetration of the eyewall was accompanied by ten hours of scientific measurements. Although one
of the redundant set of sensors on-board the aircraft failed part of the way through the mission,
significant science was extracted from the mission. Extrapolation of surface winds using the UAS
data confirms the accuracy of these readings due to strong correlation with radar data and ground
site measurements.
The fourth Convection and Moisture Experiment (CAMEX 4) conducted in Florida in 2001,
included the use of an Aerosonde UAS designated to perform measurements from near sea level to
2500 ft inside the eyewall of a hurricane [68]. Despite the fact that no hurricanes came close enough
to allow for the use of the UA, the group was able to demonstrate safe integration into the airspace,
which required securing a certificate of authorization (COA) for conducting flight operations. The
CAMEX work was followed by the Tropical Cloud Systems and Processes (TCSP) program [66].
TCSP operations included eight Aerosonde flights over the eastern Pacific boundary layer. The
data obtained from the UAS was combined with two other NASA and NOAA sponsored manned
aircraft, an ER-2 (high altitude) and a P-3 (low altitude). Satellite images, telemetry from the
UA, and data from a ground based lightning network were logged to servers where it was made
available through web access, thus allowing for progress of the experiments to be observed in near
real-time.
The preparations for both CAMEX and TCSP culminated in a flight of an Aerosonde into
the eye of hurricane Ophelia (although at the time it had been downgraded to a tropical storm)
[77]. Wind data collected from the Aerosonde correlated well with information from buoys and
5P-3 measurements. This accuracy combined with the ability to measure near-surface wind speed
indicates significant value in pursuing future UAS programs, whose products are expected to help
improve the understanding of boundary-layer fluxes.
The Altair UAS was used in 2002 by NASA in the Altus Cumulus Electrification Study
(ACES) to study thunderstorms over the Florida Everglades [13]. The main goal was to determine
the relationship of electrical activity to various aspects of thunderstorms such as updraft strength,
heat release, and other severe weather events. The data compiled from the Altair flights was
compared to and verified by satellite measurements. The UA itself was not flown into the storm,
but rather maintained a standoff distance. The measured electrical activity was downlinked in near
real-time to the ground station where it was displayed for use in mission level decision making.
Amateur groups have also entered the area of atmospheric sampling using UA. In recent years
several sampling efforts have been attempted by hobbyists, most of which seek to obtain video near
a tornadic storm. The most advanced and high profile of these groups is TornadoVideos.net, who
have managed to get a 12ft (3.7m) wingspan aircraft into the inflow of at least two storms on
the 15th and 17th of June 2009, and deploy parachute equipped sondes containing meteorological
equipment, GPS and video [140].
1.2.2 Guidance and Planning in Currents
Flights into supercell thunderstorm conditions require the UA to navigate in generally unfa-
vorable atmospheric conditions consisting of a significant amount of turbulence and shear resulting
from high magnitude winds. Little has been done on navigating this relatively dynamic environ-
ment, but work has been performed on the identification of atmospheric conditions for energy
harvesting [30, 4]. That work proposes to exploit the relatively static nature of several classes of
wind structures that are commonly used in manned glider flights to allow an UA to remain within
sources of potential or kinetic energy. The development of guidance for UA in strong winds, where
the peak wind value is greater than the maximum airspeed of the aircraft, has been relatively
unexplored. While it presents an interesting problem, the inability to remotely sense clear air wind
6currents provides a significant hurdle to the development of path planning algorithms.
An analog to planning in the presence of wind can be found in path planning for underwater
unmanned vehicles in currents. Studies have examined control in a uniform flow field [106], which
could prove to be useful on the extremities of a supercell. In more complex fields, unlike flights in
clear air, local underwater currents can be measured through the use of sonar. While limitations
in using sonar for determining current fields have been identified [55], a sufficient inference of the
current structure for use in path planning can be made by fitting models to sonar measurements
[55]. With knowledge of the current field, a combination of one or several metrics, such as travel
time, can be used to determine the optimal path to follow to reach a goal location. One method to
determine travel time to a goal location is to propagate a wave from the goal radially outward at the
speed the vehicle would be able to travel through the local current field. The time it takes the wave
to reach any point in the space is equivalent to the travel time it would take a vehicle at that location
to reach the goal. Due to the discretized nature of the current field measurements available from
sonar, these wavefront expansion methods are particularly well suited to the planning problems
needed for navigation in currents. These methods generate solutions quickly by interpolating over
discrete grid representations of the environment with approximation error decreasing as the mesh
spacing is decreased.
Several different methods for creation of the wavefront expansion have been used. One of the
methods that has been studied for the guidance of underwater vehicles in the presence of currents
is the A* algorithm [55, 56]. Simulation results from reference [56] determined that these methods
are generally useful, but the benefits from path planning diminish when the current speed is less
than half that of the vehicle. The simulations assumed constant thrust for the vehicle and that
the vertical motion of the ocean currents is generally negligible. Despite these assumptions, the
simulations provided valuable information about when size and velocity of the eddy shapes provided
sub-optimal solutions. Fast marching methods for path planning have also been considered for use
in underwater vehicle guidance [110]. These methods are computationally inexpensive and have
been proven to converge to the continuous optimal solution. By combining the fast marching
7method with a good heuristic function, the search space for acceptable routes can be significantly
reduced given specific types of problems.
As a contrast to the previous studies that only considered relatively benign underwater envi-
ronments, Soulignac [133] identified that many algorithms that perform path planning for vehicles
in currents, such as A*, Fast Marching, and FM*, do not account for the case when the currents are
traveling faster than the maximum speed of the vehicles. Soulignac’s investigation addresses these
shortcomings, and suggests an alternative cost function that does not allow for infeasible paths to
be generated. It also identifies a shortcoming of implementing the cost function using a wavefront
propagation on a relatively large grid size. It accounts for this by introducing the concept of a
“sliding wavefront.”
An alternative solution is also provided by Sethian [126], who, while originally looking for a
computationally inexpensive solution to Hamilton-Jacobi equations, discovered that his fast march-
ing methods and ordered upwind methods had direct application to vehicle control and path plan-
ning. That work is of particular interest as it allows for the anisotropic propagation of waves
through a vector field. Using these propagation techniques, it is possible to perform path planning
for vehicles in environments where the speed of the current might exceed vehicle speeds. Further-
more, these methods provide the benefit of requiring only one pass through the data to generate a
full plan.
1.2.3 Networked Unmanned Aircraft Systems
While local automatic disturbance rejection is required for small aircraft flights through the
relatively unknown environment of the RFD of a supercell thunderstorm, mission level decision
making requires the input of a human operator. By forming a multi-hop communication network,
information can be efficiently shared between the UA, increasing the overall mission capabilities
and operational range of the UAS team. As the capabilities of UAS expand, the principal re-
quirements of communication technologies are flexibility, adaptability, and controllability of the
information/data flows. In mobile ad hoc networking, wireless nodes cooperate to relay packets
8over multiple hops from source to destination [35]. Specifically tailored middleware can then enable
service discovery, dissemination of data, and the ability to support higher level control algorithms.
It is this tight coupling between communications, mobility, and completing tasks that is central to
a network-centric architecture for UAS.
While there has been a significant amount of research in mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs),
a specialized type of networking designed to deal with environments with mobile nodes, only a small
amount has considered the specific issues associated with UAS. The dynamic motion of the airborne
vehicles present issues with data routing, network quality of service, and fault tolerance. Previous
work has studied these issues using custom mobility models, several of which are explained in [19].
Generally, the research is focused on routing protocols, both to deal with the dynamic motion of
an UA based node, and to take advantage of the ability of the UA to provide better connectivity
in distributed networks. Reference [143] extends the Landmark Ad Hoc Routing (LANMAR) to a
hierarchical structure using high quality backbone links to improve communication performance.
Reference [64] also uses UA to provide a backbone for ground based networks, but provides its own
Hierarchical State Routing (HSR) protocol. In Reference [144], LANMAR is extended into a multi-
cast framework presented as the Multicast-enabled Landmark Ad Hoc Routing (M-LANMAR)
protocol. M-LANMAR is shown in simulation studies to provides efficient and reliable multicast
compared with the application of a flat multicast scheme that does not exploit team formation.
Reference [7] developed specific broadcast and multicast agents for routing of measurements on
top of an 802.11 network, and have used this network to demonstrate distributed RF localization
[123]. Finally, rather than suggesting a new protocol or an extension to an existing one, [25] analyzes
currently existing protocols for their ability to support several scenarios that were carefully selected
to represent a majority of the configurations required for tasks typically assigned to UAS. The
protocols examined consisted of Dynamic Source Routing (DSR), Destination-Sequenced Distance
Vector routing (DSDV), Temporally-ordered routing (TORA), and Ad hoc On-Demand Distance
Vector routing (AODV). Utilizing simulations, it was found that while the evaluated protocols
performed as specified when considering the dynamic motion of UA, the scenarios selected required
9the UA to operate in close enough proximity that the single-hop, managed infrastructure available
on 802.11 a,b,g was sufficient for communications.
Other projects developing control algorithms for cooperating UAS have instead taken a top
down approach; first examining the cooperative control problem, and then specifically selecting a
network to meet the communications needs [73, 25, 124]. Reference [73] demonstrated a multi-
agent tasking problem, where 5 different agents ran on their own ground-based laptop and had
direct control over the waypoints of one UA. Rather than deal with the complexities of airborne
networking and routing, each agent used a point-to-point link to communicate with the UA, and
performed coordination with the other agents through a wired local area network. In an effort
to simulate the expected effects of an airborne network, simulated packet loss and delay could be
injected into the inter-agent communications. A few projects have developed control algorithms
robust to expected networking issues. Reference [2] utilizes graph models to describe intra-vehicle
connectivity and then considers consensus convergence given different levels of connected graphs.
Consensus algorithms were also used in [11] to demonstrate distributed cooperative surveillance
using micro air vehicles. The vehicles were shown to achieve consensus even with intermittent
and limited communications. Further examples of cooperating UAS include coordinated formation
flights [107], cooperative sensing [139], and coordinated soaring [4]. Each of these examples made
use of a COTS solution for networking, selected to work for their particular application. Examples
include point to point links with centralized routing [73, 11] and dissemination through flooding
[3, 124]. Only one uses a true ad hoc network to connect multiple UA together [25].
1.3 Problem Statement
To date, guidance of UAS in experiments to provide in situ sensing of severe weather has
been preformed by a human operator. Although numerous steps have been made toward increasing
the safety and effectiveness of these missions, both could be greatly enhanced through the use of
automatic path planning. Guidance in severe weather conditions require constant monitoring of
atmospheric and vehicle conditions to determine an appropriate flight path. Automatic planners
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are able to utilize available data to minimize exposure of the vehicle to hazards such as hail, heavy
rains, electric potential or wind shear, and could react in real-time to avoid such hazards. In order
to implement this functionality, development of a path planning algorithm and its associated cost
function are needed.
Most of the previous work with UAS has relied on simple point-to-point static network
configurations, despite the data-centric nature of meteorological sampling. As these systems become
more complex, the ability to distribute data throughout an entire system becomes a requirement.
Sharing telemetry and control ensures better team-wide situational awareness, and is essential to
flying a small UAS legally and safely in the NAS. The communication and control of UA are two
aspects that are often considered independently, without concern for the interplay between realistic
communication constraints and aircraft coordination. The vast amount of research and development
devoted to static networks and slow moving ground sensor networks does not address the unique
characteristics of highly mobile airborne networks. In many cases, these models assume perfect
communication or a graph-theoretic disk model in which realistic communication issues such as data
routing and quality of service are ignored. Previous efforts have made use of MANETs to provide
command, control, and communications (C3) capabilities to UAS, but none have approached the
design of a UAS by first defining a network-centric architecture, then designing the aerial platform
and support vehicles around this architecture. Design in this manner allows for careful definition
of the system in terms of the data needs required by the UAS, and enables the creation of services
and middleware that support a highly dynamic and reconfigurable system.
Finally, given the lack of any previous UAS sampling missions that have been performed on
supercell thunderstorms, an analysis of the CONOPS for making targeted observations needs to be
conducted. This requires an examination of UA launch points relative to the storm for their ability
to provide the UA with a quick ingress and plenty of opportunity for sampling the RFD and its
associated gust front. An examination of the impact of FAA regulations on the sampling scenario
is also required to determine the most efficient method to perform sampling while remaining within
the specifications of a typical COA.
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1.4 Solution
The work presented here provides an in situ component to sensing that aims to improve
current supercell thunderstorm models. Figure 1.1 is a block diagram representation of the solution,
with the contributions of this work highlighted using blue, purple, green, and red outlines. As
shown at the top of the figure, targeted remote observations can already be performed through
radar measurements. To achieve the in situ component, an algorithm has been constructed for use
in automatic path planning using ordered upwind methods (green), and then used to develop tools
for mission evaluation and UA design. Furthermore, a network-centric architecture that enables C3
between multiple participants has been defined (blue). This architecture has been incrementally
tested through several field experiments to ensure proper functionality of each component. From
the network-centric architecture, an UAS has been implemented and field tested through various
experiments, culminating in several flights performing intercepts of actual supercell thunderstorm
(purple). Finally, evaluation of mission CONOPS used for the sampling of supercell thunderstorms
has been provided through the creation of a hardware-in-the-loop (HWIL) simulator (red).
Figure 1.1: Solution conceptual diagram. The contributions of this work are highlighted with blue,
purple, green, and red outlines, and consist of an algorithm for path planning, a network-centric
architecture, an implementation of the UAS and the evaluation of mission CONOPS through the
creation of a HWIL simulator.
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1.5 Contributions
This body of research provides algorithms, CONOPS, and a fielded system designed for tar-
geted, in situ, sampling of meteorological phenomena, including supercell thunderstorms. Previous
scientific efforts utilizing UAS for atmospheric sensing have focused on the observation of larger
temporal and spatial scale storms. Guidance has been relatively primitive and strictly through
human input. Furthermore, by utilizing point-to-point communications, those solutions failed to
provide the dynamic and reconfigurable networked systems necessary for supercell sampling. Those
shortcomings have been addressed in the following ways:
(1) A backward propagating wavefront algorithm based on ordered upwind meth-
ods was developed for guidance-layer planning of a severe storm penetrator.
This planner was tested on a simulated storm data set to assess the feasibility of such a
mission and to optimize ingress in terms of flight time and exposure to precipitation. The
resulting cost maps were examined to provide insight about the best locations for launch-
ing an UA to sample a particular area of the storm. Tools were developed for determining
design constraints on the vehicle, such as the minimum speed required to access certain
areas of a storm. Further contributions include:
• A receding horizon controller that was developed to provide ingress planning in a
dynamic wind field to adapt the flight path in response to environmental changes.
• Preliminary investigation of an approach to reduce the amount of data required to be
considered by the planning algorithm through mesh decomposition.
(2) A network-centric architecture was developed for the construction of dynamic
and complex UAS. A layered approach was used for the development of the architecture
to ensure the appropriate selection and extensive testing of each facet of the network and
platforms. This led to a highly configurable network, adaptable to fast node dynamics,
significant networking delays, and intermittent participants. It also enabled the successful
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creation of a complex network able to support the CONOPS to conduct supercell sampling
missions. Several contributions were necessary to achieve these objectives:
• Mechanisms were developed for service definition, service discovery, and a supporting
publish/subscribe architecture for use in data transport.
• Human interaction with the network and its participants was enabled through a highly
functional GUI.
• Connections were developed to external sources through various protocols including
XML and KML.
• The architecture has provided a foundation upon which many other projects have
based their work, including references [31, 134].
(3) A UAS and CONOPS were developed for use in supercell thunderstorm ob-
servations and tested through a series of field campaigns. Following preliminary
testing with the NexSTAR UAS in the Pawnee National Grassland to demonstrate iden-
tification and targeted sampling of a meteorological phenomena, sampling CONOPS were
refined, and the Tempest UAS [138] was designed. The Tempest represents a first genera-
tion, low-cost UAS, for collecting in situ data in supercell thunderstorms. The combined
CONOPS and portability of the Tempest UAS provide the ability to launch within five
minutes of arrival at the launch site in order to maximize sampling time. The UA fits into
a trailer or van, but is large enough to fly in the updrafts and downdrafts encountered
in the vicinity of a supercell thunderstorm. Quick, repeatable launches from previously
undetermined sites are possible through catapult or hand launching. Several significant ac-
complishments occurred during experiments flown for the second Verification of the Origins
of Rotation in Tornadoes Experiment (VORTEX2):
• 69 flights of the Tempest UAS, six of which resulted in supercell intercepts.
• First ever use of a UAS to collect data in close proximity to a supercell on 6 May
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2010.
• First ever sampling of a supercell RFD airmass by a UAS on 9 June 2010.
• First ever sampling of a tornadic supercell RFD airmass by a UAS on 10 June 2010.
(4) Development of a hardware-in-the-loop (HWIL) simulator to facilitate assess-
ment of mission CONOPS utilized in the sampling of supercell thunderstorms.
The HWIL component was added to the network-centric UAS to provide CONOPS anal-
ysis. This simulation provides an aircraft dynamics model, real-time interfaces to the UA
hardware, a storm data server, and simulated positions for the ground vehicles. A variety
of simulations were conducted to evaluate both the simulated environment, and different
aspects of the CONOPS used for the 2010 VORTEX2 field campaign. Products of this
evaluation were:
• Determination that the control effort to maintain stability of the UA in different parts
of the storm can be kept below saturation.
• Demonstration of the reduction in sampling efficacy due to the effect of FAA see-and-
avoid requirements on the concept of operations.
• Comparison of wind measurements to truth values from the simulated data to char-
acterize the accuracy of wind estimation.
• Assessment of the ability to determine gust front crossings during operations.
• A comparison between transects performed at different altitudes through the storm.
1.6 Overview
Chapter 2 includes a description of the small UAS developed by the University of Colorado
Research and Engineering Center for Unmanned Vehicles that were used to verify components of
this dissertation. Guidance level algorithms for navigation of these small UAS through strong wind
fields along with tools for vehicle design and mission planning are presented in Chapter 3. Chapter
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4 describes the network-centric architecture that enabled the creation of a distributed UAS for
atmospheric sampling. The resulting system and CONOPS are verified through the experiments
described in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 describes a HWIL simulator for future testing and evaluation
of the UAS and associated CONOPS. Chapter 7 provides conclusions and future work.
Chapter 2
RECUV Network-Centric Small Unmanned Aircraft Systems
This chapter provides a background overview of the small UAS created at the University of
Colorado Research and Engineering Center for Unmanned Vehicles (RECUV). Despite the fact that
their payloads are mission specific and subject to change, all of the RECUV UAS typically consist
of an airframe, an autopilot, a flight computer, networking components, and interfaces for on-board
communication. This chapter details the various components of these UAS that were utilized to
make the contributions detailed in Chapters 4, 5 and 6. Further, this overview provides context
for the development of the planning algorithms in Chapter 3 by describing the class of unmanned
aircraft considered in this dissertation.
2.1 Small Unmanned Aircraft Systems
Small UAS are a class of aircraft that have been forecast to be one of the fastest growing
categories of unmanned aircraft systems [87]. Historically, these vehicles fit under the AMA stan-
dard for insuring remote controlled vehicles without a wavier, limiting their total weight to less
than 25 kg (55 lbs). This method for classification has continued with current FAA definitions [87].
The small UAS category has also been defined using wingspan, propulsion type, flight altitude, and
endurance among other categories [141]. According to the military, these vehicles would fit into
the Marine Corps Tier I, and the Army’s Tier I [103].
Generally, aircraft used for providing in situ atmospheric measurements [66, 68, 86, 107] have
fallen under the classification of small UAS. Several key features of this size of vehicle make them
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ideal for this type of operation. First, they are small enough to be easily transported by ground
vehicle to a remote deployment location. Second, they are large enough to carry the sensors
necessary to perform the needed measurements. Finally, they are large enough to carry propulsion
systems that both provide the power and endurance necessary to perform the scientific mission and
mitigate atmospheric disturbances expected during the sampling campaign.
2.2 Airframe
The airframe used in a UAS is the one component that tends to be strictly tailored to a specific
function. Airframes constructed for the testing of the network-centric UAS have been designed to
carry a particular amount of payload or possess a certain amount of endurance. They are further
customized through building materials, which has a significant impact on time for development,
maintenance cycles, and the amount of effort required to make modifications. The three main
airframes used for testing and verification in this dissertation are the Ares, the NexSTAR, and the
Tempest.
2.2.1 Ares UA
The Ares UA was designed and constructed specifically for networking test-bed operations
under a research project known as the Ad Hoc UAV Ground Network (AUGNet) [17]. Given its
intended use as a mobile network node, the primary design criteria were multi-hour (greater than
3 hr) endurance, a robust construction to survive the wear associated with numerous take-offs and
landings, and a payload capacity of at least 5 kg (10 lb) to carry the mesh network radio used in
the experiments. The airframe is based on the Senior Telemaster, a design that is well-known to
hobbyists for its benign flying characteristics and payload capacity. The fuselage was expanded to
accommodate a 1-gal (3.8-L) fuel tank and a payload volume of 7 in × 15 in × 10 in (17.8 cm ×
38.1 cm × 25.4 cm). Except for the vertical tail, the airframe skin is made entirely of carbon fiber
composite with structural members, such as bulkheads and ribs, made from plywood laminated with
carbon-fiber composite. The vertical tail is constructed of non-conducting fiberglass composite to
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house a 900-MHz antenna. An added benefit of this in-house fabrication is that copies are readily
made from the original molds. This also makes for a quick turnaround time if repairs are needed.
The Ares is powered by a 5-hp two-stroke engine and has a cruise speed of 25 m/s, and a top speed
of 54 m/s at about 1800-m ASL.
Four Ares airframes were built for communications experiments. A three-view and isometric
view of the Ares UA are shown in Figure 2.1(a). Three communications antennas were integrated
into the airframe. The first antenna (72-MHz) is a conventional radio control (RC) antenna used
for initial experiments where the aircraft was strictly under manual control. Following successful
integration of the Piccolo Plus autopilot by Cloud Cap Technologies [26], a 900MHz antenna was
added to provide the primary link between the autopilot and its ground station. The payload
networking link utilizes a 2.4-GHz monopole antenna located on the underside of the aircraft for
better air to ground connectivity. Three of these airframes are pictured in Figure 2.1(b) just before
takeoff for an AUGNet experiment.
Figure 2.1: Ares UA: a) Three-view and isometric view, dimensions in inches. b) Three Ares UA
on the runway before an experiment.
A few drawbacks to the Ares design were discovered after significant testing. Although the
in-house fabrication did make for quicker turn around of custom composite parts and repairs,
it still required a time scale that slowed operations with only four vehicles to rotate through.
Furthermore, the carbon fiber construction, while light and durable, made airframe modifications
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for payload changes time consuming, and created a large RF shadow. It was also found that a
majority of the setup time, particularly with multi-vehicle operations, was spent tuning carburetor
settings, which tended to be significantly affected by temperature and altitude. Finally, over two
years of testing, a majority of the incidents that caused damage to the airframe were under manual
control on takeoff.
2.2.2 NexSTAR UA
The NexSTAR UA (Figure 2.2(a) was designed as a networking test-bed platform, improving
on the design of the Ares UA. The airframe is based upon the ARF (almost ready-to-fly) constructed
by Hobbico [69], and was modified to operate semi-autonomously [101]. This commercial approach
provides for a very cheap airframe that requires about a week to convert to a semi-autonomous
airframe (see Appendix A for details on the conversion process) as opposed to the six week period
usually devoted to the construction of an Ares. Furthermore, because of its commercial nature,
replacement parts are readily available in large quantities. By adding a small pin to the airframe,
it was easily modified to be rail launched, thus limiting the number of issues encountered on takeoff
(Figure 2.2(b). The airframe’s balsa and monokote construction makes for easy modification to
accommodate various payloads. Finally, a critical change was from a gas engine to an electric
motor. While the endurance of the vehicle was dropped significantly to 45 minutes, this time is
sufficient to perform networking experiments, and the platform gained the benefit of a reliable
propulsion system with a extremely quick setup time. It is because of this short setup time, and
the ability to quickly adapt the airframe that it was selected to be used for atmospheric sampling
in the Collaborative Colorado-Nebraska Unmanned Aircraft Experiment [37].
2.2.3 Tempest UA
The Tempest UAS [138] was designed as a low-cost UAS for collecting in situ data in supercell
thunderstorms. Two key mission requirements were the ability to launch within ten minutes of
arrival at the launch site and to maximize sampling time while operating in severe atmospheric
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Figure 2.2: NexSTAR UA: a) Three-view and isometric view, dimensions in inches. b) The NexS-
TAR UA ready for a rail launch during snow operations.
conditions. The size of the UA was constrained to being small enough fit into a trailer or van,
while being large enough to contain an electric propulsion system powerful enough to overcome the
updrafts and downdrafts anticipated in the vicinity of a supercell thunderstorm. The portability
requirement was met by the use of removable wings that can be quickly attached to the fuselage.
The propulsion system was a battery-powered, electric-motor which, compared to gas engines, best
addresses the balance between the instantaneous power available for maneuvers and the total energy
requirement for endurance. Electronic propulsion also possesses reliability requirement for rapid
deployments versus gas engines. Quick, repeatable launches from previously undetermined sites
were achieved through a bungee-cord “hi-start” catapult or hand launching.
The nomadic nature of the mission required aircraft maintenance to be relatively straightfor-
ward and performed utilizing the tools and facilities available in the mobile ground station. Pre-
and post-flight checks were performed for every flight. The durable and simple nature of the com-
posite airframe required only minor routine maintenance of the control surface hinge gap seals as
the hinges loosened with use. Throughout the entire deployment, only minor repairs were necessary
for scratches in the structure from rugged landings. All components were installed using commer-
cial off-the-shelf (COTS) hardware. Several spares were carried for all components, most of which
were commercially available including servos and propulsion system elements. If any anomalies
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were found during pre- and post-flight checks, hardware could be quickly replaced. Additionally,
two airframes were carried in ready-to-fly condition, ensuring that any last minute problems with
one airframe would not scrub a deployment on a storm.
Other airframe requirements include the need to operate in high humidity and precipitation
and the ability to handle strong winds while retaining aerodynamic efficiency. The Tempest airframe
was developed to use a high-aspect-ratio wing (evident in Figure 2.3(a)) to meet the endurance
requirement. The materials used in high-performance gliders gave the Tempest the structural
efficiency needed to ensure gust survivability. To reduce development time and to take advantage
of the materials and techniques used in the manufacture of competition model sailplanes, the
Tempest airframe is based on a modified COTS sailplane purchased from Skip Miller Models [129].
The construction techniques used in remote-control dynamic soaring, where aircraft routinely obtain
high air speeds and accelerations [116], provide a sturdy and durable aircraft.
Figure 2.3: Tempest UA: a) The Tempest UA pictured ready for deployment into the tornadic su-
percell pictured in the background. Photo taken during the Spring 2010 campaign of the VORTEX2
experiment. b) Three-view and isometric view, dimensions in meters.
The Tempest UA fuselage, Figure 2.3(b), is primarily fiberglass with spruce and balsa core
construction utilizing a carbon-fiber composite for reinforcement in the wing spar and the lower
surface of the wing. The detachable wings have a full span of 3.2m with a maximum gross takeoff
weight of 6.8kg. A smooth under surface and a folding propeller enables landing in grassy fields
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and road surfaces with no landing gear. These features enable quick deployments with rapid turn-
around. The Tempest utilizes an in-runner electric motor with a gearbox manufactured by Neu
Motors [100], a Castle Creations [20] ICE speed control, a Graupner [62] propeller, and a 10,000
mAh lithium polymer battery manufactured by MaxAmps [93] providing endurance of approxi-
mately 45 minutes. The UA is flown semi-autonomously with a Piccolo SL autopilot [26] and in
situ meteorological data is collected with a Vaisala RS-92 sonde [70].
2.3 Autopilot
The number of autopilots that are available commercially for this scale of aircraft available for
a cost that can be covered by a research budget are limited [26, 113, 95]. These autopilots provide
the sensors and computing power necessary to achieve controlled flight and perform waypoint
navigation. Each contains point to point communications for telemetry downlink and the issuance
of commands from a provided ground station. Interface to the ground station is provided through
a graphical user interface running on an accompanying computer. A few of the autopilots also
provide for electronic interfaces to payloads for ground based control and monitoring during the
flight.
2.3.1 Cloudcap Technologies Piccolo
Each UAS currently employed by RECUV utilizes either the Piccolo Plus or Piccolo SL
autopilot from Cloudcap Technologies [26]. These autopilots have been chosen because of their
relatively large feature set and relatively quick integration into new airframes. A Piccolo autopilot
consists of an airborne unit, a ground station and a laptop computer (Figure 2.4). The autopilot
and ground station are linked by a radio modem, typically chosen to operate at 900MHz for its range
and location in the industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) band. This link is used for adjusting
control parameters, mission parameters, or waypoint patterns, along with monitoring the state and
status of the vehicle through a software program known as the Operator Interface (OI). It is also
used for the issuance of commands from a manual console. This console can be used both to fly
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the aircraft through direct commands to the on-board servos, or through a fly-by-wire interface
where commands from the handset change control loop commands such as turn rate or indicated
airspeed.
Figure 2.4: a) The Piccolo SL autopilot, dimensions: 30 × 59 × 19 mm (5.1 × 2.34 × 0.76 inches)
weight: 110 grams (3.9oz) b) The Piccolo system ground station setup including manual handset
and laptop running the Operator Interface.
One of the key features of the Piccolo autopilot is the ability to receive commands and
disseminate telemetry both through the ground station link, and through a local bus. This duplex
link enables the control of the aircraft to be performed simultaneously from an operator on the
ground, or from an on-board flight management system. Mission level automated decision making
based upon on-board sensor readings or information from a cooperating vehicle can therefore be
performed locally. Otherwise, the same level of control could only be achieved through the costly
downlink of on-board sensors, ground based processing of the data, and uplink of commands back
to the autopilot.
2.4 Flight Computer
A key component to higher level control of the aircraft is the addition of on-board computing
power. This is generally realized in the form of a single board computer (SBC). Typically these
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are chosen for their small form factor, weight and power usage. However, in instances where a
significant amount of processing is needed, such as is the case with machine vision algorithms,
heavier and more power intensive solutions could be used, such as the PC-104 form factor [124].
These boards typically run a full operating system, with the better solutions being headless
and remotely administered. All of the solutions used by RECUV run a custom version of Gentoo
Linux [58] containing the necessary libraries and drivers for integration into the network-centric
architecture. The operating system is only around 10 Mbytes in size, allowing for it to be stored in
either a removable or soldered solid state storage device and then loaded into memory on startup.
This provides fast operation and disk access, and removes the danger of powering down during a
write cycle to a solid state device.
2.4.1 Soekris Engineering net4511 and net4526
For the original work with the AUGNet experiment, the Soekris net4511 and net4526 [131]
were used for the computational power needed per network node. These boards, while not having
a significant amount of computing power, were light and relatively small as shown in Table 2.1
and Figure 2.5. Their primary reason for selection was their typical use in custom wireless routers.
Given the desire was for an airborne network node, the ability to use Mini-PCI and PCMCIA cards
for providing wireless connectivity, and the availability of a Linux distribution specifically tailored
to making routers out of these boards made them an attractive option. In subsequent experiments,
the role of the Soekris boards were expanded to provide a network interface to the rest of the
system, along with making mission level control decisions.
2.4.2 Alix 3d2
In applications requiring more computing power, or a USB interface, the Alix 3d2 [109] was
used instead of the Soekris options. This board provides a significant increase in computing power,
while remaining relatively small and lightweight, as shown in Figure 2.6 and Table 2.2. Its intended
use is also as a wireless router, and contains the same dual Mini-PCI setup as the Soekris boards.
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Figure 2.5: The Soekris a) net4511 and b) net4526 single board computers.
Table 2.1: Specifications for the Soekris net4511 and net4526.
net4511
Processor 100/133 Mhz AMD ElanSC520
Memory 16-64 Mbyte SDRAM, soldered on board
Persistent Storage CompactFLASH Type I/II socket
Wired Network 1-2 10/100 Mbit Ethernet ports, RJ-45
Serial Interfaces 1 Serial port, DB9.
PCI Mini-PCI type III socket. (t.ex for optional hardware encryption.)
PCMCIA 1 PC-Card/Cardbus slots, for wireless adapters
Dimensions 170.1 × 144.8 mm
Power 11 to 56 VDC, max 10 Watt
Operating Temperature 0 to 60 ◦C
net4526
Processor 100/133 Mhz AMD ElanSC520
Memory 16-128 Mbyte SDRAM, soldered on board
Persistent Storage Soldered CompactFLASH, 16 Mbyte to 128 Mbyte.
Wired Network 1 10/100 Mbit Ethernet ports, RJ-45
Serial Interfaces 1 Serial port, DB9.
PCI 1-2 Mini-PCI type III sockets
Dimensions 101.6 × 132.1 mm
Power 11 to 56 VDC, max 10 Watt
Operating temperature 0 to 60 ◦C, typical -30 to 60 ◦C
Furthermore, its primary persistent storage is a CF card, making it easy to record data and update
the operating system. Finally, it uses a x86 architecture, removing the requirement to cross compile
unless the host system is a 64 bit processor.
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Figure 2.6: The PC Engines Alix 3d2 single board computer.
Table 2.2: Specifications for the Alix 3d2.
Alix 3d2
Processor 500 Mhz AMD Geode LX800
Memory 256 MB DDR DRAM
Persistent Storage CompactFLASH Type I/II socket
Wired Network 1 10/100 Mbit Ethernet port, RJ-45
Serial Interfaces 1 Serial port, DB9, 2 USB ports
PCI 2 Mini-PCI type III socket
Dimensions 100 × 160 mm
Input Voltage 7 to 20 VDC
2.4.3 Gumstix Verdex and Overo
For applications requiring a significant reduction in size, the Verdex and Overo SBCs from
Gumstix [65] offer an incredibly powerful solution (Figure 2.7 and Table 2.3). The Verdex was
used for applications not requiring the board to have 802.11 connectivity, as it provides an extra
(3) serial port for payload I/O. The Overo platform has the option of having an on-board 802.11
solution, that works well with routing protocols not requiring lower-level driver access. Both have
a large amount of general purpose I/O, and the Overo also contains several A/D lines. The ARM
processors require cross-compiling, but the persistent storage is provided through an SD card,
making data logging and reconfiguration of the operating system relatively simple.
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Figure 2.7: The Gumstix a) Verdex and b) Overo single board computers.
Table 2.3: Specifications for the Gumstix Verdex and Overo.
Verdex
Processor 600 Mhz Marvell PXA270 with XScale
Memory 128 Mbyte RAM
Persistent Storage Micro SD Adapter
Wired Network 1-2 10/100 Mbit Ethernet Ports, RJ-45 with Expansion Board
Serial Interfaces 3 Serial ports, 1 USB Full speed Host
Other IO 98 GPIO’s, I2C Bus
Dimensions 80 × 20 × 6.3 mm
Input Voltage 3.6 to 5 VDC
Operating Temperature 25 to 85 ◦C
Overo
Processor 600 Mhz TI OMAP 3503 (ARM Cortex-A8 CPU)
Memory 256 Mbyte RAM
Persistent Storage Micro SD Card Slot, 256 Mbyte Flash
Wired Network 1-2 10/100 Mbit Ethernet ports, RJ-45 with Expansion Board
Wireless Network 802.11b/g, Bluetooth
Serial Interfaces 2 Serial ports, USB Host and OTG
Other IO Up to 140 GPIO’s, I2C Bus, SPI Bus, 6 A/D, 6 PWM
Dimensions 17 × 58 × 4.2 mm
Input Voltage 5 VDC
Operating temperature 0 to 75 ◦C
2.5 Networking Components
Networking on small UAS is usually provided through a COTS solution. In most small UAS,
this consists of a point to point link, established using 2.4 GHz or 900MHz modems due to the
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ability to operate them unlicensed in the United States at certain radiated power settings. There
is, however, significant value in fielding a true ad hoc solution when deploying systems consisting
of multiple cooperating vehicles, and several projects have used either the ad hoc mode of 802.11
modems [17, 40], or 802.15.4 radios [3].
2.5.1 IEEE 802.11 Radio
IEEE 802.11 offers an ad hoc mode which allows for any one device to connect to others in
proximity without requiring a centralized access point. This behavior is desirable in UAS where
network nodes are moving in and out of range of other nodes frequently. Furthermore, the 802.11
protocol allows for high bandwidth connections, allowing large amounts of data to be sent over
the links. Unfortunately, without amplification the radiated power of a COTS radio covers only a
relatively short distance.
RECUV has utilized several different manufacturers and form factors of 802.11 cards. Gen-
erally, a cards containing an Atheros chipset is chosen because of the level of driver support in
Linux, and for some experiments it was paramount for the driver to allow low level access to the
radio. One of the frequently used cards was the EMP-8602 PLUS-S from EnGenius [44] (Table 2.4.
For field deployments, custom routing software, is combined with a SBC, 802.11 radio, and GPS
to construct a mesh network radio (MNR). The MNR hardware components used in the AUGNet
experiment, displayed in Fig. 4 (a), are a Soekris Engineering Model 4511 single board computer,
an Orinoco 802.11b PCMCIA card, a Fidelity Comtech bidirectional amplifier with up to 1-W out-
put, and a Garmin Model 35-HVS GPS receiver. The core of each MNR node for this experiment
was identical, with only the packaging differing depending on whether the MNR is mounted at a
fixed ground site, on a ground vehicle, or in a UA as shown in Fig. 4 (b), and (c). This greatly
simplified the software and hardware development. In subsequent operations, the components were
upgraded, but the general composition of an MNR remained the same.
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Table 2.4: Specifications for the EnGenius EMP-8602 PLUS-S.
EMP-8602 PLUS-S
Operating Frequency 2.4000 to 2.484 GHz (802.11b)
Output Power 100 mW (802.11b)
Range Up to 140 m (802.11b)
Data Rate Up to 11 Mbps (802.11b)
Interface Protocol Mini PCI
Operating Voltage 3.3 VDC
Transmit Power Draw 4.95 W @ 3.3 VDC Input
Operating Temperature 40 to 85 ◦C
Dimensions 59.6 × 44.45 mm
Weight 15 g
Figure 2.8: a) Mesh Network Radio (MNR) hardware components, used in the AUGNet project
b) MNR mounted in environmental enclosure for fixed and ground-vehicle deployment, c) MNR
mounted in UA.
2.5.2 900 MHz Spread Spectrum Point to Point Radios
For several different scenarios involving small UAS, a longer range solution is necessary. Even
with amplification and steerable antennas, the range of COTS 802.11 components remains limited
by the relatively high frequency of its carrier. Although 900 MHz radio modems generally only offer
point to point or centralized communications schemes, and are limited in bandwidth, they greatly
increase the communication range. The setbacks in the routing was overcome with application layer
networking software running on a computer paired with each modem. To save weight on the UA,
smaller OEM models of the radios were used such as the FreeWave MM2. At the ground station or
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in ground vehicles where power and weight requirements were significantly relaxed, a model such
as the HTPlus was used. Detailed specification of these units can be found in Figure 2.9 and Table
2.5.
Table 2.5: Specifications for the FreeWave MM2 and HTPlus Radios.
HTPlus
Operating Frequency 902-928 MHz
Output Power 5 mW up to 1 W
Range Point-to-point Up to 48 km
Point-to-multipoint 24 km
Configurations master, slave, or slave/repeater
Data Rate Up to 867 Kbps
Interface Protocol IEEE 802.3 or RS232
Operating Voltage 6 to 30 VDC
Current Mode 6 VDC 12 VDC 30 VDC
Transmit 1.1 A 550 mA 220 mA
Receive 252 mA 150 mA 63 mA
Idle 140 mA 71 mA 32 mA
Operating Temperature -40 to 60 ◦C
Dimensions 165 × 74 × 59 mm
Weight 427 g
MM2
Operating Frequency 902-928 MHz
Output Power 5 mW up to 1 W
Range Up to 96 km
Configurations master, slave, or slave/repeater
Data Rate Up to 153.6 Kbps
Interface Protocol IEEE 802.3 or RS232
Operating Voltage 3.3 to 5.5 VDC
Operating Temperature -40 to 85 ◦C
Dimensions 36 × 50.8 mm
Weight 14 g (TTL version)
2.5.3 Satellite Communications
For significantly long range missions, satellite communications are required. These are typ-
ically expensive, unreliable, and very low bandwidth. However, given a sufficiently autonomous
vehicle with a relatively static flight pattern, this small amount of communication can be sufficient
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Figure 2.9: The Freewave a) MM2 OEM modem and the b) HTPlus Ethernet modem.
to perform a mission. Before the exact range of operations that was going to be required by super-
cell sampling missions the Tempest UAS was originally equipped with the A3LA-X Iridium modem
from Nal Research (see Figure 2.12(a) and specifications in Table 2.6). Unfortunately due to the
regulations required for operating UA in the United States national airspace, the reliability became
an issue for being able to ensure safe operations. Figure 2.10 shows the timeouts experienced during
one mission, and Figure 2.11 demonstrates the limited bandwidth as compared to a 900 MHz link.
Table 2.6: Specifications for the Nal Research A3LA-X Satellite Modem.
A3LA-X
Operating Frequency 1616 to 1626.5 MHz
Data Rate 2.4 Kbps
Interface Protocol RS232
Operating Voltage 4.0 VDC to 32.0 VDC
Avg. Current 800 mA a@ 5.0 VDC Input
Operating Temperature 30 to 70 ◦C
Dimensions 162 × 67 × 27 mm
Weight 340 g (0.75 pound)
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Figure 2.10: Index of each data packet vs. the time of day it was received at the ground station
using the Iridium modem. Note the two timeouts, one for around 2 minutes and the other for
around 4 minutes. At these points the modem lost communications and the ground station was
forced to re-establish the connection with the UA, a process that can take several minutes.
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Figure 2.11: The difference in spatial sampling with the a) lower data rate from the Iridium, and
b) higher data rate from the 900MHz modem.
2.5.4 IEEE 802.15.4 Radio
In smaller UAS, where weight and power savings are paramount, a protocol like IEEE 802.15.4
is commonly used (see Figure 2.12(b) and specifications in Table 2.7). This protocol is limited in
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Figure 2.12: a) The A3LA-X Iridium modem from Nal Research. b) A 802.15.4 ZigBee radio and
breakout board.
bandwidth as compared to 802.11, but its lower rate allows for lower power, and for implementation
on much simpler devices [145]. Furthermore, the radios implement in hardware the ad hoc on
demand distance vector (AODV) routing protocol, allowing for mesh networks to be formed without
special software. RECUV has used this protocol on its micro UA projects [3], and have outfitted
small UAS with the radios so that they can participate in the networks formed by these micro UA
[40].
Table 2.7: Specifications for the Digi XBee-Pro Radio.
XBee-PRO
Operating Frequency 2.4000 to 2.4835 GHz
Output Power 63 mW
Range 90 m
Data Rate 250 Kbps
Interface Protocol 3 VDC CMOS UART
Operating Voltage 2.8 VDC to 3.4 VDC
Transmit Power Draw 0.215 W @ 3.3 VDC Input
Operating Temperature 40 to 85 ◦C
Dimensions 24.38 × 3.294 mm
Weight 3 g
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2.6 On-board Interface and Communications
The avionics of small UAS generally consist of a large combination of devices. Each of these
devices requires an interface in order to be integrated into the rest of the system. Many avion-
ics packages have been designed using a federated architecture, where aircraft control is managed
through several essentially independent systems. Some inter-system communication is performed
in this architecture, but is kept to a minimum to decrease each system’s complexity and inter-
dependence [74], which could lead to multiple failures. Not only does this architecture require a
tremendous amount of resources, but it also makes reconfiguring the system very difficult. Another
common architecture, especially for use in very small UA, is the single board solution [26, 10]. A
single board avionics package requires fewer resources than the federated architecture, but provides
many points of failure. Single board systems are typically very hard to scale, and might prove to
be impossible to interface to certain components.
Given the restrictions of a federated or single board solution, an increasing number of avionics
packages have been implemented which employ modular characteristics. UAS such as Stanford’s
Dragonfly [74] and Georgia Tech’s GTMax [76] each feature avionics packages containing many
qualities of a modular architecture. The GTMax uses a rack-mount system connected to a backplane
to allow different flight modules to be inserted or removed from the system. The Dragonfly avionics
uses a COTS PC-104 architecture to enable the construction of their avionics package in a stackable
manner. Whenever more functionality is needed, another PC-104 form factor card is “stacked” on
the avionics package. Each system enables the user to interface COTS components to a particular
module, and the GTMax avionics package even allows for hot-swapping so components can be
added or removed while the system is running. Furthermore, although some modularity is lost
in both systems by reliance on a centralized computer, physical and software barriers have been
constructed so as to increase the modularity, and therefore reduce the dependency between each
system.
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2.6.1 A Distributed On-board Architecture
The on-board architecture designed for use with RECUV projects provides many key benefits
over other modular systems, and significantly simplifies the approach to system implementation
(Figure 2.13). Modularity and node independence are achieved through intelligent nodes responsible
for the interface to a particular set of sensors, devices, or a computational task. These nodes are
connected through a bus protocol that identifies messages by type rather than destination, allowing
for network participants to decide what types of data to receive. This approach simplifies network
configuration, providing for modules to be added and removed from the system without requiring
changes to any other component. It also completely eliminates the requirement for a centralized
computer.
Figure 2.13: Distributed on-board network architecture. Dashed lines indicate areas of system
expansion, and colored blocks represent subsystems.
Using this distributed architecture, better fault tolerance and flexibility is achieved. Without
the restrictions a centralized approach entails, only the bus protocol limits the number of times
subsystems and interfaces can be replicated. The use of a health-and-status subsystem can control
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whether each redundant system is allowed to transmit messages, and addressing by type makes
changing between active subsystems transparent to the rest of the nodes. In addition to providing
for redundancy, the architecture allows each subsystem to continue functioning despite failure of
another subsystem. This achieves a level of fault tolerance equivalent to the nearly independent
subsystems of the federated architecture while maintaining the advantages of modular systems.
Finally, computationally intensive tasks, such as advanced filters, can be assigned to a node tasked
with data processing, or distributed across several nodes. A system with well divided tasks rarely
requires more than a simple eight bit microcontroller per node, and the use of such a chip signifi-
cantly cuts down on power usage.
2.6.1.1 Bus Protocol
The message-type-based Controller Area Network (CAN) protocol provides for inter-node
communication. A CAN controller coupled with a fault-tolerant transceiver provides the reliability
that is needed from the system. Very high differential voltage levels protect the bus from interfer-
ence, while the transceiver guarantees message delivery and allows the system to run on a single
wire in the case of a separated bus line.
Beyond being robust, the CAN protocol utilizes a message-based addressing system. This
method was particularly suited to our application as it enables scaling of the system without
significant modifications, lending itself nicely to the multi-group project paradigm. In addition,
single node interfaces can be changed to communicate with a newer version of a sensor, and still
transmit the same message type. From the perspective of the rest of the system, the use of any
particular sensor, old or new, bears no significance, and both can be used at the same time. In
the case of both being used, the message based addressing allows use of several subsystems as a
redundancy scheme. Furthermore, sensors generating the data for each particular message type
may be widely varied. As an example, aircraft altitude may come from GPS, pressure sensors, or
an IMU estimate.
At the software protocol layer, a high level interface to the bus allows for simplified user
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Table 2.8: Node names and priorities for messaging scheme.
Node Name Node Number∗
Servo Control 2
Command and Control 4
IMU Interface 6
Communications 8
Wind Calculation and Compensation 10
GPS Interface 12
Health and Status 14†
∗Nodes are arranged from highest priority to lowest priority.
†User may select an even node id between 16 and 126 for any further nodes.
interface and a more defined node interaction scheme. Message addressing is limited to the standard
CAN identifier of 11 bits, which was broken into a message number (per node), message type
identifier, and node identifier. Each message relies upon these 11 bits to establish priority, and
therefore node numbers were predefined in some cases to allow a higher priority to mission critical
nodes. The predetermined priority is shown in Table 2.8.
Message numbers similarly add to the priority of the message, with the first message type
transmitted per node being higher priority than the second. Lastly, the message type identifier is
used to differentiate between message flow. Messages being transmitted to the entire system for use
are given a transmit type. Examples of these types of messages include the periodic transmission of
IMU data, and GPS data. Messages that are broadcast to be received by a specific node are given
a receive type. Examples of these messages include Servo commands and control system gains.
The protocol adds to the system the capability to perform health and status monitoring.
Each node emits a heartbeat at a given rate that is analyzed by the health and status node. Should
a heartbeat be absent for a given amount of time, each node has a reserved set of received message
types that enable the health and status system to command a restart of the node. Should the
heartbeat remain absent, the node can then be assumed to have been removed or in a state of
failure, and the system can reconfigure as necessary.
Furthermore, in a scheme similar to openCAN [105], the message creation protocol can ac-
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commodate a system with periodic messages. By selecting either an inhibit or event time, the user
has full control over the flow of data from the node. Given an event time for a particular set of
data, the data will be transmitted periodically at this interval. Given an inhibit time, the protocol
will wait until the inhibit time has expired, and then only transmit upon a change in the value of
the data. Once the data has been transmitted, the inhibit timer is reset and the process begins
anew.
2.6.2 Naiad and Thalassa
Naiad [36], named for the innermost moon of Neptune, represents the first incarnation of the
interface nodes used to implement this architecture (Figure 2.14(a)). A Naiad node is approximately
an inch and a half on each side, weighs about 0.5 ounces, and nominally uses 50 mA at 5V. The node
contains a watch-dog timer with brown-out detection. Using a 14 MHz clock the microcontroller
is capable of about a 14 MIPS throughput. The node was constructed using a 4 layer board to
minimize on-board signal noise and decrease the footprint. Each has mounting holes to enable
easy placement about the aircraft, or to be stacked in a convenient location using very small
standoffs. Particular details about the design of the node include the use of the SJA1000 CAN
controller and TJA1053 fault-tolerant transceiver for inter-node communications, and use of the
Atmel ATMega128 microcontroller to provide each node’s intelligence. The microcontroller provides
the added benefit of including PWM output for servo control, an ADC for sensor signal acquisition,
and various buses (I2C, SPI, UART). A system diagram for the node can be seen in Figure 2.15.
Because of the small size of a Naiad and the modular nature of the system, components can
be placed at any location within a given vehicle (Figure 2.14(b)). This enables interface boards to
be placed adjacent to the sensors they are acquiring data from. Since many sensors have interfaces
that are very susceptible to noise, for instance an analog voltage level or TTL serial communication,
proximity becomes important to measurement accuracy. In a PC-104 system this means that the
sensor must be placed near the rest of the avionics stack, which is usually not an ideal location, or
that a separate board be constructed to sample the signal and output it in some other format.
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Figure 2.14: a) A photo of two of the Naiad nodes. b) The modular avionics system and test plane.
A second board, Thalassa, was developed from the basic Naiad and is designed as a mete-
orological sensor board. The board is slightly larger and heavier to accommodate the addition of
pressure, temperature, humidity and magnetic field sensors. These changes have been indicated
in Figure 2.15. The addition of the on-board sensors, although uncalibrated, provided scientific
data to be sent through early revisions of the NetUASC3 system [51] for purposes of testing the
on-board bus and visualization software at the ground station.
2.6.2.1 Other Projects Using the Naiad System
Using a modular architecture for an embedded system provides many advantages over a sin-
gle board solution. Customization and system-reconfiguration are simplified, and upgrading the
system is significantly less expensive and time consuming. Modular architectures enable piecewise
development and testing of a system, so long as a well defined interface exists between modules.
Tasks can be decentralized within a group, and each component can be later added to the final sys-
tem. Each subgroup is able to maintain “ownership” of one particular node, and can be responsible
solely for its development and maintenance. In the case of multi-stage projects, modularity ensures
a smooth transition from a finalized deliverable to the next step in the development process. A
modular approach also enforces the correct method of designing and testing complex systems. The
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functionality of a modular system relies heavily on the definition and adherence to a strict interface.
Each component can be designed and constructed independently, but must conform to set guide-
lines to perform as a system. This encourages a fairly high level approach to the design phase, and
a significant amount of time must be spent on defining separate subsystems and their interfaces
before any hardware work is done. Similarly, modular design highlights the value of developing
a good testing algorithm. Each component should be tested independently before integration to
simplify and reduce system level problems.
Because of these benefits, following the Naiad’s use in its original project as a distributed
autopilot [36], it has been used in subsequent senior projects. Most senior-level projects have
limited scope in order to be completed within a two semester course sequence. Many of these
projects require interfaces to electronic systems, thus groups often choose to use the Naiad system
so that they can focus on their particular research. This has also provided the opportunity to refine
the Naiad software and documentation to provide for a simple interface that requires little prior
experience with embedded systems. Below is a list of a few of the aerospace engineering capstone
senior design projects that have used the Naiad system, along with a short description and an
explanation of their use of the system.
2.6.2.2 Micro Air Vehicle
The Micro Air Vehicle project developed an integrated Sensor Flock to enable rapid charac-
terization of toxic plumes for contamination prediction and source location. A Sensor Flock consists
of semi-autonomous micro air vehicles (MAVs) transporting miniature toxin sensors throughout the
atmosphere above populated areas. These MAVs are networked to a base station providing toxin
dispersion modeling and flock supervision, using novel lightweight, real-time, data-reactive wire-
less information routing. MAV platforms offer lower manufacturing costs, reduce risks of collision
damage, and reduce visibility and noise that might create public alarm [27].
A single Naiad node was used as the central computer and sensor interface in this project
(Figure 2.16). Weight and space were significant constraints, and the Naiad lent itself well to this
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application. On-board the small craft was an IMU and primitive wireless transmitter, along with
two servos and a motor speed controller. The Naiad was tasked with downlinking flight data while
providing a control uplink for the pilot of the craft. Although the first iteration of this craft proved
to be too unstable for the pilot to manage, the Naiad was able to perform its tasks as required.
Figure 2.16: Colorado Micro Air Vehicle Project.
2.6.2.3 Heavy Lift Vehicle (HAVUC)
Heavy-lift Aerial Vehicle for the University of Colorado (HAVUC) was the University’s entry
into the 2004 Society of Automotive Engineers’ Annual Aero Design competition. The goal of
the competition is to challenge students to design, fabricate, and fly a small UAS that can meet
stringent empty weight and takeoff distance requirements while carrying aloft as much payload
weight as possible. The competitions attract dozens of colleges and universities from around the
world, with student members ranging from freshman to doctoral candidates. The benefit that the
HAVUC project offers is the versatility of the aircraft to be used in other projects. The aircraft
has a relatively large fuselage volume and is capable of carrying a payload that weighs more than
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300% that of the empty aircraft weight. This capacity allows other projects to use the aircraft as
a test vehicle for a wide variety of mission-specific payloads. In addition, a flight data acquisition
system was designed and developed to verify the performance metrics of the HAVUC aircraft and
could be easily adapted to fit other similar aircraft [117].
The HAVUC team used the Naiad primarily for platform testing and verification. A suite
of sensors, including an angle of attack sensor and pressure sensor, were installed in the vehicle,
and the Naiad was used to initialize and read the sensors. All of the flight data was logged to the
Naiad’s I2c EEPROM, and read out later. Using this data the team was able to verify the aircraft
performance matched what was expected from the design.
2.6.2.4 Smart Sondes
The current availability of meteorological sondes is limited. Most sondes are available only as
dropsondes, which limits their functional descent and directionality. Conversely, there also exists a
semi-autonomous and maneuverable UAS with similar data gathering capabilities, the Aerosonde.
Though the Aerosonde is small, on the order of 15 kg maximum takeoff weight, they are too
expensive to be considered expendable. A specific need thus exists to create low cost sondes with
a controlled descent capability and the ability to operate successfully in severe conditions such
as those that exist in storm and polar environments. This senior project group investigated the
dispersal and communication issues of a distributed sensor system of low-cost, maneuverable sondes.
The design and test of the system demonstrated the feasibility of deploying in severe environments
[99].
In order for the group to meet their desired specifications, the group needed to test and
select a wireless protocol. The Naiad was used as a communications node which linked the wireless
transmitter to a ground based computer. The modules were sent aloft using weather balloons,
Figure 2.17, and the distance between them was varied to determine maximum throughput per
protocol at a given distance.
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Figure 2.17: Smart Sonde Project.
2.7 Summary
This chapter detailed the components and networking systems of several small UAS developed
by RECUV. Small UAS are a widely used and effective platform for performing many different
types of research[87]. This size of aircraft is particularly well suited to missions identified by
RECUV’s focus areas due to their portability, payload capacity, endurance, and ability to mitigate
atmospheric disturbances. The components used in each of the system’s flown by RECUV have been
identified and described in detail. They include the airframe, the autopilot, the flight computer,
the networking components, and the interfaces and bus used to connect the components to each
other.
Generally, COTS components are used where possible, however, current on-board subsystem
interfaces maintain limitations that keep them from being truly “open” modular systems. Consid-
erations for payload size, location of sensors, and extensibility led to the design of a distributed
system. Each subsystem interface is maintained by a small node with some computational power.
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The nodes can be mounted next to sensors, or anywhere space can be found in the vehicle, and then
wired to the rest of the system through a robust communication method. Every node is respon-
sible for initialization of their attached device, along with signal conditioning and interpretation.
This allows for the bulk of the computations to be done at the sensor, and provides a level of
fault-tolerance while eliminating the need for a centralized flight computer.
Chapter 3
Guidance in Strong Wind Fields
UAS have been utilized for a variety of meteorological applications, particularly where there
is unacceptable risk to manned aircraft. Several previous experiments have shown the effectiveness
of small UA in penetrating areas of high precipitation and winds [86, 68]. However, despite these
successes, they also indicate that a critical first step toward reliably using UA to sample interesting
areas of any severe weather environment is providing for an efficient and safe ingress to the desired
area of study. Although guidance through human generated waypoint plans allow meteorologists to
direct the UA to their desired area of study, it remains difficult for a human to determine optimal
paths. Through the development of an automated controller, hazards can be better avoided and
flight plans could be optimized for time savings, energy savings, or sensing utility.
This chapter investigates the guidance-layer behavior of a severe storm penetrator in order
to assess the feasibility of such a mission and to reduce ingress in terms of flight time and exposure
to precipitation. The understanding of guidance layer behavior and control strategies gleaned from
this work is shown to provide tools for developing mission-level concepts of operation and for making
vehicle design tradeoffs. For example, aircraft speed generally increases with aircraft mass, so there
is a high-level tradeoff between the size of the initial region from which an aircraft can be deployed
(due to its ability to fight against strong winds) and the kinetic energy contained in the vehicle
(which relates to system safety).
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3.0.1 Planning Methods
Aircraft guidance in the presence of strong winds presents several challenges, particularly
when maximum aircraft speeds are less than the peak wind speeds. In these cases the aircraft
are unable to travel directly upstream in some locations so regions of the environment may be
inaccessible depending on the initial position of the UA. Furthermore, as these wind fields vary
over time, the reachable regions of the environment will change. Thus, ingress planning must
account for the time varying field in the configuration space and adapt quickly in response to
changes. Since the environment is dynamic and trajectories are likely to change, near-optimal
algorithms such as receding horizon control that generate plans quickly are preferred to optimal
ones that may take significant time.
The guidance layer planning problems considered in this chapter are characterized by the
presence of background winds which move the aircraft even when the control inputs are zero,
making them examples of control affine systems with drift [82]. In general, techniques such as
Lie algebra can be extended to determine controllability [82] of systems with drift. However,
these techniques do not address general optimal control for systems with drift. Instead, motion
planning algorithms are often used based on specific problem formulations. Recent approaches
using wavefront expansion via level set [96] and fast marching methods [111] have been applied to
linear and control affine systems with drift, especially in the context of autonomous underwater
vehicles operating in strong current fields [110].
The wavefront expansion methods are well suited to the planning problems considered here.
These methods generate solutions quickly by interpolating over discrete grid representations of the
environment with approximation error decreasing as the mesh spacing is decreased. In general these
methods are not applied to aircraft because wind data is difficult to obtain. However, the Doppler
radar systems [28] deployed to study severe storms provide this information at discrete points in
the regions of interest and can therefore be incorporated easily by the planning methods. In fact,
wind data is only provided at discrete points so planning methods must interpolate between grid
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points. Aircraft kinematic constraints and environmental constraints due to terrain can also be
included in these methods [110].
Wavefront expansion algorithms for path planning and optimal control use breadth-first
search over a discretized space to approximate the propagation of continuous wavefronts corre-
sponding to viscosity solutions of Hamilton-Jacobi equations. A goal region (or point) is indicated
and assigned a small value. Each grid point adjacent to the goal is then updated based upon the
value of other adjacent points and an interpolated penalty function [75, 33]. Once the entire space
has been evaluated, a path can be generated from any location to the goal by further interpolating
between grid points and using a gradient descent algorithm. Extensions to the basic propagation
steps can account for obstacles and other constraints in the configuration space [8]. These types of
planning methods require that the entire space be known a priori in order to generate a path, but
only need be called once in a static environment in order to calculate the optimal trajectory from
every point in the environment.
Most wavefront expansion methods for path planning through current fields utilize a forward
propagating wavefront planner [110, 133]. This is well suited for applications that use small amounts
of data and are constantly obtaining only local knowledge of the current field with some distant
global objective. When considering the problem of storm ingress with a UA, Doppler radar coverage
can give a low resolution global wind field. This enables the generation of a globally optimal
ingress path using forward wavefront propagation. Unfortunately, real world application of the
algorithm will result in differences between the actual and expected trajectories, and will require
recalculation of the cost map. Therefore the approach used in this chapter utilizes backward
wavefront propagation to calculate time-to-go contours from the goal region once per planning
cycle (i.e. between sensor updates) in order to eliminate the need for recomputation at each control
sample. The resulting contour map provides information on the feasibility of storm penetration
from given locations and yields the ingress trajectory via gradient descent.
The method of wavefront expansion also strongly affects the ability to create feasible paths
in the presence of strong winds. Some methods for cost propagation limit directions of travel due
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to the discretized nature of the wind data [110] and can fail to find feasible paths in strong wind
fields even where one exists. A method such as a sliding wavefront expansion [133] utilizes this
interpretation to provide feasible paths where other algorithms fail, but also only produces one
feasible path. Should the path of the vehicle deviate from the optimal path, a new forward prop-
agation must be performed. Ordered upwind methods [127] address both feasible path limitations
due to coarse granularity of sensor data and utilizes backward propagation. It accommodates the
previously mentioned limitations by continuously refining cost values on the edge of the wavefront.
Several fundamental issues remain to be addressed before existing methods can be applied
to aircraft guidance. First, the presence of a strong wind field can restrict the motion of the
aircraft. There will be regions in the environment where the aircraft cannot head against the wind.
Second, the wind field leads to anisotropic drift terms that complicate the wavefront expansion.
Fast Marching methods for wavefront expansion are designed for isotropic wavefronts that expand
with equal speed in all directions. When these methods can be applied they are very efficient and
computationally fast. Unfortunately they cannot be applied directly here. Third, existing methods
have only been applied to static fields [133, 110]. Time-varying fields complicate the wavefront
expansion since the goal region can take on a distorted shape in the configuration space. These
issues are addressed here by the development of a penalty cost function, ordered upwind wavefront
expansion, and receding horizon planning, respectively
This chapter presents a backward propagating wavefront algorithm based on ordered up-
wind methods [127] for guidance-layer planning of severe storm penetration by unmanned aircraft.
Feasibility analysis is performed on a static wind field to assess baseline performance expecta-
tions. Ingress planning is then considered for a dynamic wind field using a receding horizon control
approach to adapt the flight path in response to environmental changes.
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3.0.2 System Models
3.0.2.1 UA Dynamics
The UA model used here assumes the presence of a low-level flight control system capable
of altitude-hold, speed-hold, and turn rate-command functions. For basic analysis we assume the
flight control system presents to the guidance layer the standard kinematic model:

x˙
y˙
z˙
ψ˙

=

Va cosψ +Wx(x, y, z, t)
Va sinψ +Wy(x, y, z, t)
Wz(x, y, z, t)
u

|u| ≤ ωmax
(3.1)
where Va is the constant aircraft airspeed, u is the turn rate command, ωmax is the maximum
allowable turn rate, and [Wx,Wy,Wz]T are the position- and time-dependent wind components
derived from storm data given at discrete grid points. For UA locations between grid points,
cubic interpolation (using MATLAB’s interpolation function) is used to determine the wind speed.
Although vertical motion is considered in this work, only planar (i.e. in the x-y plane) motion is
controlled. Therefore, to simplify notation let the aircraft planar velocity be v = [x˙, y˙]T , let the
planar wind velocity be vw = [Wx,Wy]T with Vw = ‖vw‖, and let the aircraft velocity relative to
the wind be va = [Va,x, Va,y]T = [Va cosψ, Va sinψ]T . Note that Va = ‖va‖ and v = va + vw.
3.0.2.2 Storm Data
Unmanned aircraft performance is investigated through flight in several characteristic severe
storms. The storm data sets used here were provided by Professor Jerry Straka of the School of
Meteorology at the University of Oklahoma [136, 59, 60]. The RFD, which is the target region
for supercellular pre-tornadic storm penetration (Figure 3.1), is characterized by several traits,
with some observable in the simulation data. First, as the name implies, the wind velocity in the
region has a strong downward component. Second, the region is located to the west of a gust
front which is observable in the wind data. Third, the region tends to have little precipitation,
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making penetration possible by a small UA. Finally, a cumulonimbus cloud base, that is visible in
the 3D data set, stretches from the east to north east of the RFD. These traits of the RFD allow
the operator to identify and track the moving target region during the penetration mission. For
the work presented here it is assumed that the target region does not move in the storm frame of
reference provided with the data sets.
Figure 3.1: Contours of rain with planar wind vectors for the storm data from a simulated supercell
thunderstorm. The y-axis corresponds to north, x-axis is east. The RFD target region is identified.
Arrow length and direction indicate horizontal wind velocities, with speeds ranging from 32.7 to
16.3 m/s.
The first set is planar two-dimensional data for a single instant in time for an altitude of 500
meters. Storm data is given on a 210 × 210 grid with a resolution of 500 meters between grid points
in a reference frame that moves with the storm (with velocity [18, 4] m/s). Data includes rain, hail,
and three-dimensional wind velocity components (relative to the storm frame of reference). The
storm simulation is aligned such that the positive y-axis corresponds to North. Figure 3.2 shows
contour plots of the storm data including rain, hail, planar (x-y) wind speed, and the z-component
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Figure 3.2: Contours of rain, hail, 2-D speed, and z-component of wind speed for a simulated storm
environment shown at 500m altitude. Rain and hail values are given as the ratio of the mass of the
precipitation in a particular mass of air ([kg/kg]).
of the wind vector.
The second set was generated using different initial conditions on a three-dimensional, 500×500×10
grid, with 500m horizontal and 250m vertical grid spacing from 125m to 2375m above ground level
(AGL). Data includes mixing ratios (kg of precipitation per kg of air) for rain and hail, and three-
dimensional wind velocity components in m/s (relative to the storm frame of reference) sampled
once a minute for 15 minutes. The storm simulation is aligned such that the positive y-axis cor-
responds to North, and the storm is moving to the north-east, providing for a typical sampling
CONOPS [41].
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3.0.3 Path Planning using Wavefront Expansion Methods
Guidance layer path planning algorithms for storm penetration are developed based on or-
dered upwind methods for wavefront propagation. Ordered upwind methods (OUM) are a class
of non-iterative algorithms that solve continuous wavefront propagation problems on a discretized
grid representation of the configuration space. These priority-based schemes maintain an ordering
of points and systematically compute the solution by relying on known, previously computed infor-
mation that lies “upstream”, that is, information that would be visited by the expanding wavefront
first [127]. These methods provide an approximation to the wavefront propagation by interpolating
between discrete grid points, with the approximation known to converge to the optimal solution
in the limit as grid spacing decreases [127]. In the context of path planning and optimal control,
OUM is used to approximate the solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi equations that describe optimal
aircraft trajectories. The ordered upwind methods use partial information about the character-
istic directions of the wavefront propagation to decouple the nonlinear systems described by the
Hamilton-Jacobi equations, producing one-pass algorithms of greatly reduced computational labor
compared to other numerical techniques [127].
The planning problem of interest here is to minimize the objective
J =
∫ xf
x0
g(x)dx (3.2)
where x0 and xf are the initial and final (goal) positions, respectively, of the aircraft and g(x) is
some cost function. Minimizing Equation 3.2 subject to the kinematic model in Equation 3.1 is
difficult so we plan paths using a less restrictive first-order model and then use a feedback control
law to follow the path. This is a rough approximation, but should not compromise the effectiveness
of the planner, especially given the large grid spacing of the sampled environmental data with
respect to the turn radius of the vehicle. It is left to further work to analyze the effect of this
simplification. Using the first-order model the aircraft motion is given by
x˙ = v(x,a)a (3.3)
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where x is the aircraft position, v(x,a) is the aircraft speed, and a is the unit vector that denotes
the direction of the velocity. The speed is a function of both the aircraft position and direction.
It will be shown in the next section that even when the aircraft’s airspeed is constant v(x,a) will
change as a function of position and direction based on the background wind velocity. Finally, the
control input to the system is the direction of the velocity vector u = a so the planning problem of
interest is to solve for
u∗(·) = arg min
u(·)
∫ xf
x0
g(x)dx (3.4)
subject to Equation 3.3.
Taking g(x) = x˙−1(x) makes the objective the duration of the path and leads to the time-
optimal trajectory generation problem. When the aircraft path is denoted by a discrete set Pa of
ordered points xi then the objective can be rewritten as
J ≈
|Pa|−1∑
i=1
c(xi,xi+1) (3.5)
where
c(xi,xi+1) =
∫ xi+1
xi
x˙i−1(xi) (3.6)
is the cost of moving from one position to the next.
3.0.3.1 Cost Function
Utilizing a cost function that ensures that all resulting paths are feasible (i.e. that the aircraft
can move against the wind in a certain direction) is pertinent to the success of the presented mission.
Previous cost functions, while acceptable given there are no strong winds (Va >> Vw), can yield
infeasible paths in strong winds [110]. Given the design constraints imposed on the unmanned
aircraft, it is assumed that the environment encountered by a UA when approaching a pre-tornadic
storm will contain winds that will likely be larger than the maximum air speed of the vehicle.
To ensure that all generated paths are feasible, travel time for the vehicle to reach a target
point needs to be derived correctly [133]. To generate the cost function it is assumed that the aircraft
can move in any direction with speed Va and that a path following controller can be implemented
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such that the aircraft described by Equation 3.1 can stay on the resulting path. Given a goal point
a distance d away, aircraft velocity va, and wind field velocity vw the travel time τ is related to
these variables by d = (vw + va) · τ . Projecting this on the x and y axis yields
dx = (Va,x +Wx) · τ
dy = (Va,y +Wy) · τ
(3.7)
Aircraft speed components Va,x and Va,y can be eliminated by substituting V 2a = V
2
a,x +V
2
a,y to give
(dx −Wx · τ)2 + (dy −Wy · τ)2 = V 2a · τ2. (3.8)
Solving this quadratic equation for minimum travel time yields:
τ =
−(Wx · dx −Wy · dy) +
√
∆
V 2a − V 2w
=
√
∆− 〈d · vw〉
V 2a − V 2w
(3.9)
where ∆ = V 2a · (d2x + d2y)− (Wx · dy −Wy · dx)2. Considering the case where Va = Vw, the equation
can be simplified to:
τ =
d2
2〈d · vw〉 (3.10)
The time τ is only defined when ∆ ≥ 0. The union of the set where τ is undefined, and when τ < 0
identifies infeasible regions of travel.
When solving the time-optimal planning problem, the cost for moving from position xi to xj
is defined as
c(xi,xj) = cij = τ (3.11)
with d = xj − xi. If it is assumed that exposure to precipitation has an upper bound for safe
aircraft flight then precipitation can be accounted for by treating rain and hail as obstacles. In this
case the cost function is modified:
cij =
 τ : rain(xi) ≤ rainmax and hail(xi) ≤ hailmax∞ : rain(xi) > rainmax or hail(xi) > hailmax (3.12)
When the cumulative (additive) effect of precipitation needs to be included in the optimization, a
second term is added to the cost function:
cij =
 τ(1 + βp(xi)) : rain(xi) ≤ rainmax and hail(xi) ≤ hailmax∞ : rain(xi) > rainmax or hail(xi) > hailmax (3.13)
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with
βp(x) = krain · rain(x) + khail · hail(x) (3.14)
where rain(x) and hail(x) are the precipitation values at x and krain and khail are gains that can
be used to tune the optimization. Using the cost function given by Equation 3.13 is equivalent to
solving Equation 3.4 with g(x) = x˙−1(x) + βp(x).
3.0.3.2 Wavefront Expansion
Wavefront expansion is performed using ordered upwind methods to propagate cost-go-to
values over the discretized configuration space of the unmanned aircraft. Unlike standard Fast
Marching expansion methods, OUM accounts for the anisotropic nature of the wind field during
wavefront propagation. Ordered upwind methods are implemented via finite difference update rules
that are proven to converge in the limit as grid spacing decreases to the viscosity solution of the
Hamilton-Jacobi partial differential equation corresponding to the optimal control problem, defined
here based on the cost function given by Equation 3.13 [127].
The optimal cost-to-go map is generated by dividing the grid space into three sets of points,
Far, Considered, and Accepted.1 The Accepted Front is defined to be the set of Accepted points
adjacent to at least one member of the set of Considered points. Let AF be the set of line segments
xjxk where xj and xk are grid points on the Accepted Front such that there is a Considered grid
point xi adjacent to both points. For each Considered grid point xi the set of points on the Accepted
Front “near” xi is defined
NF (xi) =
{
(xj ,xi) ∈ AF |∃x on (xj ,xk) s.t. ‖ x− xi ‖≤ hF2
F1
}
(3.15)
where h is the grid size, and F1 and F2 are the upper and lower bounds on the speed of the AF
respectively and make up the anisotropy ratio Γ = F2/F1. Let U(xi) represent the optimal cost-to-
go from point xi, let V (xi) be a candidate value for the optimal cost-to-go from point xi, and let
Vxj ,xk(xi) be a consistent upwinding approximation when the characteristic xi lies in the simplex
1 The nomenclature and description presented here closely follow that presented in Reference [127].
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xixjxk, which we take here to be
Vxj ,xk(xi) = min
ζ∈[0,1]
(ζ(cij + U(xj)) + (1− ζ)(cik + U(xk))) (3.16)
where cij is the value of the cost function when moving from x to xi, e.g. Equation 3.13. Finally,
let Ω be the domain representing the environment and δΩ be the goal region in the environment.
The following is the method for generating a cost map using the ordered upwind method:
(1) Start with all grid points in Far (V (xi) =∞).
(2) Move the boundary grid points (xi ∈ ∂Ω) to Accepted (U(xi) = 0.0).
(3) Move all the grid points xi adjacent to the boundary into Considered and evaluate the
tentative value of V (xi) = min(xj ,xk)∈NF (xi) Vxj ,xk(xi).
(4) Find the grid point xr with the smallest value of V (xi) among all the Considered
(5) Move xr to Accepted and update the Accepted Front (U(xr) = V (xr)).
(6) Move the Far grid points adjacent to xr into Considered.
(7) Recompute the value for all the Considered xi within the distance hF2F1 from xr. If the new
computed value is less than the previous tentative value for xi then update V (xi).
(8) If Considered is not empty then goto 4.
Figure 3.3(a) shows a test case which was shown to fail in an isotropic wavefront propagation
given certain vehicle speeds due to the fact that the corridor of feasibility does not intersect any
grid points [133]. Figure 3.3(b) shows the optimal cost-to-go map generated from a wavefront using
the ordered upwind method. It is apparent from the figure that a feasible solution can be found by
descending the gradient of this map.
3.0.4 Applications
The ordered upwind methods described in the previous section are applied to the simulated
storm data. The results demonstrate how OUM i.) provide a valuable tool for determining the
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Figure 3.3: a) Test wind field, constant speed of 30 m/s. b ) Cost map obtained by using an ordered
upwind method for backward wavefront expansion with Va = 20 m/s. An example path generated
using this cost map to a goal location indicated by the asterisk is shown as a dashed line.
feasibility of UA ingress, ii.) enable feedback control for aircraft guidance, iii.) can be used for path
planning during ingress, and iv) can be performed on a mesh, reducing computational complexity.
3.0.4.1 Feasibility, Optimal Ingress Time, and Aircraft Design
Feasibility and ingress time can be evaluated by using Equation 3.11 as the penalty func-
tion in the ordered upwind expansion process. The result of the OUM using this cost gives an
approximation of the optimal time-to-go from every point in the environment. For locations in the
environment that are not grid points, the time-to-go is determined by interpolation. Regions from
which the aircraft cannot possibly reach the goal location will be denoted by an undefined (or very
large) value in the map.
Figure 3.4 contains examples of the time-to-go maps generated using the two dimensional
simulated storm data (Fig. 3.1) with the goal location at xgoal = [4.25, 5.4]T · 104 m and aircraft
with constant air speeds of Va = {7.5, 10.0, 20.0} m/s (Fig. 3.4a-c). For a slow moving aircraft
(Fig. 3.4a), the wind field in the storm separates the environment into two distinct regions: the
southern region where the aircraft is able to reach the goal location quickly (within 10 min or less)
and the northern region where ingress time is significantly larger (30 minutes or greater). Note, the
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(a) Va = 7.5 m/s (b) Va = 10 m/s
(c) Va = 20 m/s
Figure 3.4: Cost maps obtained using an ordered upwind method for backward wavefront expansion,
target indicated by an asterisk. Shading correlates with time in minutes required to reach goal
location. Each plot depicts a different vehicle speed, and an example path from the same starting
location is shown on each plot as a dashed line. Plot (a) does not contain a path as it is impossible
to reach the goal location within the 30 minute time frame.
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simulation extends beyond the borders of Fig. 3.4a, which just shows results near the goal region,
so trajectories from the northern region can in fact flow down into the southern region. The next
plot (Fig. 3.4b) shows that increasing the airspeed slightly to Va = 10.0 m/s changes the time-to-
go map significantly. Ingress paths from the southern region are opened up along corridors on the
eastern and western edges. The map further shows that the western corridor is generally better
since the aircraft flies with the wind field there. The center of the environment is still marked by
a boundary that cannot be crossed. Finally, for air speed of Va = 20.0 m/s, Fig. 3.4c shows that
the aircraft can fight the wind from any location to reach the goal without having to go around the
center of the environment. The time-to-go is still varied across the environment, but all paths are
reasonably direct.
The time-to-go maps can be used in several different ways. As a design tool, the maps can be
used to evaluate the tradeoff between aircraft speed (which usually relates to mass) and mission-
level performance objectives like ingress time and deployment feasibility. Figure 3.4 shows wide
variation in the general shape of the time-to-go map, implying very different performance results
for different aircraft airspeeds. A salient example is the map with Va = 7.5 m/s which shows
that the entire northern half of the environment has trajectories at least 3 times slower than the
southern region. Thus, if mission-level constraints are going to force the aircraft to deploy north of
the storm, the airspeed should be increased.
A second use of the cost-to-go maps is the selection of deployment locations. The figures
show that given vehicles with slower speeds, deployment location becomes more important. In
some cases small movements in deployment location (less than 5 km) can significantly change the
time for the UA to reach the goal location. Consider the map for Va = 10.0 m/s (Fig. 3.4c) which
shows two corridors along the edges. Deployment from [5.5, 6.2]T ·104 m leads to a path that has to
travel around the center and into the western corridor, taking approximately 15 minutes to reach
the goal. Moving the deployment to the location [5.5, 6.3]T ·104 m puts the aircraft on the other side
of the central obstruction and lets the aircraft head straight toward the goal region, reaching it in
close to 8 minutes. From an operational perspective, the time-to-go map implies that mission-level
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optimization should be performed that combines time required to reach a deployment location as
well as airborne time-to-go.
The cost-to-go maps can also be used to derive the ingress trajectory. A key trait of OUM
is that the propagated wavefront is an approximation of the viscosity solution of the Hamilton-
Jacobi equations associated with the optimal trajectory design problem [127]. The trajectory is
determined by following the gradient of the time-to-go map. Once the map is determined for a
given goal and wind field, it can be used at any time to determine a feasible and nearly optimal
trajectory from any location. From an operational perspective, this enables instantaneous response
once the deployment location is determined. Having the complete map also allows for instantaneous
adaptation when disturbances push the aircraft off the optimal trajectory. In fact, the next section
shows how the time-to-go map can be viewed as a feedback control law that can be used for adaptive
ingress planning.
Another example shows how the OUM can account for precipitation. Figure 3.5 shows
the resulting cost-to-go map derived using Equation 3.13 with a rain exposure limit rainmax =
4 · 10−3 kg/kg (hailmax =∞). In this example the rain exposure limit creates two “obstacles” that
are denoted as infeasible regions in Fig. 3.5. The resulting paths move away from these regions
before curving towards the goal. The parameter krain was heuristically set to weight the relative
importance of minimum time and minimum rain exposure for this scenario.
3.0.4.2 Ingress Planning
Ingress planning can be realized using the cost maps generated previously for feasibility
studies. By following the gradient of the cost map, the UA will reach the goal location in the
minimal amount of time (within the limits of the sampled data and assumptions required by
the algorithm). Given the map, the path to the goal point can be defined by the set of points,
xt, t = 1, . . . , n where t is the discrete time, x0 is the deployment location of the UA, and:
xt+1 = xt −∆x · nt (3.17)
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Figure 3.5: Cost map obtained by using an ordered upwind method for backward wavefront ex-
pansion, target indicated by asterisk. Cost function includes a rain exposure limit rainmax =
4 · 10−3 kg/kg (hailmax =∞). Fill lightness correlates with time in minutes to reach goal location
given Va = 10 m/s, black indicates a boundary. An example path to the goal location is depicted
as a dashed line.
where ∆x = Ts/‖∇U(xt)‖ is the step size, nt = ∇U(xt)/‖∇U(xt)‖ is the step direction, and Ts is
the sample time of the discretization. Although knowing the complete optimal trajectory can be
beneficial for higher level reasoning, it is not necessary for aircraft guidance. Instead, the aircraft
at xt simply uses Equation 3.17 directly to determine the local direction of its next step.
In practice the aircraft will not follow the optimal direction but will instead move to
xt+1 = xt −∆x · nt + et (3.18)
where et is a disturbance vector due to the fact that the wind field measurements will have errors,
the goal location may be moving, and the value function U(xt) calculated by the OUM is an
approximation. In this case the aircraft simply uses the time-to-go map at the new location and
moves based on ∇U(xt+1).
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In an operational deployment Doppler radar systems will provide wind field estimations and
storm structure at irregular intervals. Let TD represent the time between successive wind field
measurements and let Uk be the cost-to-go map determined from wind field data collected at time
k. In this case it is expected that the wind field changes over time so the value function Uk for
k ≤ t < k + TD will accrue errors as the actual wind field evolves. The feedback control structure
of the backward propagation solution is used as part of a receding horizon controller for ingress
planning. In particular, over the time interval k ≤ t < k + TD the aircraft moves in the direction
of −∇Uk(xt). At time t = k + TD new measurements of the wind field are collected and the new
cost-to-go map Uk+TD is calculated. Thus, the aircraft uses the receding horizon control:
xt+1 = xt − Ts · U
k(xt)
‖Uk(xt)‖2 + et, k ≤ t ≤ k + TD. (3.19)
Depending on model information available to the guidance layer, an additional term eˆi that
estimates the motion of the target region can be added to the update rule
xi+1 = xi −∆x · ni + ei − eˆi (3.20)
where the estimate eˆi is derived from a simple update law such as
eˆi+1 = eˆi + γ(xopt,i+1 − xi+1) (3.21)
where γ is a weight used to determine the frequency response of the update and xopt,i+1 = ∆x · nt
is the location the aircraft would have moved to had the wind field been exact.
So far derivation of the ingress planner has assumed that the aircraft can travel instanta-
neously in the direction of −∇Uk. Unfortunately the kinematic aircraft is constrained to move in
the heading direction only with a bounded turn rate. In this case an additional proportional control
law is wrapped around the ingress planner to calculate the aircraft turn rate u = ψ˙opt+ku(ψopt−ψ)
where ψopt = ∠(−∇U(xt)) = ∠(nt) is the angle of the gradient of the cost-to-go map relative to
the x-axis. Again, because the backward propagation using OUM provides Uk(x) ∀x, the resulting
ingress planner performs like a feedback control law.
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Figure 3.6: Rain contours for the first set of storm data at the end of the simulation. The track
of the vehicle is shown as the thick black line, with triangles at the points where the “radar” data
was updated. Circles show the corresponding goal points at each update. The dotted lines show
the calculated optimal path at the start each iteration.
Two simulations, one with each data set, were conducted to demonstrate the ingress planner.
For the two dimensional set, the UA was assumed to maintain the same altitude throughout the
flight. Since the storm data is given in a moving reference frame, its location over time with respect
to the inertial reference frame was set to move with the constant velocity [18, 4]T m/s. A linear
interpolation between data points in both space and time is used to generate the “actual” wind field
that affects the dynamics of the vehicle. The on-board planner only receives wind field updates at
the rate of once per minute, corresponding to a simulated update from Doppler radar information.
From these updates the planner calculates the cost map used for guidance for the next minute.
Figure 3.6 shows the track of the aircraft for the entire simulation, and the final location of
the storm rain contours. The points where the on-board “radar” data was updated are marked as
triangles. At each of these points, the path generated from the cost-to-go map is shown as a dashed
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line, and the corresponding goal location is shown as a circle. This goal location was determined
by examining the data and choosing the area of interest by hand. The initial path generated by
the ingress planner curves toward the left in order to move out of adverse winds first and then
ride favorable winds to the target. As the target region moves, the planner modifies the path
in response. After intercept of the target, the Vehicle exhibits an oscillatory behavior about the
target location. The cause of this behavior is the path following algorithm. Given that an aircraft
requires a minimum forward airspeed, once the target is reached, the UA is commanded to orbit at
a specified radius. The beginning of an orbit combined with periodic radar updates of the target
location causes the vehicle to oscillate.
Figure 3.7 shows the error between the expected location of the aircraft and the actual
position during the simulation. These errors reflect several factors, mainly the difference between
the path planned from the 160Hz “radar” update, and the path affected by spatially and temporally
interpolated simulation data. The error is also affected by other simplifications and assumptions
already specified earlier in this chapter. The error value in the graph generally increases until a
“radar” update is received by the controller. This behavior validates the usefulness of the addition
of an update law (Equation 3.20), which was not included in this simulation, to the controller.
Simulation of flight through the four dimensional data was performed similarly to the previous
simulation. The full data set was interpolated to determine the actual environment for the UA at a
given point in time and space. The path planner only received updates on the wind and precipitation
fields once a minute to simulate a radar data feed. The UA altitude was allowed to change due to
the wind field, but was not actively controlled. To reduce the large amount of computation required
for producing this simulation, only a two dimensional slice of the storm data nearest the current
altitude of the UA was used for creating the cost maps. Due to this simplification, three dimensional
control could not be accommodated by the path planner. It is possible that a simplification of the
data would have allowed for three-dimensional control to be considered, but it is left to future work
to determine the computational constraints of the algorithm, their effect on the applicability of the
algorithm and the possible solutions.
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Figure 3.7: Error between expected and actual position during the simulation.
Figure 3.8 shows the rain contours for the 16th minute of the data set with an overlaid UA
track. The initial UA path moves north before turning left to head into the rear flank downdraft.
This path takes it above the gust front with large downdrafts. As the storm moves south, the
UA begins to encounter more rain and wind than expected. After the second planning epoch, the
optimal path shifts to a southern route below the gust front.
3.0.4.3 Reduction of Computational Complexity
Due to the relatively large size of three-dimensional wind data derived from radar measure-
ments, it becomes extremely computationally expensive to path plan using all available data. The
expense is compounded when considering three-dimensional path planning. The complexity of the
computations increases on the order of O(M logM) with the size of the dataset, so decreasing the
size of the dataset significantly impacts the calculation time.
Given the ability of ordered upwind methods to deal with an unstructured mesh, point cloud
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Figure 3.8: Rain contours for the second set of storm data at the end of the simulation. The track
of the vehicle is shown as the thick black line, with triangles at the points where the “radar” data
was updated. Circles show the corresponding goal points at each update. The dotted lines show
the calculated optimal path at the start each iteration.
simplification techniques can be used to simplify the radar data that is used for path planning.
Reference [108] provides a nice overview of surface simplification methods, and provides its own
method for simplification along with a method to quantify the numerical error produced through
simplification. As it is the goal of this section to simply begin to analyze the computational savings
for path planning in a strong wind field through point simplification, an exhaustive comparison of
simplification methods will not be performed. Therefore, a modified version of the aforementioned
algorithm is the only method considered, and is expected to provide a suitable baseline for further
study of this problem.
Of the methods presented in [108], hierarchical clustering and particle simulation were de-
scribed as being “More suitable for real-time applications” [108]. Furthermore, it was shown that
hierarchical clustering produced the smallest maximum error. For these reasons this method was
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used as the basis of the method for decomposing the three dimensional wind field presented here.
Similar to the method described in [108], the variance of the data is used to evaluate the uniformity
of the data. However, in this instance the covariance matrix of the wind field components are
evaluated, rather than the spatial location of the sample points:
C =

Wx(xi1) Wy(xi1) Wz(xi1)
. . .
Wx(xin) Wy(xin) Wz(xin)

T
·

Wx(xi1) Wy(xi1) Wz(xi1)
. . .
Wx(xin) Wy(xin) Wz(xin)
 ,xij ∈ Np (3.22)
Np is the neighborhood containing a subset of the storm data, xi1 to xik , and p is the centroid of
the sampled set.
A similar metric to surface variation is used as was detailed in [108], to quantify the variation
of the data from the normal surface, or in this case, the wind component variation from a background
wind, for a neighborhood of n points. This equation was modified slightly to allow for the point
cluster to be characterized using the direction of the eigenvector of C corresponding to λ2, assuming
that λ0 ≤ λ1 ≤ λ2, and the average magnitude along the eigenvector over the sample.
σ∗n(p) = 1−
λ2
λ0 + λ1 + λ2
(3.23)
Therefore, given Equation 3.22, and Equation 3.23, hierarchical clustering was performed by
evaluating σ∗ for the set of data and splitting it along the centroid perpendicular to the largest
dimension of the cluster if one of two conditions was met:
• The size |Np| is larger than the user specified maximum cluster size nmax or
• The variation σ∗n(Np) is above the maximum threshold σ∗max
Figure 3.9 shows the result of the point cloud simplification technique applied to the simulated
data set. Given that a path planning product is the desired product from the data, it was chosen
to be a metric for determining whether the simplification was satisfactory. Figure 3.10 shows the
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path utilizing the full data set with the path generated from the simplified data set overlaid for one
starting and goal location. As is apparent from the figure, the paths only deviate from each other
in areas of high variance, and not by a significant amount.
Figure 3.9: a) Wind field dataset from simulated data. b) Data set after point cloud simplification,
σ = 0.01, with the maximum cluster size set at 1000 points.
The computational complexity was considered for the point cloud simplification and path
planning algorithm. As was mentioned before, ordered upwind methods have a O(M logM) com-
putational complexity. Although the computational complexity of the selected decomposition al-
gorithm is approximately O(M2) [104], these operations take significantly less time than those
required for ordered upwind methods. This was realized in practice as it took significantly less
time to compute paths with the simplified data set. Furthermore, looking closer at Sethian’s own
analysis of OUM complexity [126], it turns out the anisotropic case actually has a computational
complexity of O((F2F1 )
2M logM) where F1 and F2 bound the underlying forcing function, or in this
case the wind. Therefore, given that the calculations are performed with a strong wind field, the
anistropy ratio F2/F1 can be quite large and will justify the use of simplification techniques.
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Figure 3.10: Guidance plans generated for a UA starting position of (3.5× 104, 2× 104, 500) m and
a target location of (4.3 × 104; 5.4 × 104) m. The red path was planned using the full set of radar
data, while the blue path was planned using the simplified mesh.
3.1 Summary
Ordered upwind methods were used to develop guidance-layer planning algorithms for severe
storm penetration by small unmanned aircraft. The ordered upwind methods are a class of non-
iterative algorithms that solve continuous wavefront propagation problems on a discretized grid
with significantly less computational effort than other numerical techniques. In the context of path
planning and optimal control, ordered upwind methods approximate the solution of the Hamilton-
Jacobi equations that describe optimal aircraft trajectories. They are well suited to the planning
problems considered here since they are designed for anisotropic flow fields and because the Doppler
radar systems deployed to study severe storms provide wind field information at discrete points in
the environment.
A backward propagating wavefront algorithm based on ordered upwind methods was created
to aid development of mission-level concepts of operation for storm penetration. In particular,
the algorithm generates cost-to-go maps of the environment that i.) can be used to determine
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the feasibility of storm penetration from different locations; ii.) can be used as a design tool to
understand aircraft speed requirements; iii.) show the sensitivity of ingress time to deployment
location; iv.) yield feasible ingress trajectories that reduce flight time; and v.) form a component
of a receding horizon ingress planner. Unlike previous work that uses forward propagating wavefront
planners in current fields, the global cost-to-go maps generated here using backward propagation
are used as feedback control laws to simplify the overall computational of the guidance layer inputs.
An algorithm was chosen to provide a simplification of three-dimensional wind data given in
a derived radar data product. This was done in an effort to facilitate online path planning for a
small unmanned aircraft in a severe storm environment. The simplification algorithm was tested
with a set of simulation data, and was analyzed for computational savings and path generation
errors, as compared to the same process performed with the full dataset.
Chapter 4
Networked Unmanned Aircraft Systems
The premise developed here is the fact that networked communication for heterogeneous UAS
can and should be developed in a bottoms-up fashion whereby increased functionality at higher
levels in the approach are enabled through careful design of the underlying system layers. This
chapter contains a description of a complete net-centric command and control architecture for a
heterogeneous unmanned aircraft system (NetUAS). It is demonstrated how a bottom-up design ap-
proach (Figure 4.1) using off-the-shelf hardware and network protocols can lead to a heterogeneous
unmanned aircraft system capable of performing complex, unscripted missions. Hardware-in-the-
loop experiments demonstrate how the multi-tiered network architecture described here supports
autonomous cooperative control of multiple heterogeneous unmanned aircraft.
4.1 Motivation
Conducting targeted, in situ, meteorological observation is simplified greatly through the use
of distributed data resources and operators. This real-time command and control by dispersed
operators and download of telemetry and payload sensor data requires scalable, reliable, real-time,
peer-to-peer mobile ad hoc networking between aircraft. In many cases, the same avionics system
must support both intra-vehicle control functions and inter-vehicle cooperation functions, and tight
coupling exists between the layers in the overall system architecture.
Integration of the various levels of intra and inter-vehicle sensing and communication is further
complicated when applied to a heterogeneous unmanned aircraft system comprised of multiple types
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of aircraft. The vastly different payload capacity, avionics capability, communication range, and
flight endurance limitations of unmanned aircraft classes leads to fundamentally different types
of sensing and communication. For example, swarming miniature air vehicles will likely use local
flooding schemes over short distances to disseminate data [3] while larger aircraft will use mobile
ad hoc and delay-tolerant networking in conjunction with non-line-of-sight radio transmission.
Combining these heterogeneous capabilities into a single system with robust functionality remains
an open challenge.
Networked airborne communication is typically viewed as support infrastructure for ground-
based vehicles, warfighters, or first responders [64]. The vast amount of research and development
devoted to static networks and slow moving ground sensor networks does not address the unique
characteristics of highly mobile airborne networks. As a result, issues of data routing, network
quality of service, and fault tolerance in meshed airborne networks are studied using custom mo-
bility models developed for typical scenarios [143, 19]. A few works address the specific issue of
communication in ad hoc networks of UA [17, 25] and in multi-vehicle swarms where the main
objective is to share data between the vehicles [3].
While the specific system of aircraft and their communication and control will be application-
dependent, there are compelling reasons to think that many meteorological sensing systems will
be composed of aircraft with very different capabilities in flight speed/duration/range, commu-
nication range and bandwidth, sensor payloads, and on-board computational power. Bird-sized
miniature UA have significant advantages in unit cost and safety of operation, but have limited
payload size/mass, low flight speed/duration/range, limited computational resources, and small
communication range and data bandwidth. These aircraft are well suited to multiple, dispersed,
short range sensing tasks, where attrition is expected, or the aircraft are considered disposable.
However, such a flock or swarm cannot self-deploy to distant locations, self-organize to perform
complex tasks, or communicate data from distant regions. The addition of a few aircraft with higher
capabilities, e.g. small UA, can multiply the system capabilities enormously. Small UA can provide
transport of miniature UA to distant sites, remain on-station to supervise and organize flocks of
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smaller aircraft, provide high level situational awareness, and relay data back to operational com-
mand centers. Overall system cost and operational performance are improved by specialization of
capabilities, creating a heterogeneous UA system.
4.2 Layered Design Approach
A communication, command, and control (C3) network for supporting UAS was designed
using a bottom-up approach (Figure 4.1). This approach allows for the design of UA and supporting
systems to reflect and enhance design decisions made at the lower layers. Given that the success
of a UAS is based heavily on networked communications, this approach ensures the cooperative
algorithms can be implemented on the underlying network architecture. The lowest element of the
system design includes network hardware and transport protocols, along with their transporting
vehicles. The network design detailed here was driven by the desire to use COTS hardware as
much as possible to allow rapid development and easy deployment. Subsequent decisions at higher
levels of the design process are based in part on the decisions made below. The layers designed
here include: data routing and network configuration; integration of intra-vehicle communication
for sensor, communication, and control fusion; development of application layer communication
protocols for service discovery and data stream publication; and cooperative algorithms.
4.3 Transport
Providing a system that seamlessly allows for the accommodation of a large number of trans-
port methods is critical to an adaptive and modular network-centric architecture and presents a
significant challenge. Furthermore, to avoid the development of new hardware, COTS components
were used and the associated protocols, along with limitations, had to be accommodated. Several
mechanisms were considered and tested for use in data transport, including both electronic trans-
mission and the vehicles themselves (Figure 4.2). Vehicle transport involves the use of the aircraft
or ground vehicle and its on-board storage to physically move data from one geographical location
to another. This work is featured in several different experiments involving data ferrying and delay
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Figure 4.1: Bottom-up design approach to hardware, communication, sensing, and control for
networked UAS. The brackets identify a scope and name for each experiment used to incrementally
verify base functionality before implementing additional layers.
tolerant networks [16]. For electronic transmission, several different media and standards have been
used, and are generally intermixed within a deployed system. Wireless communications have been
performed using multi-hop, point-to-point, and centralized topologies, and devices including those
found in Chapter 2. These include IEEE 802.11 (WiFi) and IEEE 802.15.4 (ZigBee) radios, 900
MHz modems with both an RS-232 and IEEE 802.3 (Ethernet) interface, Iridium satellite com-
munications with an RS-232 interface, and GSM/CDMA cellular networks using a serial interface.
The communication hardware used in each networked device was selected depending on the per-
formance, weight, and power requirements of the particular node. Wired interfaces were used for
intra-vehicle communication, hardware-in-the-loop simulations, and for transferring data from a
remote site to off-site servers. The wired protocols used have included RS-232, IEEE 802.3, and
the Controller Area Network (CAN) bus.
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Figure 4.2: The various transport mechanisms supported by the network-centric architecture and
resulting software used in this dissertation.
4.4 Data Routing and Network Configuration
The data routing and network configuration layer (Figure 4.1) was built on top of the COTS
network components used in the transport layer. For several of the connections, it was sufficient to
use manufacturer provided routing and configuration methods. However, for wireless connections
to the aircraft and between the ground vehicles, most scenarios dictate the use of protocols that
can handle highly dynamic nodes and rapid network topology reconfiguration. The managed mode
of 802.11 fails quickly in these scenarios, and the ad hoc mode fails to provide for routing beyond
single hop communications. The unique environment of a UAS network required the use of third
party routing protocols.
During the initial testing of the networked UAS [17], each MNR ran the dynamic source
routing protocol (DSR); an on-demand protocol that only seeks a route from source to destination
when data must be sent. Thus, radio nodes do not waste bandwidth trying to establish routes they
do not need at the moment. When a node needs to send a packet, it initiates a route request process
among nodes in the network to establish a route. DSR uses source routing whereby a packet source
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precisely specifies in the header packet which route the packet will follow. DSR was implemented
using the Click modular router [79] which allows for the modification of the protocol as needed for
testing.
Click, while quite flexible, also adds delay to the system, and despite limiting overhead, DSR
also fails more often in highly dynamic networks, especially when transmitting large amounts of
data. The Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV) [22] standard implemented by CoRe-
Software [5] was selected to combat these issues. Unfortunately, although it provided the desired
functionality in the lab and during some flight experiments, this implementation presented several
problems. Most of the issues came from the lack of updates since 2007, which mandated the use of
older kernels and drivers. This caused system failures on several occasions and an alternative was
required.
An implementation of the Better Approach To Mobile Ad hoc Networking (B.A.T.M.A.N.)
protocol [9] was used to replace the AODV implementation. This protocol was chosen following
the recommendations presented in [1]. It was used in the CoCoNUE project [37, 71] and in VOR-
TEX2 [41]. In several experiments conducted in both the laboratory, and in the field using mobile
and stationary nodes, the functionality of B.A.T.M.A.N. was verified for identifying and properly
selecting routes.
Along with third party routing protocols, work has also been performed by RECUV on
routing protocols designed to address the unique issues found in UAS networks. As mentioned in
the transport section, an investigation of the use of the vehicles themselves as data ferries has been
conducted, which considers optimal mobility and delay tolerant networking [16]. Work has also
been performed on modifying the UDP protocol to provide data delivery guarantees without the
overhead required by TCP [67].
4.4.1 Experimental Verification
The Ad hoc UA and Ground Network (AUGNet) experiments, performed through collabo-
ration with the Interdisciplinary Telecommunications Program, were the first step toward testing
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and characterizing the first two layers of the network-centric architecture [17]. AUGNet is a com-
munication concept that combines small ( 10 kg) low-cost, custom-made UA with ad hoc wireless
(mesh) networking. A unique feature of the AUGNet system, compared to other multiple-vehicle
unmanned aircraft systems, is implementation of a true mobile ad hoc communication mesh, and
extensive monitoring of the network traffic. Figure 4.3 shows the components of the AUGNet Test
Bed Architecture. It also shows the data flow from the test site at the Department of Commerce’s
radio quiet Table Mountain test facility to remote users and the data repository (monitor server)
on the UCB campus.
4.4.1.1 Scenarios
Two motivating scenarios are shown in Figure 4.4. In scenario 4.4(a), an ad hoc network of
ground nodes is initially disconnected because of distance and/or terrain. A UAS is then introduced,
its altitude provides a superior view of the nodes and it maintains connectivity as an ad hoc relay.
In scenario 4.4(b), the power and payload constraints of the small UA limit the communication
range, which limits operational range. Relaying messages in an ad hoc network between multiple
UA extends the communication range and thus the operational range.
Several experiments were designed to show the role of the UA in improving connectivity
among ground nodes. In the first scenario, nodes were setup around the top of Table Mountain, and
a ground vehicle containing a roof mounted MNR was driven around the network. A connectivity
test was activated while the node circuits the mountain. Although placement of the nodes helps
provide more coverage, the mountain has rough and irregular sides. Five nodes, no matter how well
placed, do not provide complete coverage around the entire base of the mountain. This experiment
demonstrates the limits of ad hoc networks to connect to nodes moving at the fringe of the networks
collective coverage. The experiment was then repeated with a UA based MNR being flown above
Table Mountain to determine whether the UA adds any significant coverage at the fringes in rough
terrain In the second scenario, nodes were set up on Table Mountain at 6 primary sites. Once
connectivity was established, a central node shuts down its interface causing poor connectivity
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Figure 4.4: AUGNet deployment scenarios, (a) Scenario 1: UA used to increase ad hoc ground
node connectivity and connects disconnected groups, (b) Scenario 2: ad hoc networking between
multiple UA.
between the two groups. This experiment was repeated with a UA based MNR flying above the
first group to show whether the UA can provide better connectivity over flat terrain.
Another set of experiments was designed to test the ability of the ad hoc routing to improve
communications to and among UA. In the first scenario, a single fixed MNR was set up at one
end of Table Mountain. The range test was initiated between a ground vehicle mounted node
driving around the test site and the fixed MNR. This provided a ground-to-ground measurement
of the effect of range on throughput for nodes near the ground. The experiment was then repeated
with the MNR replaced with UA mounted node in a fixed orbit to measure the effect of range on
throughput when one of the nodes is a UA. To measure throughput of two aerial nodes, the ground
vehicle based MNR was replaced with a UA based node. The second scenario involves three planes
flown simultaneously, and the communication behavior among the UA as well as with a ground node
at a fixed base station was observed. This provides network performance measurements among a
typical small group of UA and the effect of UA dynamics on communication.
4.4.1.2 Results
It should be emphasized here that the results are determined by the combination of 802.11
interfaces, DSR routing software, and MNR hardware used. Changing one or all of these aspects
would have an effect on performance. Therefore these results indicate typical values within a
system and are not absolute performance measures of the individual elements. The network was
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characterized using the measured range and throughput for each different scenario.
Since packets can be received occasionally even at long node separation distances, the com-
munication range can be defined in a number of ways. The clearest indication is to look at the
ability to communicate as a function of distance. Figure 4.5 shows throughput samples at different
ranges for Ground node to Ground node and UA to Ground node communication. The Ground to
Ground throughput falls off between 1 and 2 km. The UA to Ground throughput falls off between
2 and 4 km. This suggests that the UA doubles the communication range. However, variability
increases when introducing the UA which can be attributed to UA dynamics. Results for the UA
to UA range proved to be less than expected. When the UA were flown within a few kilometers
of each other throughputs were around 1 Mbps. To measure larger distances, we used a second
airfield located 8 km distant. No reliable throughputs were measured at this distance.
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Figure 4.5: Throughput samples at different ranges.
For all scenarios, throughput was measured between every pair of nodes and the throughput
vs. the nominal number of hops in the stationary ground network was computed. The throughput
with and without the UA is shown in Figure 4.6(a). For the network without UA the black bars
represent the average throughputs of all possible routing paths. The gray bars show the throughputs
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that can be achieved between the same source-destination pair with the help of the UA. The data
points without the UA show the throughput falls off by a factor of two to three with each additional
hop. This is a known phenomenon in ad hoc networks with a small span (five or less hops) [12].
In the case where a UA based node was used, sustainable shortcuts through the aircraft could be
formed since the UA to ground effective communication range is longer than the range between
two ground nodes. As expected the UA makes no difference on one and two hop paths since paths
between ground nodes that pass through the UA are at least two hops. For three and four hop
paths, the UA is able to maintain the end-to-end throughput close to the two hop throughput
indicating that the network is able to find and sustain the two hop paths through the UA, despite
having larger packet loss than the ground based links (up to 50%), as shown in Figure 4.6(b).
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Figure 4.6: a) Throughput data with and without the UA node vs. the nominal number of hops.
b) Loss rate over 20-second intervals with and without the UA.
4.5 Sensor, Communication and Control Fusion
The sensor, communication, and control fusion layer (Figure 4.1) integrates intra-vehicle com-
munication between subsystems with the external meshed networking environment. To facilitate
this, a modular architecture has been implemented for the synthesis of on-board systems needed
in mission level decision making. The architecture employs a lightweight interface node to connect
to each COTS component, and provide an interface through a shared bus (Figure 4.7). Each node
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contains some intelligence and is responsible for initialization, data fetching, and any needed data
manipulation for a particular device. By enforcing this paradigm, the bus traffic remains high
level, and enables significant system scaling with no reprogramming of the existing nodes. System
upgrades may also be performed with ease, so long as the high-level data being pushed to the bus
remains unchanged. A typical setup consists of a supervisory flight management computer, the
autonomous flight system, ad hoc communication hardware, and sensors.
The key functionality provided through an on-board bus is access to any subsystem on a
UA by a remote client. For subsystems on-board the UA that have a built-in IP stack, such as
a network camera, this is achieved through a wired Ethernet connection to the communications
interface. Network address translation (NAT) running on the interface enables messages to be
passed to these on-board devices directly, depending on the port number of the traffic (Figure 4.8).
Most of the subsystems lack a built-in IP stack, and require an interface to the network. A Naiad
interface node (Section 2.6.2) implementing the serial line IP protocol (SLIP) provides translation
from network traffic into messages that are disseminated through the on-board CAN bus. The
other Naiad nodes connected to this bus can then translate the messages to be communicated to
their attached device, such as atmospheric sensors, or the COTS autopilot (Figure 4.8).
The integration of the Naiad system aboard the networked UAS expanded the AUGNet
system from a communication network to a system capable of providing command, control and
communication to a group of autonomous UA. Each aircraft previously contained two independent
systems, a single board computer used for maintaining a node on the 802.11b network, and a
Piccolo avionics package from Cloudcap Technology [26]. The Naiad system provided a standardized
interface between these two and enables the addition of a “high-level” flight computer and a scientific
payload. This not only eliminated redundant components such as the dual GPS receivers used for
AUGNet, but also enables mission level decisions to be made by the flight computer given network
metrics and operator specified parameters. These parameters can be changed through the ad hoc
network using a GUI on a remote monitoring station.
The addition of a simulated scientific node to the internal CAN bus demonstrates a scientific
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Figure 4.8: Network address translation using serial line IP.
payload interface and allows the system to showcase the downlink of real-time experimental data.
This data can be used on the ground to modify mission parameters, or onboard the UA for decision
making by the flight computer. The particular node used in the UAS C3 system, named Thalassa,
is an expanded Naiad node with integrated temperature, pressure, and humidity sensors (Section
2.6.2). The Naiad core of the Thalassa provides communications across the CAN bus, sensor data
acquisition, along with device interface firmware. This resulted in a significant savings in both
development time and cost. The Thalassa board serves as an interface for all three sensors.
4.5.1 Experimental Verification
Flight tests of networked UA communication, command, and control enabled by the Sensor,
Communication, and Control Fusion layer have been performed using the Ares UA [51]. A series
of experiments demonstrated the integration of the components of the on-board flight management
system with the high-tier mesh network by performing sensor-reactive and communication-reactive
autonomous control. Sensor payloads for these experiments included the Thalassa in-situ sensor
system and the Panasonic BB-HCM311 Pan/Tilt IP camera. Figure 4.9(a) shows a contour plot
of the humidity measured over the test range, while Figure 4.9(b) shows a single image from video
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Figure 4.9: a) Humidity Microclimate Interpolated from Flight Data. b) Image from IP camera
transmitted over wireless AUGNet.
streamed over the AUGNet.
An experiment was designed to showcase communication and sensor reactive behaviour by
the UA in order to test the Thalassa sensor, and further confirm the desired C3 functionality. The
aircraft setup is composed of a Soekris SBC for 802.11b packet routing and communication to and
from the UA, a Piccolo avionics package, a flight computer, a scientific payload, and interface nodes
to tie the systems together. A ground station to support Piccolo operations is composed of the
Piccolo ground station, a pilot console for manual piloting, and a laptop connected to the ground
station serial interface to allow an operator to command changes to the Piccolo system. This ground
station was used for takeoff and landing, which was performed manually. Once the UA was placed
under autopilot control, the ground station provided a failsafe for potential problems encountered
during the experiment. A laptop was used as the remote monitoring station to provide an operator
with status and control for the various nodes on the ad hoc network. All of the network packets,
along with a periodic status packet sent by each node, was transmitted to a gateway which allowed
for transport to an off-site database to be used for analysis. Two network nodes, in addition to the
node on the UA, were located in the field to provide routing between the various components on
the network.
The experiment fully demonstrates the capabilities of the remote monitor station and on-
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board systems in the aircraft. A brief procedural outline is given by Table 4.1. A visual representa-
tion of the experimental plan is shown in Figure 4.10. From this diagram it becomes evident that
Flight Plan 1 is a “return to base” formation while Flight Plan 2 represents a much larger track
that would be taken to gather experimental data.
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Figure 4.10: Experiment test range and flight patterns.
The mission parameters for commanding a “return to base” were chosen to demonstrate the
ability of the UA to conduct a mission based upon any combination of network metrics, scientific
data, or aircraft status. Ambient temperature was chosen as a constraint as it represents both
an experimental constraint (sensor measurements might not be desirable below a certain temper-
ature), and a platform constraint (problems with wing icing occur below a certain temperature).
Communication with the network monitoring station was also chosen since it allows the UA to
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Table 4.1: Experimental Test Plan
1. The UA is manually piloted for takeoff and
correct behavior of the Piccolo unit is verified
2. Ares is commanded into autonomous mode and flies
flight plan 1, which is preloaded.
3. A “start experiment” command is sent from the remote
monitoring station to the UA over the ad hoc network.
4. The UA transitions into flight plan 2 where it sends
a sensor report every second consisting of temperature,
pressure, and humidity data.
5. The UA maintains flight plan 2 until one of the
following conditions is met:
a. The temperature probe records a “simulated” temperature
below 40 degrees Fahrenheit (potential icing).
b. The communication link between the RMS and UA
has been down for more than 40 sec.
6. Ares transitions back into flight plan 1.
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react to a metric derived from the communications network.
The “return to base” parameters were simulated as it was not desirable to lose complete
communication with the monitoring station for experimental purposes, mainly the recording of
data, and the temperature in a large outdoor environment cannot be predicted or changed. “Com-
munication” with the monitoring station was defined as the reception of a ping packet through the
ad hoc network. The operator at the station could stop and start the ping packet transmission at
will and thus induce the UA to return to base should the ping packet fail to be transmitted over
a set period of time. Temperature was recorded from the sensor on the Thalassa node, but when
the experiment was started, the Thalassa subtracted a degree from the reading for each second
passed before transmitting the value on the CAN bus. In this manner a temperature drop could be
simulated and eventually hit the temperature limit for the experiment specified by the operator.
Figure 4.11: Experimental Results: a) Destination waypoint number, b) recorded on-board tem-
perature, c) recorded ping times from the UA to the monitoring station.
Results were obtained from a 50 minute flight of the UA which was flown under autopilot
control for 30 of those minutes. Most of the other 20 minutes were used to verify correct autopilot
operations and communications between all of the nodes in the network. During the experiment,
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all of the messages between the network monitoring station and the UA were recorded, and the
network metrics were backhauled to the off-site database and stored for later analysis. The scientific
data measured by the Thalassa node was downlinked to the network monitor at a frequency of 2Hz.
Figure 4.11 shows the primary results of the experiment. All of the graphs shown depict
a value vs. time in minutes since the UA began communicating with the network monitoring
station. The top graph shows the destination waypoint for the UA. The waypoint plans (as can
be seen in Figure 4.10, consist of waypoints 2-7 for flight plan 1 and waypoints 10-15 for flight
plan 2. Any transition between these two flight plans is made evident by a change in range of
the destination waypoints. The second graph depicts the recorded (and simulated) temperature by
the Thalassa node during the experiment. Interesting points include the linear transition from the
current temperature to 32 degrees Fahrenheit as the Thalassa subtracts from the actual temperature
following a start of experiment command, and the transition back to actual temperature following
a second start of experiment command. The bottom graph shows ping times in milliseconds for
the round trip transmission of a packet from the monitoring station to the UA and back.
This graphical data demonstrates that the aircraft was able to make autonomous decisions
based upon parameters set by the operator over the 802.11b ad hoc link. For both experiments, the
temperature limit was set to 40 degrees, as marked by the horizontal dashed line in the second graph.
The intersection of the reported temperature and the limit is identified by the left-most dashed red
line which is carried through the other two graphs. In the second experiment, a communications
timeout between the UA and the monitoring station was set to 40 seconds. The absence of the ping
packets transmitted between the aircraft and monitoring station, which simulates a communication
dropout, for 40 seconds is marked by the right most vertical dashed line which is carried through the
other two graphs. At both places where an experiment is being performed the aircraft is tracking
waypoints from the second pattern, a limit is reached, and an automatic transition to the “return
to base” waypoint pattern is executed. Furthermore, the second and third graph show that each
type of trigger was acted upon since only one trigger is reached per experiment.
Following post-processing of the data a further interesting result was encountered. The
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scientific data recorded from the Thalassa node readings included relative humidity. By plotting
the humidity vs. GPS position of the aircraft, a spatially consistent change of about 2% is present
over the test range. Interpolation between the data points using the Kriging technique [81] reveals
a humidity contour as shown in Figure 4.9(a).
4.6 Service Implementation and Discovery
Components developed at the service implementation and discovery layer (Figure 4.1) de-
fine how elements of the UAS can discover and communicate with one another, enabling seamless
command and control across a heterogeneous network. Software provides for the use of more
than one ground station; interaction with the UA from outside of the ad hoc network; in flight
re-configuration of the entire UAS; and communication between different UA types and heteroge-
neous sub-networks. Furthermore, components at this layer ensure network configuration (e.g. the
existence of nodes and their addresses) no longer has to be specified before the system is deployed.
New UA can be injected into the system or new ground stations may be brought up and the network
configures itself appropriately in response. All of this functionality is enabled by mechanisms for
service discovery, data stream subscription, and command issuance.
The entire control software suite runs as several user-level threads on top of a Linux computer.
These threads not only provide interfaces to the network and system components, but also provide
support functionality such as message logging and a graphical interface for users to either visualize
available data streams or inject control messages into the UAS. Components are programmed in a
way to provide a simple application programming interface (API) for the development of cooperative
algorithms based upon the information handled by the underlying mechanisms. Furthermore, the
software maintains a level of modularity that allows for reliability, ease of upgrading, and the ability
for entry-level programmers to contribute functionality.
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4.6.1 Application Layer Networking Components
The application layer networking software uses an object-oriented approach to define compo-
nent modules. These modules are based upon the idea that any task that needs to be implemented
on a particular node can be represented by a combination of up to three different types of blocks.
These blocks are as follows:
• Communication Block The communication block provides an interface to some physical
device. It might be a device on a serial port, a socket, or a video camera. It is responsible
for initialization and reading from/writing to the device.
• Translation Block Considering the non-standard internal message format, most device
interfaces require translation from the device’s protocol to the internal messaging scheme.
Examples are XML parsing/serialization from a socket interface, or conversion of propri-
etary binary GPS data from a serial interface.
• Computation Block Occasionally the interface will also require that some computation
is performed using the data made available by the interface/translation block combination.
An example of this could be a filter implemented to condition the data coming in from a
sensor. There are also cases where internal data needs to be processed and then pushed
back to the system (i.e. no interface or translation blocks). An example of this is a waypoint
tracker that accepts flight plans from other nodes and outputs velocity commands.
All three of these blocks are specialized instantiations of a single class. This class is imple-
mented as a thread, allowing for each block to perform their function asynchronously with the rest
of the system. Because of their asynchronous nature, data transfer between a series of blocks is
performed through first-in-first-out buffers (FIFOs). A combination of FIFOs and a block composes
a “Threaded Pipe.” The Threaded Pipe is the basis for the entire Application based networking,
and is shown in Figure 4.12.
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Figure 4.12: The Threaded Pipe object. The block in the center can be instantiated as a commu-
nication, translation or computation module.
The combination of up to three of these threaded pipes, connected through their FIFOs,
creates an “Interface” (Figure 4.13). Each one of these interfaces completely defines the mecha-
nisms necessary to implement a particular capability. Examples include providing an interface to a
network, reading from a sensor, actuating a controller, or providing mission level decision making
based upon system parameters.
A critical component of the Interface is the client list manager. This is used by interfaces that
provide communications to maintain a list of clients whose traffic has been seen on the network.
It further provides the ability to store information about each client that is frequently used on a
system wide basis, including service discovery information, last known GPS location, time since last
received transmission, etc. It can store multiple addresses for a particular node, which is required
for translation between two different types of networks. Figure 4.13 is a block diagram of the
Interface object.
Figure 4.13: An interface object, which provides for a device to communicate with the rest of the
UAS. The interface is composed of up to three different Threaded Pipes, and a client list stored in
shared memory.
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By linking two or more of these interfaces together, and sharing the client list between each,
data can be transferred from one interface, such as a sensor, to another interface, such as a socket
to an ad hoc network. The intelligent routing of messages between interfaces is performed by a
“Data Distribution” object. This object uses a destination address associated with each message
and looks it up in the shared memory client list to determine the proper interface to push messages
to. All internal messages have to go through the data distribution object, and it is therefore used
to provide logging functionality if desired.
Another component, the “Capabilities Manager” object is used to aid in service discovery
implementation. As each Interface Object is invoked, it registers the capabilities it enables (au-
tonomous flight, gateway to external networks, etc.) with the Capabilities Manager object. This
process of collecting the various capabilities allows for the complete specification of all data streams
available for subscription and all accepted commands. This information is broadcast over the net-
work at a fixed interval providing the basis for the service discovery mechanism
The “Capabilities Manager,” “Data Distribution” object, and various interfaces together
compose a “Network Appliance” as seen in Figure 4.14. A large number of interfaces may be added
to the “Network Appliance” enabling more functionality for the particular node. Complicated
devices can be managed by these objects in this way. Figure 4.15 is the block diagram for a
“Network Appliance” that has been implemented and tested using hardware-in-the-loop (HWIL)
experiments. The Network Appliance provides interfaces to an 802.11 ad hoc network, an 802.15.4
network with address translation, and an 802.3 network with XML translation. It also provides a
human interface through a GUI with live video display from other nodes on the network.
4.6.2 Service Discovery
In order to facilitate self-coordination, a significant amount of infrastructure must be in
place. A vital component of this infrastructure is the ability of other UA to obtain information
about the status and capabilities of surrounding vehicles. It is only when this information is known
that vehicles may then employ neighboring assets to collaboratively complete mission objectives.
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Figure 4.14: The Network Appliance object. a) Depicts a simple, one device Network Appliance,
where b) shows how this can easily be expanded to accommodate a large number of devices.
The concept of service discovery is well established, however, few service discovery protocols exist
for ad hoc networks. Many of the protocols still have no method for dealing with high levels of
node mobility which typically leads to periodic disconnects and the need for continual updates
of routing information. Furthermore, many protocols might be able to adapt to a highly dynamic
environment, but were designed with another architecture in mind and not tested in such a manner.
A summary of existing protocols is given in Table 4.2, and further detailed in Appendix B. Each
contains some component that makes it unsuitable for highly dynamic ad hoc networks, and more
significantly, no protocol allows for the easy definition of services typically used in a UAS. Most
were designed to establish the presence of services such as file sharing or a networked printer on a
local area network.
A service discovery protocol was implemented from scratch, as no satisfactory third party
solution was available. To define services, a description language was implemented. Each subsystem
was given a 4 bit unique id. For instance, the GPS subsystem was given x040. To further define
the service, hex values were then assigned to available streams or accepted commands. Available
streams and accepted commands are defined by two 8 bit bit fields that identify the presence of
one or many per subsystem. This 12 bit representation of a capability provides enough flexibility
to define all of the current subsystems along with room to define others. Furthermore, by using
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Table 4.2: Comparison of Service Discovery Protocols
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this unique system, the internal packets can be identified by simply combining the 4 bit hex value
of the system in the high nibble with the 4 bit value of the stream or command in the low nibble
to get the header. An example of these defines are given below:
/**********************\
| autopilot |
\**********************/
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#define CMD_AUTOPILOT 0x80
#define CMD_WAYPT 0x81
#define CMD_PICCOLO_WAYPT 0x82
#define CMD_FP 0x83
#define CMD_TELEM 0x84
The structure of the rest of the capabilities packet was kept very simple to limit bandwidth
and allow for implementation on the resource constrained participants. The IP address field typi-
cally corresponds to an 8 byte representation of the node address and when using networks such as
802.15.4 will not correspond to an actual IP address, but can be translated at gateway nodes. The
plain text name is necessary for translation to XML and is limited in size. The capabilities are in
the form described above. Telemetry is provided with the packet so that the location of each node
can be identified, and queries can be intelligently made to neighboring nodes.
The capabilities manager provides most of the functionality for the service discovery protocol.
Each interface registers its capabilities with this block by indicating the particular subsystem type
it represents and which streams and commands are associated with it. After a period of ten
seconds has elapsed, the computation block assembles all known capabilities into a small packet
that is broadcast to all connected networks. This heartbeat message allows for other nodes to
track the connectivity status of their neighbors and identify their various associated capabilities.
Since this packet is composed each time it is sent out, capabilities can be changed in real-time,
effectively accommodating system failure or reconfiguration. Figure 4.16 demonstrates the startup
for a typical node. As each Interface object is added to the Network Appliance, it registers its
capabilities to be sent out every ten seconds.
4.6.3 Service Subscription and Command Interface
Once the services throughout the network have been identified, the nodes need a method to
subscribe to the data provided by each service, or to issue a command to it. Issuance of commands
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is relatively straight forward. The capabilities packet defines the number of the subsystem along
with numbers for the various available commands. Simply constructing the appropriate packet and
transmitting it to the node’s address allows for commands to be issued. The issuance of confirmation
for reception of the command packet or upon state change varies depending on the subsystem. For
stream subscription, the stream is either transmitted periodically, or upon a change. This is entirely
defined by the type of system, and cannot be identified through the service discovery protocol.
Sensors typically send data at a specified rate, where requests for items such as the waypoints in
the current waypoint pattern, only updates the subscribed client when the data changes.
To perform a stream subscription, the node must first identify the subsystem identifier from
the capabilities packet. This is used to construct a “Subscribe packet” which is sent to the remote
client. The client’s data distribution handles the request, and adds a subscriber to the data stream.
Status is then sent back to the subscriber indicating their subscribed status. When the Threaded
Pipe on an Interface object decides to publish data it can request this list of subscribers to address
the data to. A subscriber at any time can also send an “Unsubscribe” packet to remove themselves
from a data service. Figure 4.17 depicts the full process required to request telemetry from a UA
with a Piccolo autopilot on-board.
4.6.3.1 Graphical User Interface
A graphical user interface (GUI) was created to allow a user to manage all nodes and links
participating in a networked UAS. The GUI is implemented as a computation block in the ap-
plication layer networking and therefore can be invoked from any machine running the software,
including multiple computers on the same network. This allows the flexibility of supporting redun-
dant human operators, or independent human operators in charge of their own subsystem. The
GUI can be paired with an XML or TCP interface to allow for users outside of the internal network
to invoke a fully functional instance. It can also be limited to a read only state where an operator
is not allowed to issue commands over the network.
The GUI is divided into five different spaces as seen in Figure 4.18. The toolbar across the
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top allows for user interaction with the map space using quick reference icons. The upper left
pane displays all service discovery, stream subscription, and command status. The lower left pane
displays all map layers and allows for each one to be toggled by the user. The map space provides
the user with spatial situational awareness and can show all of the layers controlled by the lower
left-hand pane. The bottom bar gives quick status, such as the time, location of the cursor on the
map page, and that cursor location’s distance from the current position of the node the GUI is
running on.
Status of the service discovery mechanisms is provided as a list to the user and separated by
node. As each node announces itself to the system, its human readable ID is displayed. Should the
node fail to communicate its status for longer than a timeout interval, which is set depending on
the mission and underlying network, its background will turn red to indicate this status to the user.
By twisting down the arrow next to each client, the services/commands that each particular node
provides/accepts is displayed to the user (Figure 4.18). Requests for subscriptions to a particular
data stream is performed by clicking on the check mark next to each stream. Once the first packet
is received, the background of the stream will turn green to indicate that the subscription went
through. Furthermore, certain streams will show up as information in the rest of the GUI (i.e. the
map space). Figure 4.19 shows subscriptions to telemetry, flight plans, and wind data respectively.
If the user desires further interaction with any particular node, clicking the check box next to
the human readable name will bring up a separate window (Figure 4.20). This window is populated
with tabs depending on the services provided by the node. Figure 4.20 shows two windows from
two separate nodes. One node is an aircraft with an attached pressure, temperature, and humidity
(PTH) sonde. The other is a simple mesh network radio (MNR). This figure shows that there is
very different data to be displayed between the two interfaces. This is all determined dynamically
using the service discovery protocol. Furthermore, each window is defined using XML, making it
easy to add a GUI for new services/accepted commands.
Issuing a command to a particular node is simple, requiring the user to open the associated
node window and click the appropriate buttons. In the example depicted in Figure 4.21, the user
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(a) Vehicle telemetry. (b) A waypoint plan.
(c) Wind measurements displayed as wind barb “bread
crumbs”.
Figure 4.19: Examples of methods for displaying the information from various data stream sub-
scriptions.
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Figure 4.20: NetUAS GUI with node windows displayed. Each window provides tabs that corre-
spond to capabilities of the particular node, and allows for the user to see detailed status or issue
commands.
commands the UA to track MNR0 by subscribing to its GPS telemetry and using the MNR’s
current position as an orbit point. Furthermore, the orbit parameters can be adjusted, such the
altitude or relative distance of the center point from the tracked node. This is particularly nice when
attempting to track an aircraft from a moving vehicle. By allowing a user in the car to position
the UA to any side of the car they can better keep it in view and away from visual obstructions.
Figure 4.21: Changing the parameters for a control system. In a) the UA is set to track MNR0,
without any relative offset to the orbit point. In b) the UA has been commanded a 500 meter orbit
offset to the North.
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Similarly, each node accepting flight plans can be sent a flight plan from the GUI. Clicking on
the appropriate menu bar item allows for a plan to be drawn. Upon completion, the user may left
click the plan they have drawn (or opened from a file) and using the correct modifier key, translate
it, rotate it, or change the position of one waypoint. Once the plan is ready to send, the user simply
has to right click on it, choose “send waypoint,” and then pick the particular client to send it to.
Figure 4.22 demonstrates this process.
The map plane of the GUI (Figure 4.18) displays several geo-referenced layers of data in-
cluding: maps, weather information, flight boundaries, network status, wind measurements, flight
plans, and node telemetry. The first of these layers, “Open Source Maps,” contains one of several
selectable forms of maps: satellite imagery, road network, topographical, and aviation charts (Fig-
ure 4.23). These maps provide background imagery for spatial reference and supply pertinent local
information such as road names and elevation. This data is presented in a tiled, scrollable interface
similar to what Google Maps offers, allowing the user to easily navigate an area by dragging and
zooming with the mouse. Right clicking on the imagery allows for the user to switch between the
different types of maps.
The “Radar” and “NWS Warnings” layers allows for the user to subscribe to any of the
Level 3 Doppler radar data or weather service warnings available in the United States. Figure
4.24(a) shows both the available radar coverage, and the different radar products available to the
user, which include velocities and reflectivities. Clicking on the radar coverage circles brings up
this list of products. Each can be viewed as a static image updated every time a new product is
available, or as a repeating animation depicting data measured over the last several hours. Once
a stream has been selected, it will be downloaded and shown on screen. The Figure 4.24(b) shows
the translucent radar imagery displayed in the GUI. The upper left corner of the map has controls
for the radar images that show the time of the current snapshot, and allows for the use of “Tivo”
like controls to view the radar data. It will continue to download and display the latest data until
the user indicates for the service to stop.
The upper layers contain flight boundaries, established network links, flight plans, and node
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(a) Drawing waypoints. (b) Sending the waypoints to a client.
(c) Client tracking new waypoint set.
Figure 4.22: Waypoint pattern creation and tasking to a client through the NetUAS GUI.
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(a) Street map. (b) Satellite imagery.
(c) Aviation charts.
Figure 4.23: Examples of methods for displaying the information from various data stream sub-
scriptions.
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Figure 4.24: a) WSR-88D weather radar interface. b) Composite reflectivity data shown in the
map plane.
icons. The “Boundary” layer allows for the user to specify and visualize boundaries, as shown
in Figure 4.25. This is particularly helpful when working with FAA Certificates of Authorization
(COAs) or simply when wanting to set a desired area of operation. The boundaries can also be
visualized as single or multiple walls for shapes that aren’t closed. Boundaries are imported from
KML files, allowing for the user to create them using Google Maps. The “Network Link” layer
enables network link stats to be displayed between the various nodes. It monitors throughput and
RSSI values and can display them either using a graph, or as a line between each communicating
node. The color of the line is varied according to the used bandwidth on each link. The “Node Icons”
layer contains icon and contextual information (node name, altitude, current target waypoint) for
each networked node. From this, the operator can quickly deduce the number of nodes connected on
the network, their current location, node type (fixed, mobile, UA), and some simple node context
information.
Several other tools are available to the user through the GUI. First, a timer is provided on
the node page for any nodes that have an attached autopilot to track flight time. Second, a group
of buttons on the toolbar provide default lost communication and takeoff plans. This is particularly
useful in situations where flight plans must be constructed quickly from a previously undetermined
location. Examples include orbiting a UA next to a tracking vehicle, or a quick deployment from a
location that was just recently determined. Third, a search bar at the very top center of the GUI
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Figure 4.25: Boundaries used for the VORTEX2 project, shown in the map plane.
provides for reverse geocoding. The user may type in any acceptable string, such as a city and
state, and the map center will transition to that location. Fourth, any of the data provided by a
node or the network can be plotted easily. By pressing the “p” key, the user activates a series of
menus that allows for the selection of data sources to be plotted in real-time. Multiple plots can be
created at once. Example plots have been included in a few of the screen shots above. Other useful
GUI functionality includes the ability to change units used in the GUI, and measure multi-point
path distances.
4.6.3.2 KML Interface
Using libkml [61], an interface was created to allow for multiple users to view experiments
in progress. One of the participating nodes in the network (usually the computer in the command
trailer) runs an interface on the application layer networking that provides data through a TCP
socket to an off-site server. This connection is usually made using a WAN card and cellular access.
The off-site server is running its own application layer networking and converts the TCP data to
KML and saves it to a file. The file is then made available using Apache for any connected Google
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Earth clients. A diagram of the system is shown in Figure 4.26
Figure 4.27 shows a series of screenshots with the end result displayed in Google Earth. Note
that the aircraft’s orientation can be determined through the visualization. The trailer can be seen
at the ground station location, and in the background is a MNR. The models for the nodes were
created using Blender [14], an open source program used for making videos and images by defining
3D objects and their interaction with the environment. These were exported, and then slightly
modified using Google’s Sketchup software.
4.6.4 Experimental Verification
Examples of systems that have used the functionality of the service implementation and
discovery layer will be provided in the next section along with the cooperative algorithm that
drives the use of this layer. Several small experiments have been conducted, including the tracking
of a ground vehicle by the NexSTAR UA, as seen in Figure 4.28. This involved tasking of the
UA from the ground station, and the automated subscription request to the ground vehicle’s GPS
telemetry by the UA. However, the most complicated instantiation and verification of components
on this level was created for use in the VORTEX2 project, as will be described in Chapter 5.
4.7 Cooperative Algorithms
A broad overview of the control algorithms is presented here in order to demonstrate how
the network-centric UAS architecture facilitates coordination. The specific algorithms used in the
cooperative control architecture are less important than the interactions of the different levels en-
abled by the UAS network. Additional details for the cooperative algorithms presented here, along
with more complex assignment algorithms can be found in [53, 83, 52]. Furthermore, two other co-
operative algorithms using this network-centric architecture are the construction of communication
based relay chains [31] and the characterization and localization of WiFi sources [134].
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Figure 4.27: Sequential screenshots of the visualization provided through Google Earth.
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Figure 4.28: NexSTAR UA flight on 14 October 2008 demonstrating the tracking of a moving
ground target.
4.7.1 Experimental Verification
The University of Colorado (CU) Heterogeneous Unmanned Aircraft System (HUAS) was
used to perform HWIL simulations to verify the functionality of the cooperative algorithms layer.
The HUAS utilizes the NetUAS architecture to combine small UA and miniature UA through a
multi-tier airborne network (Figure 4.29). The system was developed to support research efforts on
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a large variety of topics that include cooperative search, acquisition, and tracking [53]; flocking of
miniature air vehicles [3]; volumetric atmospheric sampling [6]; ad hoc networking on small UA [17];
controlled mobility in ad hoc networks [16]; and mothership/daughtership control architectures.
The HUAS system utilizes two distinctly different aircraft platforms and networks in terms
of functionality to achieve a common a goal. Implementation of cooperative control between both
types of aircraft demonstrates the application layer service discovery algorithms as they bridge
the gap between the two network tiers to enable publication and subscription of individual vehicle
capabilities. The first aircraft is the CU Miniature Unmanned Aircraft [112, 3], which is based on
a modified commercial foam kit with electric propulsion that has an total mass of approximately
580 g. (Figure 4.30). Autonomous flight and communication are supported by a custom 15 g
avionics package, providing a low cost, slow flying platform for networking and cooperative control
algorithm flight testing. Flight duration is approximately 45 minutes, and payload capability is
approximately 60 g in a 3 × 3 × 5 cm cargo bay. The second aircraft consists of NexSTAR or Ares
airframe (Chapter 2) with a Piccolo autopilot and Linux SBC for flight management.
The mobile ad hoc network connecting the small UA and dispersed operators is based on the
IEEE 802.11 (WiFi) standard (Section 2.5.1), as in the experiments conducted to test the AUGNet
system [17]. On-board flight management of the small UA is achieved through sensor, communica-
tion, and control fusion layer, specifically consisting of the Naiad interface boards (Section 2.6.2).
Networking among miniature UA and between the miniature UA and the AUGNet is provided by
the Maxstream XBEE Pro radio using the IEEE 802.15.4 protocol (Section 2.5.4). The output
from the avionics system is processed by a single micro-controller which is directly integrated with
the communication hardware. This approach eliminates the need for intra-vehicle networking on
the miniature UA platform.
4.7.2 Cooperative Standoff Line of Sight Tracking
Cooperative Standoff Line of Sight (CSLOS) tracking of targets by UA (Figure 4.31) presents
an interesting cooperative control problem that has many extensions [49]. Cooperative stand-
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Figure 4.30: CU Miniature unmanned aircraft [3].
off line-of-sight trajectories allow multiple UA to track moving ground targets while maintaining
optimal sensor coverage and remaining outside a critical threat range. Cooperation by multiple
UA to track a single target improves geo-localization performance and decreases the target’s ability
to evade the team. Stand-off tracking reduces exposure of the UA to threats and allows them to
conduct operations in a stealthy manner.
For solving the CSLOS problem, a Lyapunov vector field approach is used [49]. This approach
to unmanned aircraft guidance provides globally stable convergence to limit cycle behavior about
circular loiter patterns [53] and enables decomposition of cooperative tasks into a hierarchical
architecture that exhibits complex behavior through the interaction of simple, provably stable
layers. Furthermore, Lyapunov vector field based control has proven in simulation to be a good
solution to the CSLOS tracking of moving targets for improved sensor coverage [125, 50].
CSLOS tracking of a moving target by two or more unmanned aircraft is achieved through
two components: convergence to a loiter pattern, and coordinating the phase of the UA around
the desired pattern. Algorithms for convergence to a loiter pattern are presented in [53]. Phase
coordination is produced by adjusting the speed of the vehicles (within limits) and then processing
them through the correction algorithm to maintain the desired standoff distance to the moving
target. For two cooperating UA with phase angles θ1 and θ2 defined relative to the instantaneous
target location and desired phase offset θd the phasing Lyapunov function Vp = (θ2 − θ1 − θD) is
117
Figure 4.31: Cooperative standoff line-of-sight tracking of a moving ground target by two cooper-
ating unmanned aircraft.
driven to zero with speed commands [53, 49].
u1,1 = k(θ2 − θ1 − θD)rd + v0
u1,2 = −k(θ2 − θ1 − θD)rd + v0
(4.1)
For the three aircraft simulation, a slightly modified version of this algorithm is used. Each
UA maintains phase coordination based upon the “previous” UA in the chain orbiting the target
(Equation 4.2).
u1,1 = −k(θ3 − θ1 − θD)rd + v0
u1,2 = −k(θ1 − θ2 − θD)rd + v0
u1,3 = −k(θ2 − θ3 − θD)rd + v0
(4.2)
In both the two aircraft and three aircraft simulations, the phase of the aircraft is coordinated
through a process running on each UA. This requires the identification of other UA that are
performing tracking, and the periodic reception of each participating vehicle’s relative phase angle,
θi.
This HWIL demonstration showcases integration of the low level cooperative flight con-
trol, the publish/subscribe data service, intra-vehicle subsystem communication integrated into
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the meshed network, the network protocols, and the avionics hardware. The system consists of a
group of small UA, a ground vehicle based MNR, and a networked operator station running the
GUI. The capabilities for the UA and MNR are defined in Table 4.3. Four total experiments were
performed, consisting of teams of two and then three unmanned aircraft perform tracking of first
a static and then a moving ground node. Following tasking to track the ground vehicle, each UA
coordinated with the other members of the UA team to maintain appropriate orbit phasing.
Table 4.3: Structure of the Capabilities packets for the cooperative standoff line-of-sight tracking
demonstration
UA Capabilities
Streams
Telemetry
Orbit Phase
Accepted Commands
Track(target)
MNR Capabilities
Streams
Telemetry
Accepted Commands
Figures 4.32 and 4.33 show HWIL simulation results of two UA tracking a target that moves
with velocity [0 m/s, -10 m/s] with desired relative phasing of 180o and standoff radius of 300
meters. The top plot in Figure 4.33 shows the change in Latitude for each UA over time, and the
second plot shows the corresponding changes in Longitude. These two plots demonstrate the ability
of the controller to achieve the desired phasing while orbiting the target. The negative trend of
the UA Latitude demonstrates that each aircraft is successfully tracking the moving target. The
third plot shows the speed command of each vehicle and the bottom plot shows the turn rate
command for each vehicle. The sinusoidal nature of the velocity controller is due to residuals from
communication lag and the movement of the target. The UA must move faster in the direction of
travel of the target, and slower in the opposite direction to maintain proper standoff distance.
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Figure 4.32: HWIL simulation results for two plane standoff tracking of a moving target (constant
velocity).
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Figure 4.33: Phasing information and control inputs for each UA during HWIL standoff simulation.
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Table 4.4: Results for 2 UA tracking a target.
Stream Subscriptions By Type
MNR Telemetry 3
UA Telemetry 2
UA Phase 2
Total Stream Subscriptions 7
Commands Sent By Type
Track Vehicles 2
Coordinate With Partner 2
Total Commands 4
System Configurations
2 UA Tracking MNR in Phase
A summary of network activity for the two UA tracking simulation is shown in Table 4.4.
A total of 7 data stream subscriptions were created by the aircraft and ground control station.
Each aircraft subscribed to the MNR Telemetry as well as the UA Phase of its teammate. The
ground control station required 1 MNR Telemetry stream and UA Telemetry streams from each
UA. A total of 4 commands originating from an operator using the GUI were sent to the UA, 1 to
each commanding them to track the target and 1 each commanding them to coordinate with their
teammate.
Figure 4.34 and Fig. 4.35 show HWIL simulation results of three UA tracking a static
target. The only difference between this demonstration and the previous one is the insertion of
another UA into the network to demonstrate automated capability-based system reconfiguration.
All software configurations of the system, e.g. service discovery, data routing, etc., are equivalent to
the previous simulation. For this mission, all UA started from an orbit around a “home” location
and were released to orbit the target (Fig. 4.34). During their travel to the target, each UA began
to make velocity corrections to begin to achieve proper phasing (as is evident in the first three
plots of Figure 4.35). As a result of this, each UA was nearly at its desired phase when entering
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Figure 4.34: HWIL simulation results for three plane standoff tracking of a stationary target.
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Figure 4.35: Phasing information and control inputs for each UA during three aircraft HWIL
standoff simulation with static target: a.) Latitude versus time; b.) Longitude versus time; c.)
Dynamic pressure (air speed) versus time; d.) Turn rate versus time.
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the orbit, and the correct phasing was achieved soon thereafter. The simulation continued after
the formation was achieved and the ability of the controller to maintain the specified phasing was
demonstrated. The ringing in the turn rate control for Ares 1 and Ares 2 is due to the use of much
slower computers for providing the simulated inputs to each UA autopilot. The 1Hz communication
rate of telemetry between planes is clearly evident in the discretized “jumps” in both control inputs.
HWIL simulation results for 3 UA tracking a dynamic target moving with velocity [0 m/s, 10
m/s] is shown in Fig. 4.36. The desired phasing of 120o is evident in the Latitude and Longitude
plots. The negative trend in the Latitude values once again shows that each aircraft is successfully
tracking the moving target. Ares 3’s (red data) ability to maintain proper standoff distance as
compared to Ares 1 (blue data) and Ares 2 (green data) is evident in the top two plots. The
variations were once again due to the lack of processing power available to the software simulating
the sensor inputs for the UA autopilots in Ares 1 and Ares 2. This was verified by changing
which computers were used to run the simulators for each plane. These results serendipitously
demonstrate the robustness of the Lyapunov tracking algorithm to asynchronous communication
and reduced sampled-data rates.
A summary of network activity for this simulation is shown in Table 4.5. A total of 13
data stream subscriptions were created and a total of 6 commands were issued from the operator.
This information shows the increased complexity in network activity for relatively simple missions
such as cooperative tracking. While scripting of these commands and data stream subscriptions is
possible, it is clear that this would become a challenge as the mission complexity grows.
4.7.3 Convoy Protection
In order to showcase the full functionality of the application layer networking components,
a simulated multi-tiered mothership / daughtership convoy protection mission was carried out.
This mission scenario utilizes all lower components of the network-centric architecture from the
service implementation and discovery to the vehicle and network hardware. It requires online
reconfiguration of the system through service discovery, multiple data stream subscriptions, and
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Figure 4.36: Phasing information and control inputs for each UA during three aircraft HWIL
standoff simulation with dynamic target.
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Table 4.5: Results for 3 UA tracking a target.
Stream Subscriptions By Type
MNR Telemetry 4
UA Telemetry 3
UA Phase 6
Total Stream Subscriptions 13
Commands Sent By Type
Track Vehicles 3
Coordinate With Partner 3
Total Commands 6
System Configurations
3 UA Tracking MNR in Phase
gateway resolution across the high and low tier networks. The convoy protection mission also
demonstrates the ability of a UAS to perform a mission without a predetermined initial state or
guaranteed system configuration at any point in the scenario.
Six vehicles and one ground station are used for this mission. The ground station is stationary
and is in contact with all vehicles either directly or through multi-hop routes. The vehicles consist
of two small UA, two miniature UA, and two MNRs representing friendly ground vehicles. The
capabilities of the vehicles are shown in Table 4.6.
The basic mission scenario consists of two MNRs that have been attached to friendly vehicles
which are traveling in a convoy down a road. This convoy needs sensor coverage that only miniature
UA can provide, and ideal coverage comes from two miniature UA orbiting the convoy 180o out of
phase. The MNRs on the vehicles, however, can only communicate directly to a small UA (due to
lack of a 802.15.4 interface). To begin the scenario, two miniature UA have been deployed from
the one small UA in orbit nearby (Figure 4.37(a)). Each vehicle has broadcast its capabilities,
and based upon this, the user at the ground station has subscribed to each vehicle’s telemetry
stream so that they can observe the scenario. Description of the complete mission is broken down
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Table 4.6: Structure of the Capabilities packets for the convoy protection demonstration
Small UA Capabilities
Streams
Telemetry
Accepted Commands
Track(targets)
Miniature UA Capabilities
Streams
Telemetry
Orbit Phase
Accepted Commands
Track(telemetry)
Custody(parent)
Coordinate(partner)
MNR Capabilities
Streams
Telemetry
Accepted Commands
into four stages for ease of discussion. The stages are essentially separated by the need for system
reconfiguration through the service discovery mechanisms.
As the convoy starts to move, the user at the ground station commands the small UA to
track the convoy. Upon reception of the track command, the small UA confirms that both MNRs
it has been assigned to track are available on the network, and immediately subscribes to their
telemetry streams. From this point onward it is possible that one of the MNRs could be removed
from the convoy and the small UA would reconfigure to track the remaining MNR. However, both
MNRs remain throughout this scenario. From the MNR telemetry the small UA is able to establish
a large radius orbit around the centroid of the convoy so that it may maintain communication.
In the second stage, the small UA then checks if the network contains any miniature UA
capable of tracking the convoy. It does this by checking the list of known network clients stored
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(a) Experiment Startup. Each UA is initial-
ized to an orbit pattern and the MNRs are
given paths to follow at 3 m/s. Using the Ne-
tUAS GUI, the operator requests telemetry
from all vehicles.
(b) After the user issues a tracking command
to the small UA, the small UA subscribes
to the MNR telemetry streams. Recognizing
that it needs to recruit miniature UA to ac-
complish its tracking task, the two available
miniature UA are taken into custody and are
given the command to start a phased orbit
around the convoy.
(c) Once the small UA has determined that
the convoy has split, it assigns one miniature
UA to each MNR while maintaining a cen-
tralized orbit to ensure communications to
the MNRs and miniature UA.
(d) A second small UA is powered on and
announces its capabilities. The first small UA
recognizes that it needs help with the split
convoy and commands the second small UA
to take custody of one of the miniature UA
and track a MNR.
Figure 4.37: Experiment phases for the convoy protection scenario.
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on-board that was generated from broadcast capabilities packets. Once it identifies at least one
miniature UA, it sends out a request for custody of the miniature UA. Given the miniature UA
is not employed by any other vehicle, it grants custody to the small UA. The miniature UA then
requests a target telemetry stream from the small UA and it establishes an orbit with a small
radius around the target, which at this stage is the convoy centroid. Given that there is another
miniature UA participating in the network, eventually this second miniature UA receives a custody
request from the small UA as well. This might occur nearly simultaneously with the request to the
first miniature UA. Upon receiving confirmation of the custody of two miniature UA, the small UA
commands the miniature UA in its custody to begin coordinating with each other. At this point,
each miniature UA requests a target phase stream from each other, and uses this stream to alter
its speed in order to maintain a tracking orbit around the convoy of 180o from the other miniature
UA (Figure 4.37(b)).
At a crossroads, the convoy splits into two teams (each carrying one of the MNRs) that
continue down separate roads. This action initiates the third stage whereby the small UA identifies
this split and reacts by altering the target telemetry stream to the two miniature UA so that each
miniature UA is tracking one part of the separated convoy. It maintains a large radius orbit at
the centroid of the ground-based vehicles (Figure 4.37(c)). Given that the small UA is no longer
ideally tracking the convoy, it begins to search for another vehicle capable of tracking one half of
the convoy.
At this point a second small UA is powered on and the final stage occurs. It broadcasts
its capabilities to the other vehicles and they record this on-board. The small UA in charge of
tracking recognizes that the other small UA has the ability to coordinate tracking of a convoy, and
begins to prepare for a transfer of tasks. First, the small UA commands the two miniature UA to
stop sharing phase information with each other. This causes the miniature UA to send a stream
termination request to each other. Once this has been accomplished, the small UA releases one
of the miniature UA from its custody. It then commands the other small UA to track one of the
ground vehicles. The second small UA verifies that the ground vehicle exists and requests telemetry
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from it. At this point the first small UA drops the telemetry stream from that ground vehicle and
starts tracking only one ground vehicle. The second vehicle sends a request for custody to both
miniature UA on the network for convoy tracking purposes. The miniature UA still under custody
of the first small UA declines, but the miniature UA that was released from custody accepts. Each
small UA/miniature UA team is now tracking the separate parts of the convoy (Fig. 4.37(d)).
Figures 4.38(a) - 4.38(c) show the ground tracks for all the vehicles in the various stages.
The tracks are all from the same continuous experiment, but were broken into separate plots for
ease of presentation. These ground tracks confirm that the different vehicles performed the tasks
as required. Figure 4.38(a) shows cooperative tracking by the two miniature UA (closely spaced
dotted lines) as well as tracking by the small UA at a higher altitude and larger standoff radius using
guidance vector field control similar to the CLOS tracking algorithm. Next, Fig. 4.38(b) shows
the two miniature UA tracking the two different MNRs after the convoy split. The miniature UA
were assigned based on a binary integer program. The small UA continues to orbit about the
moving centroid of the two MNRs. Finally, Fig. 4.38(c) shows the each small UA orbiting near the
miniature UA in its custody while tracking one of the MNRs. The original small UA performed
both task and miniature UA assignment in order to create the two different small UA/miniature
UA teams.
Network results are shown in Table 4.7 and give an idea of the complexity of the experiment. A
total of 13 different data stream subscriptions passed over the network during the mission described
here. Of the data subscriptions, 2 MNR Telemetry and 4 UA Telemetry subscriptions were used
by the NetUAS ground station to monitor the demonstration. The remaining two MNR Telemetry
streams were used by the first small UA in Stages 1-3 and then one was used by each small UA in
Stage 4. When the convoy was together, the single small UA created one Target Telemetry stream
that was used by both miniature UA. After the convoy split, the small UA created two different
Target Telemetry streams. The UA Phase streams were created and used by the miniature UA
only during Stage 2 when they were cooperatively orbiting the convoy center.
By comparison, only 9 total commands were issued for this demonstration. The first Track
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Figure 4.38: a) HWIL simulated path for convoy tracking with two miniature UA and one small
UA. The straight path was taken by the convoy, the smaller orbits are from the phased miniature
UA and the larger orbit is the small UA. b) HWIL simulated path for second phase of experiment
with the convoy vehicles splitting, and the small UA assigning each miniature UA to follow one
vehicle. The small UA maintains a central orbit. c) Following the power-up of a second small UA,
the topmost vehicle and miniature UA are assigned to it by the initial small UA. The initial small
UA then begins to track the lower vehicle and continues to command the lower miniature UA.
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Vehicle command was issued by the operator to the first small UA in Stage 1. After this point all
commands were issued by one of the two small UA. In Stage 2 the first small UA issued Custody
Request and Coordinate with Partner commands to each miniature UA. Finally, in Stage 4 the
first small UA issued a Track Vehicle command to the second small UA that entered. One Custody
Request command was issued by the first small UA to drop custody of one miniature UA. The
second small UA issued two Custody Request commands before finding the available miniature
UA.
Although this mission scenario was presented as a narrative in four stages, only the behavior
of the convoy (i.e. the MNRs) was scripted while the behavior of the small UA and miniature
UA occurred automatically in response to them. The meshed UAS network in general and the
service discovery mechanisms in particular created a heterogeneous team that was able to rapidly
reconfigure in response to the dynamic environment. The number of vehicles in the scenario could
have been altered at any time and the aircraft would have automatically reconfigured themselves
to accommodate these changes. For example, had one more miniature UA become available at the
end of the scenario, one of the small UA would have taken custody of it in order to track its ground
target more effectively. Or, if the first small UA would have been lost, it would have been replaced
by the secondary small UA, which would have resumed tracking both ground targets.
4.8 Summary
The bottoms-up design approach described here enabled the creation of a net-centric com-
mand and control architecture for heterogeneous unmanned aircraft. The HWIL demonstrations
showed how this architecture enables hierarchical cooperative control of multiple aircraft with
widely varying capabilities. The design approach applied here differs from most cooperative sys-
tems which are built top-down, starting with cooperative control algorithms and adding networking
functionality afterwards. In many cases this leads to network solutions tailored to the cooperative
control algorithms and missions envisioned for the system without providing a general solution.
It was shown that multiple homogeneous networks of varied capability can be combined through
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Table 4.7: Network results for the convoy protection mission.
Stream Subscriptions By Type
MNR Telemetry 4
UA Telemetry 4
UA Phase 2
Target Telemetry 3
Total Stream Subscriptions 13
Commands Sent By Type
Track Vehicles 2
Custody Request 5
Coordinate With Partner 2
Total Commands 9
System Configurations
1 small UA and 2 miniature UA Orbiting
small UA and 2 miniature UA Tracking Convoy
small UA and 2 miniature UA Tracking Split Convoy
2 small UA and 2 miniature UA Tracking Split Convoy
service discovery, gateway resolution, and publish/subscribe data services such that lower level
network detail is abstracted away from the heterogeneous aircraft and operators in the system.
The design philosophy displayed in this chapter was centered on using modular and off-the-
shelf technology as much as possible. This philosophy is evident across the layers. At the lowest
hardware layer, the meshed network radios of the network were designed to fit into the UA as well as
other enclosures that allow their use on ground vehicles and as static nodes. This modularity allows
all nodes in the high-tier network to use the same networking software, simplifying development
and deployment. Likewise, a commercial autopilot is used in combination with the modular Naiad
interface boards and the off-the-shelf CAN bus protocol. Custom modifications of some of the
routing parameters were added due to the specific behavior of dynamic airborne networks, however
overall network behavior is driven by the well-tested network data routing protocols.
The integration of intra- and inter-vehicle communication plays a significant, albeit subtle
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role in the performance of the UAS. By connecting subsystem information, e.g. telemetry from
an autopilot or images from an on-board sensor, to the external meshed network, the aircraft can
exchange data directly to the subsystems that need it. Again, the network routing details can
be abstracted away from the individual subsystems. Thus, for example, the autopilot performing
cooperative tracking communicates directly with the autopilot of its partner without needing to
know how data moves through the network. In some cases like the cooperative tracking examples,
the aircraft communicate directly, while in others like the convoy protection example, the data
could be routed from the low tier to the high tier and then back to the low tier aircraft.
The architecture design approach is applicable across general vehicle types and meshed com-
munication networks. The application layer networking tools provide the seamless integration that
can be exploited by the cooperative control architecture. Other team configurations, e.g. multiple
vehicle types all using the AUGNet WiFi network or additional aircraft using cellular CDMA tech-
nology or military tactical common data links (TCDL), can be combined to provide a broad range
of mission level capabilities. The approach described here provides robust networking such that
new control architectures can be designed based on aircraft capabilities without worrying about
details of data and information flow.
Chapter 5
Field Deployments
This chapter defines all relevant regulations, and two UAS designed for making targeted obser-
vations of meteorological phenomena. The Collaborative Colorado - Nebraska Unmanned Aircraft
System Experiment (CoCoNUE) developed a distributed sensing system to probe an atmospheric
airmass boundary with simultaneous dual-Doppler sensing and in-situ sampling using a UAS. In
support of this effort, the NetUAS software was expanded to allow for real-time visualization of
radar and UA telemetry, and the NexSTAR UA was modified to carry a modified dropwindsonde.
These efforts were verified by flight operations conducted at the Pawnee National Grasslands under
CoA 2008-WSA-51.
Following CoCoNUE, the second Verification of the Origins of Rotation in Tornadoes Exper-
iment (VORTEX2), employed a first of its kind unmanned aircraft system designed to perform in
situ sampling of supercell thunderstorms, including those that produce tornadoes. A description
of the UAS components, consisting of the Tempest unmanned aircraft, ground support vehicles,
communications network, and custom software is given. The unique concept of operations and
regulatory issues for this type of highly nomadic and dynamic system are summarized, including
airspace regulatory decisions from the FAA to accommodate unmanned aircraft system operations
for the study of supercell thunderstorms. A review of the system performance and concept of
operations effectiveness during flights conducted for the Spring 2010 campaign of the VORTEX2
project is provided. These flights resulted in the first ever sampling of the rear flank gust front
and airmass associated with the rear flank downdraft of a supercell thunderstorm by an unmanned
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aircraft system.
5.1 Regulatory Issues
The operation of UAS by public institutions in the National Airspace System is regulated
by the FAA. Authorization to fly in specific parcels of airspace is obtained through a certificate of
authorization (COA). The original technical and safety reviews for the Tempest UAS operations
are based on the UAS Interim Operational Approval Guidance 08-01 [29] that covers operational
requirements, emergency procedures, airworthiness requirements, a specific area of operations, and
ground crew proficiency. Note that this operations policy document was recently superceded by
FAA Notice NJO7110.512 [78]. For more information on the application process and best practices
refer to [42].
The area coverage of COAs vary significantly and the FAA requires that the UA position is
continuously known. This can be satisfied either by specifying a flight plan 72 hours in advance, or
by restricting the size of the COA area. The dynamic nature of the concept of operations required
for supercell intercepts made it impossible to define flight plans 72 hours in advance; therefore, the
size of the COA areas obtained for storm penetration missions was limited to approximately 20×20
miles. This area was chosen based upon a conservative estimate of what the FAA would consider
to be a reasonable size given previous COA applications.
For CoCoNUE operations, proximity to static radar installations was required by the nature
of the experiments, thus limiting the operations area. A single COA area was defined for use
with experiments, surrounding the western half of the Pawnee National Grasslands. This area
was particularly well suited to UA operations due to its low population density, and availability of
section roads for easy access to take off sites.
For the UAS portion of the VORTEX2 operation, a much larger area of operations was
required. A large section of land consisting of northeast Colorado, southwest Nebraska, and north-
west Kansas was selected for its proximity to Boulder and the frequency of relatively high-based,
low-precipitation storms, allowing for more opportunities for airborne intercept with minimum
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precipitation threat. This area is indicated by the green outline in Figure 5.1(a). To meet the
20×20 mile operational limitation, this area was partitioned into 59 boxes, each shaped to avoid
close proximity to major roads, dense population areas, airports, and particular classes of airspace.
The result of the partitioning can be seen in Figure 5.1(b). A separate COA was obtained for
each of these areas to be “activated” for flights with a two-hour advance notice in the form of
a notice-to-airmen (NOTAM) and a 30-min advance notice to the designated Air Route Traffic
Control Center (ARTCC). The number of COAs that could be simultaneously activated with the
advanced-notification requirements varied as the team worked with the FAA to revise the process
during the 2010 VORTEX2 campaign, converging to the simultaneous activation of up to four
COAs with flight restricted to one COA area only after launch.
Figure 5.1: Areas defined by the 59 certificates of authorization used in the VORTEX2 campaign.
Figure 5.1(a) shows a rough boundary for the 2010 VORTEX2 armada operations in red, along
with the UAS operations area outlined in green. Figure 5.1(b) shows a zoomed in view for easier
identification of the particular COA areas. The areas with a 400-ft AGL ceiling are indicated in
red, areas with a 1000-ft ceiling are in green.
The FAA requires that UAS operations satisfy the see-and-avoid requirement specified in the
Federal Aviation Regulations (FARs), and mandates the use of a stationary primary ground control
station (GCS) to maintain command and control of the UA throughout the flight. To achieve this,
a qualified observer must maintain visual sight of the UA at all times. The FAA codified this
with a requirement that the Tempest UA always be flown less than one mile horizontally and
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less than 1000 ft above ground level (AGL) from the observer (for several COA areas these limits
are reduced to 1/2 mile horizontally and 400 ft AGL, see Figure 5.1(b)). The stationary GCS
ensures that command, control, and communication is maintained from a fixed location by the
Pilot in Command (PIC) and the UAS operator. The summary of relevant FAA provisions and
requirements based on [29] along with special provisions written in the COAs specifically for the
VORTEX2 operations include:
• Weather Minimums
∗ Visibility of 3 statute miles (4.8km).
∗ Cloud separation: UA must maintain 500ft (152m) below and 2000ft (610m) lateral
separation from clouds.
∗ Daytime operations only: 1 hour before sunrise until 1 hour after sunset.
• Operational Requirements
∗ Single UA operation only.
∗ No dropping anything from the UA.
∗ No loitering in Victor airways. Victor airways must be transited quickly.
∗ PIC and observer must be in constant two-way radio communication.
∗ UA cannot exceed 1000ft (305m) vertical and 1/2 mile (0.8km) or 1 mile (1.6km)
horizontal from ground based observer.
• Reporting Requirements
∗ NOTAM must be issued 2 hours prior to flight operations.
5.2 CoCoNUE
Through the CoCoNUE experiment, a UAS was modified to accommodate targeting mesoscale
phenomena with UAS. This required demonstrating the ability to navigate a small UA with an
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atmospheric sensor package into a transient mesoscale atmospheric phenomenon. CoCoNUE com-
bined data from Colorado State University’s CHILL and Pawnee radars and UA telemetry to allow
for navigation of the UA to a pre-existing atmospheric airmass boundary. Presented here is the sys-
tem description along with dual-Doppler and in-situ data collected during experiments conducted
at the Pawnee National Grasslands.
5.2.1 Meteorological Data
5.2.1.1 Dual-Doppler Sensing
Identification of airmass boundary position and motion primarily depends upon Doppler
radar data. The CHILL and Pawnee Doppler radars located east of Fort Collins on the eastern
plains of Colorado (Figure 5.3(b)) provide ideal radar platforms for these experiments. They are
located in a region of the state with a modest population density where the need to operate over
major urban areas can easily be avoided. Furthermore, they are positioned so that dual-Doppler
measurements can be made during UA operations. As illustrated in Figure 5.3(b), the 30◦ dual-
Doppler lobes yield observations at minimum altitudes of 300 m AGL over the southwestern areas
of the PNG to 900 m AGL over the northeastern areas. The manifestation of airmass boundaries
in radar data usually extends through these heights. Juxtaposing dual-Doppler observations with
in-situ UAS observations also allows for demonstrating the use of UA-measured wind velocity to
validate (ex post facto) the accuracy of remotely sensed velocity measurements derived through
dual-Doppler analysis.
Additional real-time meteorological data beyond feeds from both the CHILL and Pawnee
radar are also made available for situational awareness. These data include 1-km visible satellite
images and Automated Surface Observing Station (ASOS) observations and are provided through
the Unidata Internet Data Distribution [32] via servers at the University of Nebraska, Lincoln
(UNL). Connectivity to UNL is maintained using cellular-based wireless internet. Cellular coverage
enables transmission rates up to 144 kbps; speeds that are more than sufficient to transfer the data
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Figure 5.3: Locations of the CHILL and Pawnee radars relative to the Pawnee National Grassland
(green shaded region). The unfilled lenses represent the areas for which radar measurements can be
made at minimum altitudes of 300-400 m (labeled “400 m”), 400-600 m (labeled “600 m”), 600-800
m (labeled “800 m”), and 800-1000 m (labeled “1000 m”). All points within the hatched region
reside too close to the baseline to allow for reliable dual-Doppler measurements. Scanning sectors
are indicated with semi-transparent semi-circles. [72].
necessary for experiments.
5.2.1.2 UA Sensors
Through the work of several decades and experiments, the National Center for Atmospheric
Research (NCAR) has developed a series of dropwindsondes that allow for accurate measurements
to be taken in columns of the atmosphere [70]. Various versions of these sondes have been used
for the Fronts and Atlantic Storm Track Experiment, NOAA Hurricane flights, and NCAR studies
including SNOWBAND, CALJET, and NORPEX [48]. Several manned aircraft have been outfitted
to both deploy and monitor these sondes. Following deployment they descend at a set rate and
broadcast their data back to the plane, where data from up to four sondes can be handled at
once. Data from these sondes has proven quite significant, as an example, data from deploying the
dropwindsondes for use in hurricane study have been shown to reduce track forecast errors by 20
to 30 percent [48].
For CoCoNUE, the UA provides in situ measurements of pressure, temperature, humidity
and wind speed and direction. The core of the MIST (miniature in-situ sounding technology)
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dropsonde [99] was used to provide the pressure, temperature, and humidity (PTH) measurements.
This was modified by the In-Situ Sensing Facility at NCARs Earth Observing Laboratory for
specific use on a UA by removing the transmitter and installing a wired link for data transfer to
the onboard computer. The sonde’s accuracy has been well documented, and their Vaisala sensing
core was used in a 2002 comparative study between measurements made from an Aerosonde UA
and measurements made from weather balloons [130].
Measurement of wind speed and direction comes directly from the autopilot used in the UA
[26]. By comparing the GPS ground track with the solution derived from filtering IMU and pressure
data, the component of motion due to the wind can be determined. This is calculated continuously,
but the level of accuracy of the measurement depends on the amount of variation in UA heading.
By performing maneuvers such as “S” turns, the UA can determine a more accurate wind estimate.
5.2.1.3 Visualization
Software for sensor fusion and meteorological situational awareness was developed using Gib-
son Ridge Level-2 software. GRRUVI, (Gibson Ridge Level-2 Research Radar and UAS Visualiza-
tion Interface) synthesizes data from research radars such as the CHILL and Pawnee radars with
visible satellite images [71]. Real-time positions of the UA are overlaid on top of the radar and
satellite data so that navigation decisions for the UA can be made by providing GPS waypoints.
These GPS waypoints are automatically communicated through a gateway to an ad hoc network
where they are received by the UA.
5.2.2 UAS
The platform chosen for this experiment is the NexSTAR ARF (almost ready-to-fly), which
has been modified by the University of Colorado to operate autonomously (Chapter 2). Measures
have been taken to ensure the reliability of the platform and feasibility of deployment in locations
across the Pawnee National Grasslands site. These measures include: strengthening to allow for
rail launch, conversion to electric propulsion, addition and tuning of an autopilot system, addition
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of single board computer for flight management and communication through an ad hoc network,
and the addition of pressure, temperature, and humidity sondes.
To support the UA operations, a trailer was converted into a mobile ground station, as
shown in Figure 5.4. This addition afforded the mobility needed for the nomadic nature of the
CoCoNUE experiments, along with providing the ability to perform field repairs and modifications
as necessary. The trailer contained storage racks for the airframes, tools and workbenches, a
generator, the Piccolo ground station, and a computer for running the NetUAS software and GUI.
Figure 5.4: The RECUV trailer used as a mobile ground station. Insets show airframe storage and
operator station.
5.2.3 Deployments
The CoCoNUE experiments completed March 1st, 2009 provided for a functional test of the
entire system. The team chose to deploy in the southeast corner of the COA region along CR 69
about 1.5 mi north of HWY 14 (Figure 5.5). This location was chosen because of its inclusion in
the dual-Doppler coverage region, good visibility, and proximity to a well graded road. There were
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two flights of NexSTAR-3 using the sonde wing (Table 5.1). Following the successful first flight, it
was determined that it would be easier for the spotters to maintain line-of-sight to the UA if the
UA was simply commanded to orbit a tracker vehicle. This is achieved through a UA subscription
to the telemetry stream of a node on the ground vehicle, whose position updates the center location
for the UA’s orbit point. Therefore, sampling on the second flight was directed by the meteorology
base issuing driving commands. The second flight also had a successful automatic landing. During
both of the flights the Pawnee and CHILL radars were operating and collecting data.
Table 5.1: Summary of CoCoNUE deployments.
Date Aircraft Flight Time (mm:ss)
1 March 2009 NexSTAR 3 24:44
1 March 2009 NexSTAR 3 25:38
30 September 2009 NexSTAR 2 15:00
30 September 2009 NexSTAR 2 11:40
30 September 2009 NexSTAR 2 55:30
Additional experiments were conducted 30 September, 2009, and resulted in the successful
intercept of a synoptic-scale cold front and a thunderstorm gust front. Three flights were conducted,
with the first two operations performed in the southern part of the COA area, while the last was
conducted in the northern portion (Figure 5.5). The first two flights had problems with the WiFi
link, and the UA was not able to successfully track the ground vehicle. The second flight performed
as expected, but encountered strong headwinds that forced a remote autonomous landing. Due to
a missing connector, the GCS was not able to maintain a good WiFi link to any other nodes at
distance for all three experiments.
5.2.4 Results
The two deployments associated with the CoCoNUE project proved that a UAS could be
successfully used to sample transient atmospheric phenomena. Information necessary to identify
a feature of interest, and guide the team to a deployment location for performing sampling was
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Figure 5.5: Summary of flights during IOP1, conducted on 1 March 2009, and IOP2, conducted on
30 September 2009. The boundaries of COA 2008-WSA-51 are illustrated with a blue box. The
NexSTAR on the catapult and the mobile ground station are illustrated in the upper shadowed
panel and three-dimensional renderings of the trajectories for each flight are illustrated in the two
bottom shadowed panels (the perspectives are towards the northeast in the left panel and towards
the northwest in the right panel) [72] .
provided through the network-centric architecture. A mobile ground station afforded the neces-
sary mobility and quick setup times required of this type of deployment. The modular nature of
NetUAS software allowed for flight operations to be easily modified in the field, changing from a
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waypoint based tasking system to commanding the UA to orbit a ground vehicle. The flexibility
to accommodate this unplanned mode of operation enabled the observer to maintain better aware-
ness of the location of the aircraft, while still supporting directed atmospheric sampling through
driving directions to the ground vehicle. Furthermore, telemetry and in situ meteorological data
were combined with Doppler radar imagery to provide near real-time situational awareness to both
the meteorologist and UA operator.
Confirmation of the intercept of the targeted phenomena required a combination of the in
situ data from the UA, and the information provided through the dual-Doppler coverage. Due
to the very small amount of scatterers in the atmosphere and extremely calm weather for the 1
March 2009 deployments the radar was unable to make any significant measurements for which to
correlate with the UA. In contrast, the third flight of the 30 September 2009 deployments produced
data that correlated well with Doppler wind measurements and identification of a cold front. A
time series of the flight combined with radar reflectivity, along with data derived from the in situ
measurements indicating boundary passage is shown in Figure 5.6 [72].
5.3 VORTEX2
The primary objective of VORTEX2 was to increase understanding of tornadogenesis - the
process of tornado formation [118]. During the spring of 2009 and 2010, VORTEX2 fielded more
than 100 scientists, and 40 science and support vehicles (collectively referred to as the “armada”) in
a fully nomadic campaign to study the formation and evolution of tornadoes over the central Great
Plains of the United States. The goals of the experiment were “...to further the understanding of
tornadogenesis, sample the near-ground wind field in tornadoes, determine relationships between
supercell thunderstorms and their environments, and to enhance storm-scale numerical weather
prediction.” [142]
Over the past three years, a first of its kind UAS and concept of operations (CONOPS) have
been developed for in situ atmospheric sampling in supercell thunderstorms. The creation of this
Tempest UAS was driven by a variety of factors including storm dynamics and Federal Aviation
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Figure 5.6: a) UA trajectory for IOP2-Flt3 along with the radar reflectivity from the CHILL radar
at an elevation angle of 0.7◦ and instantaneous UA observations of wind velocity (staff and barb;
half [full] barb represents 2.5 [5.0] m/s) and water vapor mixing ratio (g/kg) at a) 21:06, b) 21:09,
c) 21:12, and d) 21:14. Range rings are contoured every 5 km. b) Boundary-relative distribution
of wind direction (upper series; in degrees), wind speed (middle series; in m/s), and water vapor
mixing ratio (lower series; in g/kg) for IOP2-Flt3. Series are colored according to the height of the
UA [72].
Administration (FAA) regulations. Other factors included science objectives as articulated by the
VORTEX2 steering committee, a compressed time frame from project start to field deployment,
and the need for a cost-effective solution given the significant risk of aircraft loss. Lessons learned
from preliminary operations during CoCoNUE [37, 71] informed the design of the Tempest UAS for
the VORTEX2 field campaign. Given the lack of atmospheric, and hence aerodynamic, data in the
thunderstorm environment, the Tempest UAS was developed primarily from existing airframe and
autopilot technologies with proven reliability. The resulting unmanned aircraft system combines
a highly modified off-the-shelf airframe; a customized networked UAS communication, command,
and control architecture (Chapter 4); and multiple ground support vehicles.
5.3.1 Supercell Thunderstorms
Supercell thunderstorms are a class of thunderstorms characterized by a deep and persistent
storm scale vortex known as a mesocyclone [90]. Supercell thunderstorms are generally tens of
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kilometers wide. The presentation of supercells in radar reflectivity data is often characterized
by a “hook echo” (indicated by the H marker in Figure 5.7), a pendant of reflectivity (typically
characterized by rain) that extends southward (in the northern hemisphere) from the main pre-
cipitation region. The hook echo (or simply, hook) is generally recognized to be a manifestation
of the mesocyclone’s rotation. The airflow in a supercell is characterized by a dominant updraft
(indicated by the U marker in Figure 5.7) and two downdrafts: the forward flank downdraft (FFD)
and the rear flank downdraft (RFD).
Supercells are most prevalent in the United States across the Great Plains. Favorable condi-
tions can be identified a few days in advance, with these storms evolving over the course of several
hours and travelling with ground speed sometimes exceeding 30 m/s. The specific location of storm
formation and the path of the storm as it evolves are extremely difficult to predict. Tornadogenesis
within a supercell thunderstorm has been observed to occur in as little as 13 minutes from the
first manifestation of potential tornadic activity [45]. As a result, tracking storms requires highly
nomadic sensing with rapid (re)deployment capabilities.
Figure 5.7: Diagram of supercell including the precipitation region (gray shading), regions of vertical
motion, airmass boundaries, and inflow streamline (black arrow). RFD: rear flank downdraft, FFD:
front flank downdraft, U: Main Updraft, H: hook echo. [97]
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5.3.2 Scientific Goals
The scientific mission goals for the Tempest UAS during the VORTEX2 experiment were to fly
across the rear flank gust front (RFGF) into the RFD where in-situ thermodynamic observations
(temperature and moisture) were to be collected. Furthermore, the intent was to fly multiple
transects across the RFGF (into and out of the RFD) at different altitudes thereby collecting a
pseudo-2D slice across the RFGF and RFD. In light of this, three sampling scenarios were developed
which can be seen in Figure 5.8. The gray area in each figure is a representation of the precipitation
field that would be identified by weather radar. Each path of the unmanned aircraft (UA) is
indicated as a colored line, with each color representing a different flight altitude. In each scenario,
the UA is launched from the ground control station (GCS) which is stationed a safe distance from
the storm. The aircraft is directed to make as many transects of the RFGF as possible, each at a
different altitude, and then return to the GCS for landing.
(a) S1 = Standard inflow launch par-
allel to storm motion.
(b) S2 = Inflow launch perpendicular
to storm motion.
(c) S3 = Outflow launch parallel to
storm motion.
Figure 5.8: Three sampling scenarios designed for use in the 2010 VORTEX2 campaign (Figure
courtesy of Adam Houston).
Each scenario was developed for a particular relative positioning of the GCS to the storm. In
the first scenario (Figure 5.8(a)), the Tempest UA flies transects out to 5 km either side of the rear
flank gust front at different altitudes for each pass, starting from a launch point ahead of the storm.
This is the preferred scenario, as it provides the best opportunity for performing multiple transects
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before the storm moves out of range. However, in the case that this launch position cannot be
achieved, sampling of the RFD can be achieved from the south, with UA travel perpendicular to
storm motion (Figure 5.8(b)), or from the outflow behind the storm (Figure 5.8(c)).
5.3.3 Unmanned Aircraft System
The unmanned aircraft system (Figure 5.9) consists of a total of four vehicles: i.) the Tempest
unmanned aircraft; ii.) a mobile ground control station used to command the UA; iii.) a ground
“tracker” vehicle tasked to observe the aircraft; iv.) and a “scout” vehicle outfitted with a mobile
mesonet [137] sensor suite used to provide situational awareness for the ground station.
5.3.4 Mobile Ground Control Station
A mobile ground control station (GCS) is used to support the deployment of the UAS by
providing the necessary tools for operation and maintenance of the system. The mobile GCS used
for the VORTEX2 project (Figure 5.10(a)) is a customized 15-passenger van. In its nominal state,
the GCS provides the space to transport two Tempest airframes, their support systems, and the
crew to launch and operate the UAS. This crew consists of a driver, meteorologist, UAS manual pilot
(who can control the UA through joystick commands from a conventional radio-control handset),
UAS operator, UAS technician, and PIC. For the experiments outlined in this paper, the tasks
associated with PIC and UAS manual pilot were performed by the same person.
The van contains several after-market systems that facilitate quick deployment and streamline
field operations. First, voice communications radios have been installed in a console and combined
with an intercom system that allows occupants to speak clearly through headsets and to use a
VHF radio to communicate with the tracker, the scout, and the team leader. During transport,
the meteorologist uses WAN access and VHF voice communications to determine the status of the
research group and the current storm situation. A second VHF radio is included for communication
with VORTEX2 team leaders and the field coordinator. Additionally, a hand-held VHF radio is
maintained by the PIC and is tuned to the frequencies of nearby airports. This enables quick
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Figure 5.10: a) The mobile GCS, shown during the 2010 VORTEX2 campaign. b) A few of the
components of the mobile GCS: i) the UAS operator station ii) the meteorologist station iii) the
electronics racks, containing the Linux SBC for controlling the tracking antenna, two computers
for interfacing with the autopilot ground station, and equipment for WAN access, iv) the Phocus
phased array antenna for long-range 802.11 communications.
communications with local air traffic should the need arise.
UAS command, control, and communication is provided in the GCS by two computer systems
and a wide area network (WAN) interface that accommodates two types of cellular connections
(Figure 5.10(b)). This provides an interface to the Internet, which allows the head meteorologist to
make navigation and targeting decisions based on real-time radar data using the Gibson Ridge Level
3 (GR3) [63] software package. It also allows for visualization of the positions and real-time data
of other assets in the VORTEX2 armada using the SASSI tool [114] for severe weather situational
awareness. Communication with other UAS team members and the rest of the armada can also be
made through the SASSI chat interface to complement the VHF voice communications. Internet
is also used by the UAS operator for dynamic map requests and for the real-time publication of
the UA location and meteorological measurements. A small Linux single-board computer (SBC)
is also connected to the LAN and provides GPS and magnetometer readings. Through these
measurements, the UAS operator and meteorologist are able to know their position and heading
relative to the UA, tracker vehicle, and target storm.
To maintain communications with the UA up to the 10 mile (16km) operational range, two
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tracking antennas, a mechanical system with a high gain 900-MHz patch antenna and a phased
array for directed 802.11 communications, are positioned on the roof of the GCS. The Linux SBC
automatically points the antennas using GPS feeds from the GCS and the UA in conjunction with
local magnetometer readings. This helps to ensure continuous communications over the range of
operations, and although the GCS typically remains stationary during a scenario, this enables the
GCS to be moved during the UA flight in the case of an emergency while maintaining communica-
tions with the UA.
The UA airframes are stored on wall-mounted racks in the rear of the van to enable the
subsystems to be powered during transport to the deployment site. This allows the UAS operator
to perform system initialization and operational verification before arrival at the launch site. This
preparation while en route to the launch site enables launches quickly after the GCS van is parked.
5.3.5 Tracker Vehicle
To satisfy the FAA see-and-avoid requirement, the UA is commanded to orbit within 1000-ft
vertically and 1/2-mile horizontally of the observer inside the tracker vehicle, whose location is
transmitted continually to the aircraft. Despite limiting the flight speeds and directions of the UA,
orbiting the tracker is vital to satisfying the see-and-avoid requirement. The observer performs a
constant visual scan for other air traffic. Should any traffic enter the UA airspace, the observer
coordinates with the UA operator over VHF voice communications to perform avoidance maneuvers.
The tracker carries a dedicated driver, secondary meteorologist, the observer, and an assistant to
the observer. The secondary meteorologist provides the head meteorologist (in the GCS) with field
observations of the storm, and looks for visual cues to indicate the UA’s position relative to the
storm. The assistant observer maintains an interface to the UA, providing telemetry to augment
the observer’s situational awareness, and a secondary command and control link for emergency
situations.
The tracker (Figure 5.11(a)) contains two systems that allow the UA to follow with a high
level of autonomy and that free the observers to focus on airspace monitoring and UA observation.
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The first system is a modified version of the MNR, (Section 2.5.1) based on the Alix 3d2 single
board computer. The MNR contains a GPS receiver and provides the location of the tracker vehicle
to subscribers. By allowing the UA flight computer to subscribe to this GPS location, a controller
on the UA can track and orbit the tracker. This provides two advantages: the UA remains within
the required distance of the tracker and the sampling of the storm is simplified to directing the
driver of the tracker using voice commands over a VHF radio, which indirectly moves the UA. The
second system is a laptop computer running the networking software and a limited-functionality
graphical user interface. This interface provides status of the system and position of the UA at
all times, allowing the personnel in the tracker to provide an offset to the UA orbit. This tracker-
relative orbit is chosen to allow easy, full-time observation by one of the designated UA observers
through a side window or sunroof. A 2009 Ford Edge was specifically chosen for the tracker because
its panoramic sunroof enabled the observers within the vehicle to maintain visual contact with the
UA and the surrounding airspace.
Figure 5.11: a) Tracker vehicle pictured during the VORTEX2 deployment. Two large VHF an-
tennas were placed on a ground plane toward the front of the vehicle, and the two 802.11 antennas
were placed at the very back. b) Scout vehicle with the mobile mesonet sensor suite installed on
the roof.
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5.3.6 Scout Vehicle
To aid the head meteorologist in choosing a route for the tracker, the scout is used shortly
before deployment to examine the intended path for the tracker and identify potential hazards
(such as downed trees and rough or non-existent roads). During the flight of the UA, the scout is
instructed to lead the tracker and UA by approximately one mile to allow the secondary meteorol-
ogist in the vehicle to identify key features of the storm, particularly the gust front. These features
are communicated to the head meteorologist in the GCS to help with UA path planning. The scout
is also responsible for communicating meteorological hazards, particularly hail, occurring ahead of
the tracker and the UA.
For meteorological observation, the scout is outfitted with a mobile mesonet [137] sensor suite
installed on the roof (Figure 5.11(b)). This allows measured values to be combined with qualitative
observations, and helps to identify significant storm features. These observations, along with any
observed hazards are relayed to the head meteorologist through a VHF radio. During operations,
measurements made by the sensor suite are recorded, and can be used to augment the airborne
data set.
5.3.7 Command, Control, and Communications
Communications between all vehicles is critical to mission safety and success, and required
significant innovation for this application. The highly dynamic nature of the CONOPS required
a dynamic and extensible communications architecture, the selection of the appropriate hardware
and routing protocols, and for modifications to be made to the existing graphical user interface to
support display of information pertinent to the VORTEX2 flights.
5.3.7.1 Communications Architecture
The UAS’s core command, control, and communications (C3) is designed using a modular
communications architecture (Chapter 4), and provides the experimental verification for the service
implementation and discovery layer. The CONOPS for sampling supercell storms required the most
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complex incarnation of the NetUAS architecture to date (Figure 5.12) and required the addition
of several new software interfaces. In the figure, each arrow represents a directed data stream
that is provided and managed through the NetUAS service discovery functionality. Figure 5.12
represents the complete, ideal system configuration during the mission. In practice portions of the
data streams would go down, e.g. from loss of connectivity due to separation, and the NetUAS
architecture provided seamless transitions between configurations. Functionality was added to
accommodate control of two tracking antennas on the mobile GCS using a Linux SBC, use of the
900-MHz autopilot link as a backup to the ad hoc data network, the addition of two graphical user
interfaces (GUIs) for use by the PIC and head meteorologist, and a WAN interface to a server at the
National Severe Storms Lab for providing UA telemetry and meteorological data to all VORTEX2
participants [114].
5.3.7.2 Communications Hardware and Routing Protocols
The concept of operations dictate that communications must reliably support flights up to
16 km from the GCS. This is a significant increase from previous operations that rarely exceeded
2 km from the GCS [37, 71]. Also of paramount importance to the system is the ability to create
ad hoc networks. Without this ability, all nodes in the system would have to retain a static set of
routes. Should one participant leave the network, it could result in a loss of data for many of the
other participants. Since the CONOPS for storm sensing requires several vehicle configurations, it
is possible that the GCS would need to communicate directly with the tracker or use the UA as a
relay.
Given time and fiscal constraints, a COTS solution was chosen for the networking hardware.
Unfortunately most long range radio solutions are typically designed for static network configura-
tions and do not have the capability to perform true meshing, requiring all traffic to move through
a coordination node. For this reason COTS 802.11 cards were used to create the C3 backbone,
and a reactive routing protocol was used. For all missions there was line-of-sight for this link. The
aircraft radio was amplified to 1W and transmitted through a vertical (relative to the Tempest
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body frame) 1/4-wave dipole antenna.
Following the recommendations presented in [1], the implementation of the B.A.T.M.A.N.
(Better Approach To Mobile Ad hoc Networking) protocol [9] was chosen over AODV [22] that
was used in CoCoNUE project [37, 71] and which presented problems in initial Tempest UAS test
flights. In several experiments conducted in both the laboratory and in the field using mobile
and stationary nodes the functionality of B.A.T.M.A.N. was verified for identifying and properly
selecting routes.
5.3.7.3 Graphical User Interface Enhancements
The NetUAS GUI (Section 4.6.3.1) was further enhanced to satisfy the needs of the atmo-
spheric sampling mission (Figure 5.13 shows a screenshot of the GUI taken during 26 May 2010
operations). This was done by adding several new layers and functionality. The new layers in-
clude real-time WSR-88D weather radar data, National Weather Service warnings, flight region
boundaries, VORTEX2 vehicle locations (available through SASSI [114]), and real-time UA wind
measurements. The functionality enhancements include support for geo-coded searching, quick
flight plan generation, and the ability to send waypoint plans to all vehicles (including ground ve-
hicles). Geo-coded searches were added to center the map on a search string, enhancing the ability
to follow travel instructions from the VORTEX2 field coordinator, which were commonly given as
small town names. Quick flight take-off and landing plan generation was added to reduce setup
time, and to accommodate occasions where the UA must be landed quickly, or out of sight of the
GCS. The ability to send waypoints to ground vehicles was added to address the issue that giving
directions to the tracker using only voice commands over the VHF link is tedious (especially when
road names don’t exist).
5.3.8 VORTEX2 Experiment
System development and flight testing for the VORTEX2 project was conducted over two
years and 69 flights of the Tempest UAS. During each of the flights, in addition to recording pressure,
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temperature, humidity, and wind information, logs were kept of all traffic through the NetUAS
system, routing and network statistics, the locations of the vehicles, telemetry from the autopilot,
and data from the electronic speed controller (ESC). The field component of the VORTEX2 project
was composed of the final 21 of the 69 Tempest UA flights and used two different aircraft from 2
May to 10 June. Performing the flights during the experiment required 8500 miles of driving, and
15 flight days. Significant statistics for the Tempest UAS and VORTEX2 UAS Team are shown in
Table 5.2.
Table 5.2: VORTEX2 project statistics
Tempest UAS
Number of Flights 69
Flight Hours 18.4
VORTEX2 UAS Team
Miles Driven 8500
Days with Flights 15
Days with VORTEX2 Armada in COA Area 6
Flights with Armada 4
Flights in Proximity to Supercells 6
Aircraft Lost 0
5.3.8.1 Deployment Phases
The CONOPS for a typical deployment during the VORTEX2 campaign consisted of a time
period up to 36 hrs before a deployment, and one hour after, as depicted in Figure 5.14. This
timeline has been broken into three phases: 1) forecasting and tracking supercells, 2) storm relative
positioning and UAS pre-deployment, and 3) UAS flight operations, recovery, and turn-around. In
Figure 5.14, each phase is indicated on the timeline using a separate color, with the two hours from
T-1 to T+1 expanded above the full timeline to show more detail.
The first of these phases starts a day prior to a sampling mission and consists of exami-
nation of various data sources and numerical weather prediction models to predict the location
and probability of supercells and tornadoes the following day. This decision-making process is
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performed through a collaboration of VORTEX2 principal investigators, and sets the location for
overnight staging of the entire armada. The following morning, the decisions are re-examined given
current observations and the latest model runs. A tentative travel target and travel timeline are
constructed. Starting approximately 8 hours before deployment, the entire armada begins a coor-
dinated migration to the travel target. During this process, SASSI enables each vehicle to share
its location, examine radar products, and coordinate with the rest of the group through chat and
map annotations.
About two hours before deployment, Phase 2 and the tasks specific to the UAS begin. Based
on the evolution and motion of possible target supercells and/or the most likely location of new
supercell formation, the head meteorologist collaborates with the VORTEX2 field coordinator (FC)
to determine if the armada will be targeting a supercell within the UAS domain. If so, the UAS team
continues to coordinate with the armada. Otherwise, the UAS team separates from the armada
in an attempt to target supercells predicted to pass through a COA area. The head meteorologist
then coordinates with the UAS team leader and PIC to activate up to four of the 59 COA areas
with the highest probability of a supercell intercept. The COAs are activated by issuing a NOTAM
for each area two hours before a UA launch. If the storm track changes, or a new target is chosen,
the NOTAMs can be individually canceled and another one issued for a different area with a new
two-hour NOTAM UA launch. By balancing these activated spaces with the storm track and a
desire to coordinate sensor coverage with the rest of the armada, the UAS team determines a
location for conducting flight operations.
Approximately one hour before deployment, the UAS operator activates the computer sys-
tems inside the GCS and on-board the UA and begins the preflight preparations. This includes
setting of mission parameters (e.g. lost communication waypoints), and system status checks to
minimize the preparation time once the GCS is parked and the UA is prepared for launch. Between
T-30 minutes and T-10 minutes the head meteorologist and the PIC select a deployment location
and prepare the flight plan, accounting for the supercell motion, the local road network, and the
COA boundaries. The flight plan is communicated to the rest of the team via SASSI and GR3.
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The team arrives at the deployment location and the scout begins to drive the route to determine
road conditions. Outside the GCS, the driver and the UA technician assemble the UA while the
UAS operator establishes a takeoff flight pattern and performs final preflight checks.
Phase 3 begins with the launch of the UA. During launch and climb-out the UA is controlled
by the UA manual pilot using a handset. Following verification that all systems are functioning
appropriately, the UA is switched to autopilot control and tasked to orbit the tracker. The head
meteorologist then uses his GUI with telemetry overlaid on radar products to issue driving com-
mands to the tracker and to position the UA relative to the storm. During the sampling, the UA
operator monitors the status of the UA from the GCS and performs altitude changes as directed
by the head meteorologist. The decision to instruct the tracker to return to the GCS is made
based on the estimated UA energy consumption and the completeness of the data collected. Once
the UA enters visual range of the GCS, it is commanded into a holding pattern from which the
UAS manual pilot takes control and lands the aircraft. Following landing, the UA operator issues
commands to automatically collect data from all mobile nodes. The UA is then disassembled and
loaded into the GCS van where it is prepped en route to another deployment.
5.3.8.2 VORTEX2 Supercell Intercepts
All flights during the VORTEX2 campaign occurred without incident despite being flown
near and beneath supercells and other severe convective storms, and through light precipitation.
A total of six flights in the proximity of supercells were performed, including one flight (10 June)
conducted shortly after the supercell produced two tornadoes. The location for each of these
flights has been identified in Figure 5.15 while the flight path and storm relative positioning for the
supercell intercept are shown in Figure 5.16. Basic information for each flight is provided in Table
5.3, which includes date, aircraft flown, time of flight, COA area for flight, and whether or not the
UAS team was performing the mission in coordination with the rest of the VORTEX2 armada.
This coordination is significant as it provides the opportunity for UAS data to be combined with
measurements of the storm taken from the rest of the armada. The UAS team was not always able
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to coordinate with the armada given the limited area for UAS operations compared to the entire
range of the VORTEX2 project as was shown in Figure 5.1(a). The following section presents a
brief summary for each of the six supercell intercepts.
Table 5.3: Summary of significant VORTEX2 deployments.
Date Aircraft With Armada Flight Time (mm:ss) COA Area
6 May 2010 Tempest 1.5 Yes 44:15 2009-CSA-37
26 May 2010 Tempest 2 Yes 45:01 2009-WSA-23
6 June 2010 Tempest 1.5 No 19:35 2009-WSA-13
7 June 2010 Tempest 1.5 No 27:30 2009-CSA-9
9 June 2010 Tempest 1.5 Yes 33:30 2009-CSA-6
10 June 2010 Tempest 2 Yes 34:00 2009-WSA-33
• 6 May 2010
The 6 May flight was the first performed in coordination with the VORTEX2 armada.
Both the UA position and meteorology data were reported over SASSI in near real-time
to the rest of the VORTEX2 participants during the flight. The take off went well, and
the mission proceeded as expected. The UA was able to follow the tracker for the entire
flight, but the network routing table caused the laptop in the tracker to be used as an
intermediary for communications between the UA and MNR. It might have been possible
to use a wired interface for the laptop to force a route, but that would have eliminated
the redundancy of the ad hoc setup. The tracking antenna on the GCS worked well, but
900MHz communications were slightly weaker than normal. It was reported that the UA
flew through the lobes of a couple of radar scans, so it remains possible that interference
caused some of the communications issues. Despite landing within the required daylight
hours, the lighting during landing was flat making it difficult for the human pilot.
• 26 May 2010
The storm on 26 May developed many miles from a COA area, so the team had to wait a
long time before deploying on the slow moving storm. Before the storm made it to the COA
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boundary its trajectory shifted north and the mesocyclone and rear flank gust front never
made it into the COA. The UA was launched within the inflow but could not get closer
than 15km from the mesocyclone while remaining within the COA. The 900MHz tracking
antenna had an error of about 40 degrees at launch, but the error diminished once the plane
left the immediate area. Strong head winds (approaching 26 m/s) on the way out provided
for a quick trip, but a long return. The tracker reported spotty WiFi communications with
the UA for the entire flight, but operations were mostly at 500m AGL on the way out (the
ground height in the COA varied significantly, and all flights were typically conducted 300m
from the highest point in each COA area) and could have been part of the problem. For
the return flight segment, the UA altitude was dropped to 250m AGL and about half way
back the indicated air speed (IAS) was increased from 22 to 25 m/s. Using the electronic
speed controller (ESC) data it was estimated that propulsion battery pack was expended
to 2000 mAh beyond the manufacturer’s rating of 10000 mAh.
• 6 June 2010
The 6 June flight included the first sampling of the RFGF by a UAS. The initial plan was
to deploy on the early western storms in northeast CO and work eastwards towards the
armada which was approaching from the east. A cluster of storms formed northwest of
Grover, CO near the CO-WY border around 2100Z. The storms rapidly intensified as they
traveled southeast generally along CR-390 in Weld County. The team set up the GCS just
west of CR-390 and launched shortly after COA WSA-13 went active at 2200Z.
The UA flew out at approximately 280m AGL and back at 150m AGL. The UA GPS
feed for overlaying its position on the meteorologist’s screen did not work and neither did
reporting of the UA position through SASSI. It was possibly because of a restart of the
Tempest inside of the van or the long run time of the GUI before deployment. There was
a 22% packet loss over the WiFi link from the UA to the tracker; however, the length of
the timeouts never exceeded 12s, which was a significant improvement over the previous
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few flights. The UA crossed the rear flank gust front on its northwestern leg. The team
attempted a redeployment further southeast on the same storm but during the time waiting
for new COAs to become active, the storm underwent a merger with a left-moving supercell
to its south and the merged complex rapidly dissipated.
• 7 June 2010
On the morning of 7 June, the armada decided to target storms near Scottsbluff, NE, which
remained north of available COA areas. Around 0020Z the UAS team decided to leave the
armada, and drop south to target storms that were beginning to develop near Cheyenne,
WY. These storms rapidly intensified and around 01Z, the southern end of a short line
segment assumed supercell structure. At this time, the UAS team was positioned to its east
near Dix, NE. The hope was that the storm would travel far enough north into COA CSA-
9 so that the team could execute an east-west transect. Unfortunately, the mesocyclone
remained on the southern end of the COA without any road options for crossing the RFGF.
The team decided to reposition behind the storm and execute a flight from the west, but
by the time the team repositioned and set up the GCS north of Kimball, the storm had
begun to weaken significantly. At the time the UA was launched the storm had lost all
supercell characteristics.
• 9 June 2010
The 9 June flight included the first sampling of a supercell RFD airmass1 by a UAS.
The initial target storms for 9 June developed near Scottsbluff, NE and moved into low
convective available potential energy (CAPE) to the east, north of the northernmost COAs.
The supercell that developed just west of Goshen County WY around 0Z looked as if it
might move into CSA-6, the northwest-most COA. The GCS was set up near the intersection
of CR-X and Stegall Rd while the scout vehicle attempted to find good east-west roads
1 The UA may not have encountered descending air but definitely sampled air that had previously descended in
the RFD.
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near the northern end of the COA. Unfortunately, the only viable road option was the
north-south Stegall Rd (CR-13). The mesocyclone never appeared to make it into the
COA but the team was able to cross the RFGF on the first northerly leg of the flight. The
UA appears to have crossed the gust front again on its southerly leg (at 1650 m MSL) and
again on its northerly return leg (at 1500 m MSL). During the flight the 900 MHz tracking
antenna had trouble pointing to the South and saw -101 or worse dB before it was corrected
(up to 45 degrees CCW).
• 10 June 2010
The initial deployment for 10 June was planned for the first target storm east of Denver, CO.
The GCS was setup 18 miles south of Fort Morgan, CO in COA 2009-WSA-23. The aircraft
was ready on the launcher before storm development south of the target storm started
dropping heavy precipitation south of the hook. This would have made the traditional RFD
deployment very difficult. The right-flank development also weakened the target storm. The
GCS was (rapidly) undeployed and the team redeployed on a new target storm near Deer
Trail, CO. As the UAS team was arriving at the designated spot for UA launch the target
storm produced the tornado, shown in Figure 5.17(a), that persisted approximately 6 min.
After setup for launch and while the UAS team was waiting for the storm to approach the
COA area, another tornado developed that also lasted about 6 min then dissipated before
the desired portion of the storm reached the COA area and the UA could be launched.
As it approached the COA area, the target storm motion promised to take the Deer Trail
supercell across the northwestern corner of COA 2009-WSA-33. Fortunately, the activation
of COA 2009-WSA-33 was requested prior to the first (truncated) deployment so that the
storm crossed through the COA when it was active. County road CR-7 offered a good E-W
option on the northern end of the COA but the paved state highway SH-71 was chosen
for its improved surface. The Tempest UA was launched approximately 12km southeast
of the storm and flew north to the anticipated track of the southern tip of the hook. The
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UA loitered at this position for about 10 min until the rear flank gust front passed and
then continued north into the RFD airmass (Figure 5.17(b). The UA appeared to cross a
second rear flank gust front near the northernmost point of the track. The intercept of a
strong updraft upon crossing the second rear flank gust front was also confirmed through
visual cues sighted by the secondary meteorologist in the tracker. During the flight, all
systems functioned nominally. The UA spent considerable time in updrafts resulting in a
significant reduction in the consumption of propulsion battery power.
Figure 5.17: a) Photo of 10 June 2010 supercell, looking approximately due west, of the first of
two tornadoes produced just before UAS operations commenced. b) Flight path and corresponding
radar data. Note the white COA boundary just north of the end of the flight path. This boundary
prevented further beneath the storm (Figure courtesy of Adam Houston).
5.3.9 Results and Lessons Learned
5.3.9.1 Concept of Operations
The CONOPS developed for the mission were refined over the course of the VORTEX2
experiment, but remained relatively unchanged. Although sampling was generally done at only
one altitude due to limited sampling time, each of the sampling scenarios proved to be useful and
accommodated most supercell intercepts. Changing expectations by the FAA required the largest
changes to the CONOPS and will continue to be the primary driver of changes to CONOPS in the
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foreseeable future.
5.3.9.2 Scientific Goals
Each of the sampling scenarios given in Figure 5.8 was used during the course of the experi-
ment (Figure 5.16). As mentioned previously, only three deployments, 6 June, 9 June, and 10 June
2010 flights were made close enough to supercells to observe primary features. For each of these
intercepts, data were successfully returned that indicated crossing of the rear flank gust front and
penetration into the RFD airmass. Figure 5.18 shows information derived from the gathered data
that indicates storm relative positioning for the 10 June 2010 flight. Although this information was
derived from post-processing, experiences in the field indicated that this information could prove
invaluable for UA path planning and should be made available for use in real-time during future
missions.
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Figure 5.18: Equivalent potential temperature and Altitude (MSL) vs UTC for a) 9 June 2010
operations and b) 10 June 2010 operations. Each labeled region represents travel in a particular
part of the storm: A – warm, convective air, B – RFD boundary, C – RFD (Figure courtesy of
Adam Houston).
Meteorological data gathered by the Tempest UAS is archived in the VORTEX2 field data
catalogue. This catalogue is a repository for the data uploaded from all instruments deployed
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during the 2009-10 field campaign, and is shared among all investigators. Meteorologists on the
Tempest UAS team are currently working to couple the Tempest UAS data with data from several
ground-based instruments, particularly data from several mobile Doppler radar that were scanning
along the UA track during several flights. The 10 June 2010 flight is of particular interest because
of the multiple updrafts and downdrafts encountered after the RFD gust-front crossing. Coupling
of the pressure, temperature, humidity, and wind-estimate data with the Doppler radar data might
lead to some new insight into the atmospheric dynamics behind the RFD gust front. To insure
the integrity of the UAS meteorological data, tests were conducted with a calibrated ground-based
system, collocated with the UA that was mounted on a mobile mesonet, approximately 3 m above
the ground to validate the calibration of the MIST sondes while mounted on the Tempest UA.
5.3.9.3 FAA Requirements
Despite a few successful intercepts of supercell thunderstorms, there were multiple instances
where the UA was unable to get to the desired area for sampling. These difficulties resulted from the
FAA airspace regulations and policies and not from the system design. Figure 5.17(b) demonstrates
that during the intercept on June 10th, the UA was unable to proceed closer to the supercell due
to the limitations of the COA boundaries. Similarly, on 26 May the UAS team was forced to wait
east of the approaching supercell inside a COA boundary, while the rest of the VORTEX2 team
was already sampling the supercell. Given these restrictions, the probability of a supercell crossing
a box in such a way that the UA could be flown into the RFD during an interesting portion of the
storm’s lifespan was reduced.
The other major issue was the activation of the COAs. The FAA normally requires a NOTAM
to be issued no less than 48 hours before flight operations. Operations were also limited to a
maximum of four NOTAMs at any given time. This is because the NOTAMs are managed through
the designated ARTCC and air traffic controllers (ATC) are required to read them to inbound
instrument flight rules (IFR) flights. Therefore activating all 59 of the COAs would overwhelm
the system. Through dialog with the FAA, this 48 hour notice was reduced to two hours for the
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duration of the VORTEX2 project which made flight operations possible, but even with two-hour
notice and four COA areas it is difficult for the meteorologists to pin down which COA to activate
for a given storm. In the future a one hour notice requirement will be sought.
5.3.9.4 Unmanned Aircraft Performance
The primary objective for the VORTEX2 UAS effort was demonstration of the feasibility of
in situ sampling of the RFD using a small UAS. In particular, the project focused on validating the
ability of the UAS to fly in the wind environment of the storm [122]. Of secondary importance was
characterization of the magnitude of the winds and turbulence the UA encountered during transects
of the gust front and cross-validation of measurements from the on-board pressure, temperature,
and humidity sensors.
In order to characterize the environment that is encountered during the RFD sampling flights,
the horizontal wind estimates from the autopilot were recorded during each flight. Figure 5.19(a)
shows a superposition of the time series of measured horizontal winds, utilizing the Piccolo autopi-
lot’s proprietary wind finding algorithm. While it is difficult to characterize the accuracy of this
algorithm in the field due to the lack of truth data, hardware-in-the-loop simulation capability has
been recently added to the system that should allow for further analysis (Chapter 6).
Average winds were found to be 11.2 m/s over all supercell intercepts with a maximum wind
of 26.2 m/s. The UA was still able to make significant headway on all missions with indicated
airspeeds ranging from 18 m/s to just under 30 m/s. Each flight typically covered 30 km to about
45 km round trip. It should be noted that total range was significantly limited by the fact that the
UA always returned to the launch point for recovery. Future work on auto-landing will allow the
UA to land away from the launch point, thus significantly increasing maximum range and sampling
duration. During all flights, the UA was observed from the tracker to maintain a solid wings-level
attitude and the GCS showed that it tracked its waypoints adequately. Nominal accelerations and
angular rates during flights in the vicinity of the supercells deviated from the mean twice as much
as they did during autopilot flights on calm days. This deviation level is approximately the same
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as that observed in a comparison of manual flights on a calm day to autopilot flights on those
same calm days. The UA withstood all operational extremes and showed few signs of wear at
the conclusion of the season’s flight operations, indicating that the conditions for the supercell
intercepts are well within the limits of the airframe control and structural capabilities.
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Figure 5.19: a) Horizontal winds encountered during the six supercell intercept flights over time.
The maximum and average values have been identified. b) Power spectral density for the horizontal
winds encountered during the six supercell intercept flights.
Figure 5.19(b) shows a one-dimensional power spectral density based on the calculated hor-
izontal wind velocities from the Piccolo autopilot algorithm and the measured aircraft dynamic
pressure. Relating turbulent wave mode, mean velocity, and frequency in the standard way [121],
the characteristic frequency corresponding to a flight speed of 22 m/s and wingspan of 3.2 m is on
the order of 1 Hz, placing the turbulent scales of the Tempest UA at the right edge of the figure.
Unfortunately, the data was sampled at 2 Hz, not sufficient to realistically capture phenomena on
the scale of the Tempest UA. Nonetheless, the power spectrum suggests that the largest energy
containing scales for the atmospheric turbulence encountered are on the order of 1000 m or more.
It is worth noting that the upturn in energy at the right-hand side of Figure 5.19(b) is a mani-
festation of the noise in the measurement system and is not a physical result. This anomaly was
investigated and verified on a previous project that looked at the energy spectra of various velocity
measurement systems under various inflow conditions [121]. A better estimate for the atmospheric
energy spectrum could be obtained with higher-frequency pressure transducers and a multi-hole
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probe in order to measure the full three dimensionality of the flow field near the UA. Figure 5.19(b)
indicates that the Tempest UA has a flight speed and size that places it well within the inertial
subrange of the atmospheric turbulence. Current theory suggests that turbulence scales one order
of magnitude larger and smaller than the aircraft wingspan most significantly affect its local flight
qualities [121, 54]. Larger scales tend to convect the UA around without affecting its local attitude.
Observations from the ground during deployments support this theory, as the Tempest UA’s main
challenge to maintaining control and making headway derived from the background convecting
winds, not combating roll and pitch moments, as is evident from histrograms of control surface
usage (Figure 5.20).
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Figure 5.20: Histograms of control deflection usage over the six intercept flights broken the various
surfaces and throttle.
5.3.9.5 Estimating Mission Duration
Another outstanding issue raised by the VORTEX2 deployments was estimation of the ex-
pected range and endurance of the aircraft while sampling. Electric propulsion was used to allow
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for quick turn around and fast deployments. However, electric propulsion also limits the range and
endurance of the UA compared to expected performance using a gas-powered engine. For prelim-
inary analysis, the sample set of six flights is too small to state conclusions about the impact of
headwinds, tailwinds, and deployment locations. Instead, the flights were examined together to pa-
rameterize flights conducted to sample the RFD of supercell thunderstorms. Figure 5.21 represents
a first pass at determining parametric equations for bounding range and endurance of the current
system configuration.
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Figure 5.21: a) Flight data from the electronic speed controller, with post-processed battery draw
vs. throttle approximation. b) Battery usage vs. flight time for six supercell intercepts with battery
usage estimate bounded by the error indicated by the translucent regions.
Gauging when to command the tracker to return with the aircraft for landing required the
creation of a rough battery usage estimate to be displayed in the NetUAS GUI. This estimate was
determined by integrating in real-time a fitted curve of the battery current draw vs. the throttle
setting (Figure 5.21(a)). Given some commanded throttle value, x, the battery draw in Amps,
f(x), was estimated as:
f(x) = 113.3577x2 − 268.6538x+ 155.4587 (5.1)
where f(x) is truncated to 0 if negative. This curve fit was established and updated over the
course of the 2010 VORTEX2 deployment using all available data for the aircraft, mainly during
cruising conditions. It should be noted that this fit was a rough estimate since it did not account
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for many secondary effects including airspeed, cruising altitude, or state of battery discharge.
Thus, significant variability (approaching 10% to 15 %) in the estimated battery usage were often
observed. More physically accurate correlations that accounted for more of the relevant aircraft
physics were investigated, but not implemented in time for the 2010 deployment season. Results
from the battery-use estimator are shown in Figure 5.21(b). This figure shows the actual battery
usage for each flight as a solid line, with the error of the estimate indicated by the shaded region.
Note that on some flights, such as the 45 minute flight, the estimator does quite well, whereas with
the 35 minute flight, battery usage was significantly underestimated. Again this indicates the need
for modeling secondary effects, and direct access to information available through an interface to
the ESC, such as measured current draw. An approximate linear fit of time to battery usage is
given in Figure 5.21(b) for use in rough mission design.
5.3.9.6 NetUAS Architecture
The NetUAS architecture worked well in the field, and allowed for quick changes to be made
to the system for needed functionality. As an example, one deployment required the UA operator
station in the GCS to be field swapped with a laptop used as a backup in the tracker when the
operator station’s graphics card failed. During another deployment, it allowed for the tracker’s
entire system to be reconfigured when issues were encountered with the 802.11 networking cards.
With no software changes, the MNR was removed from the tracker and its GPS was plugged into
the laptop used by the assistant observer. By indicating that the UA was to follow the laptop
instead of the MNR through the NetUAS GUI, the system functionality remained the same for
both instances. Half way through the deployments, a third computer was added to the system to
give the PIC the ability to visualize components of the data, allowing the UA operator to focus on
separate tasks.
The NetUAS also accommodated software changes to increase system functionality in the
field. These changes were easily implemented due to the dynamic nature of the system afforded by
the service discovery protocol, and were quickly coded given the modular nature of the software.
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During the deployment, a module was added to the operator interface to include battery usage
estimates for determining a safe time to terminate operations that afforded enough power to return
to the GCS and land the aircraft. A module was also added to the operator station in the GCS
that subscribed to UA telemetry and converted it to a NMEA string. This string was transmitted
over a USB interface. In this manner, a computer connected to the other end of the USB saw it
as a GPS device. This allowed for easy integration of UA telemetry into the GR3 software, which
already had support for reading GPS devices.
5.3.9.7 Tracking Antennas
Successful flights across the entire COA-defined areas required constant communications with
the aircraft through the 802.11 WiFi and the 900MHz autopilot link for a distance up to 10 miles. As
mentioned before this was preformed with a 900MHz patch antenna mounted on a COTS mechanical
tracking antenna, and an 802.11 phased array antenna. Several issues were encountered when
attempting to use these systems. First, placement of the magnetometer for measuring the heading
angle of the GCS was critical. As it turned out, the entire vehicle produced a magnetic field that
was not easily accounted for in calibration (mainly due to heavy gauge steel roof rack components)
and required careful placement of the magnetometer to avoid effects from fields emanating from
the van. After resolving these issues, the pointing accuracy of the phased array controlled by the
MNR was sufficient, and a constant link of up to 8 miles (13km) could be maintained, with sporadic
packets being received up to 12 miles (19km).
Pointing the COTS mechanical tracking antenna proved to be significantly more difficult.
Rather than allowing for commands to be sent for base-relative positioning, the unit contained its
own magnetometer and only accepted magnetic direction pointing commands. This proved to be
quite difficult with the changing field of the van, and the inability to move the magnetometer inside
the antenna a sufficient distance away from noise sources. A changing bias was always present in
the antenna pointing, and was dealt with by adding an offset box to the GUI to allow the UAS
operator to adjust the pointing of the antenna during operations.
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5.3.9.8 IEEE 802.11 (WiFi)
The ad hoc link from the UA to the tracker was problematic in both packet loss and, more
importantly, occasional lengthy communication timeouts. This link was critical because it enabled
the UA to orbit the tracker. It also enabled the operator in the tracker to offset the UA orbit
along with maintaining situational awareness of the position of the UA if visual contact was lost.
During these timeouts the GCS could still command the UA, however, if the UA was not tethered
to the tracker it was much more difficult for the observer in the tracker to maintain situational
awareness of the UA [37, 71]. These communication timeouts caused delays in the mission that
had the potential to affect the ability of the team to get the UA to the sampling area and collect
data. Once in the sampling area, these timeouts affected the real-time pressure, temperature, and
humidity data stream that augmented navigation direction decision making by the meteorologists
in the tracker and GCS.
Due to the time constraints of the project, a more thorough investigation of this problematic
link was not possible, but several flight experiments were conducted with different hardware con-
figurations to arrive at a solution that worked well enough for VORTEX2 operations. Figure 5.22
contains four histograms showing the number and length of communication timeouts along with
the percent packet loss for four different communication experiment flights. It should be noted that
several smaller changes were attempted, but these four illustrate the main configurations. Figure
5.22(a) involved a MNR placed in the tracker vehicle along with a 1W amplifier [46] on the 802.11
WiFi card to increase the range and an external antenna on the roof of the tracker. This setup was
found to have too many long timeouts and too many dropped packets to allow operations. Figure
5.22(b) shows the results of removing the MNR from the tracker vehicle and attaching the external
antenna directly to the tracker laptop. This reduced the amount of long timeouts, however, the
number of dropped packets, 22.2%, still made operations difficult. Figure 5.22(c) is the same as
5.22(b) except that now the 1W amplifier was reinserted between the laptop and antenna. Figure
5.22(d) improved on 5.22(c) by adding a second external antenna with a 1W amplifier and enabling
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diversity on the laptop. This final setup had good packet loss, only 10.1%, and the number of
longer timeouts was manageable. These four flight experiments did not have identical trajectories.
However, all four flights involved the UA orbiting the tracker at a distance up to 500m at an alti-
tude of approximately 300m AGL. Thus each flight provided roughly the same relative geometry
so the relative changes in communication performance seen in Figure 5.22 can be attributed to the
changes in the hardware with a high degree of confidence.
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Figure 5.22: Four histograms showing the progression of different communication system archi-
tectures and the improvement in both length of timeouts and packet loss percentage: a) MNR in
tracker with 1W amplifier, b) no MNR, c) 1W amplifier connected to laptop d) two 1W amplifiers
connected to laptop for diversity. These are normalized by flight time.
The setup shown in Figure 5.22(d) was used in the field deployments for VORTEX2 and
was found to work well enough to successfully complete the scientific experiments. Figure 5.23
is an aggregate histogram of the communication timeouts for four VORTEX2 deployments that
occurred on June 6, 7, 9, and 10, 2010. Over these 4 days there was 17.3% packet loss and only
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one communication timeout longer than 20s. It should also be noted that 86.1% of the timeouts
were 5s or less. These experiments showed that 802.11 worked well for the distances involved in
the VORTEX2 project.
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Figure 5.23: Aggregate histogram of communication timeouts using finalized system over 4 VOR-
TEX2 deployments from June 6, 7, 9, and 10, 2010.
5.4 Summary
Through a timespan of slightly over three years, both the CoCoNUE and VORTEX2 projects
were completed utilizing the evolution of a network-centric UAS design. The NexSTAR unmanned
aircraft system was outfitted with PTH sondes provided from NCAR, and was used for making tar-
geted, in situ observations of meteorological phenomena. The Tempest unmanned aircraft system
extends these capabilities to provide targeted, in situ measurements of tornadic supercells. The
network-centric UAS architecture used for each system and a concept of operations were incremen-
tally verified through a series of experiments beginning with the CoCoNUE project and culminating
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with the Spring 2010 deployment with the VORTEX2 project.
Major accomplishments of the VORTEX2 project include the first ever use of a UAS to collect
data in close proximity to a supercell on 6 May 2010, and the first ever sampling of a supercell
RFD airmass by a UAS on 9 June 2010. Data was gathered about the storm environment and
UAS (such as observed winds, control surface deflections, and control-loop tracking) that will be
used as the basis for the design of future unmanned aircraft systems. Progress was made with
the Federal Aviation Administration to refine the notification and air traffic control process for
highly dynamic unmanned aircraft systems science missions. Finally, the concept of operations
for sampling the rear flank downdraft of supercell thunderstorms using small unmanned aircraft
systems was improved and verified through six different supercell intercepts.
During each project, progress was made in developing CONOPS for the sampling of land
based and short lived meteorological phenomena, and there were several lessons learned. First,
it was difficult to fly the UA on a waypoint pattern and have the remote observer keep eyes on
the aircraft. Either the UA would approach the limit of visual range, given that its ground-
relative speed was generally faster than that of the tracker, or it would be positioned in an area
difficult for the observer to see while seated inside the tracker. To alleviate this issue, the UA was
commanded to orbit the tracker, and the observer was given the ability to displace the center of
the orbit up to 1 km relative to the tracker. Second, accurately estimating the consumption of
the propulsion system battery was difficult and should be augmented with direct measurements
to increase allowable sampling time while still allowing for the safe return of the UA. Third, the
maximum allowable setup time after arriving on station varied significantly, but was always greater
than the original five minute estimate. Fourth, the affect of the winds encountered on the UA
were less than expected, specifically the updrafts and downdrafts. With minimal human operator
input, the Tempest UAS was able to mitigate the wind effects successfully, and perform sampling
as desired. Finally, while being one of the few COTS solutions to provide true ad hoc networking,
the limitations of 802.11 hardware significantly affects network performance when used in highly
dynamic networks and over ranges approaching 10 miles (16km).
Chapter 6
Simulations
This chapter describes a hardware-in-the-loop (HWIL) simulation capability developed to
combine storm data from simulated and measured sources with a high-fidelity unmanned aircraft
(UA) dynamic model. Despite the relative successes of the CoCoNUE and VORTEX2 projects
described in Chapter 5, the ability to develop and refine new CONOPS is limited by the dearth of
opportunities for storm penetration by UAS and the importance of obtaining measurements during
a given opportunity (as opposed to exploring new sampling strategies). The simulator uses actual
flight hardware to run communication, planning, and control systems while interfacing to simulated
models of storm and aircraft dynamics. The simulator is designed to test different CONOPS
against different aircraft models, storm types, planning and control algorithms, and operational
(i.e. regulatory) constraints. The HWIL system is used to evaluate and refine CONOPS given the
existing aircraft avionics and FAA regulations, along with providing opportunities to analyze the
performance and sensors. This chapter discusses the details of this simulator and provides results
from simulated experiments.
6.1 Simulation Environment
The goal of the simulator is to provide a means of assessing the expected performance of the
UA in environments that are likely in pre-tornadic supercells, along with providing an experience
in the lab that closely mimics operations in the field. The focus was to develop a high fidelity six-
degree-of-freedom model of the UA, provide a realistic representation of the storm environment,
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and to incorporate all possible hardware from the deployed system.
The new components of the system (compared to the existing capabilities of the NetUAS
system described in Chapter 4) that compose the storm simulation (Figure 6.1) are the storm data
server, the dynamics model, the USB-to-CAN interface, and software to simulate the ground vehicle
positions and movement. Data sent between the storm data server, UA dynamics model and USB-
to-CAN interface is transfered using UDP packets on a local area network. By using this network-
based design, the simulator remains modular with well defined interfaces. Components of the system
can either be run locally, or on separate computers, thus distributing computational complexity.
Components of the simulator can also be easily exchanged, for instance to provide the ability to
interface to a different autopilot. The modular design also allows for multiple instantiations of the
dynamics model to simulate multiple interacting UA, and demonstrate simultaneous multi-vehicle
storm sampling.
6.1.1 Storm Data Server
The Storm Data Server software module is implemented in Mathwork’s Simulink [128] to
provide wind and precipitation values. The storm simulator can use a variety of data sets, with
varying grid sizes, grid points, and time spans. This accommodates the use of data from simulations
and the future use of data derived from dual-Doppler radar measurements of actual storms. It also
provides a generic interface that facilitates the adaptation of data from other weather models to
the system, such as from simulated hurricanes.
The Storm Data Server’s graphical interface allows for configuration of network parameters
along with specific storm details. At the start of each simulation, the user is prompted to select a
data set, and then either provide text coordinates, or graphically select the starting location of the
UA relative to the storm. Following setup the simulator enters a run mode, where it responds to
queries with interpolated wind and precipitation values at the UA’s location.
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6.1.1.1 Data Sets
The data sets used for the tests in this chapter were generated from two simulations of
tornadic supercell thunderstorms produced by the Straka Atmospheric Model [15]. The first set,
which was also described in Section 3.0.2.2, is given on a 500×500×10 grid with 500m horizontal
and 250m vertical grid spacing from 125m to 2375m above ground level (AGL). Data includes
mixing ratios (kg of precipitation per kg of air) for rain and hail, and three-dimensional wind
velocity components in m/s (relative to the storm frame of reference) sampled once a minute for
15 minutes. The storm simulation is aligned such that the positive y-axis corresponds to North,
and the storm is moving to the north-east. Rain contours and wind components for this data set
are shown in Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.2: a) Rain contours with planar winds for the first data set given at 300m AGL. b) Vertical
wind component with planar winds for the corresponding area of the storm.
The second data set has a much higher spatial resolution. It is given on a 480×480×10 grid
with 150m horizontal and a stretched vertical grid spacing containing 10 altitudes from 750m to
1694m AGL. Similar to the first set, the data includes rain, hail, and three-dimensional wind velocity
components relative to the storm frame of reference. The data is provided every five minutes for 20
minutes. The storm simulation is also aligned such that the positive y-axis corresponds to North,
and the storm is moving at 19 m/s to the east and 2 m/s to the north. Rain contours and wind
components for this data set are shown in Figure 6.3.
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Figure 6.3: a) Rain contours with planar winds for the second data set given at 300m AGL. b)
Vertical wind component with planar winds for the corresponding area of the storm.
The storms represented by both of these data sets have different structures, as evident in
Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3. Despite the second simulation having better spatial resolution, both
have been used in simulation in hopes of providing more generalized results. Furthermore, this
demonstrates the ability to quickly switch between different data sets (in both storm structure and
data parameters) which is an integral part of the storm data server (Figure 6.1).
Since the storm simulation only provides background prevailing winds, additional turbulent
wind components are included using the von Ka´rma´n turbulence model [92]. The prevailing winds
from the storm data sets are incorporated into the UA dynamics model at a set interval to determine
the effect on the velocities of the aircraft using the von Ka´rma´n model from the AeroSim blockset
[92].
6.1.1.2 Doppler Radar Model
To provide Doppler weather radar (WSR-88D) information to meteorologists and the UAS
operator participating in the simulations, simulated radar images are created from the simulated
storm data (Figure 6.4).1 The radar reflectivity is the variable most commonly used in the field.
Radar reflectivity is a measure of the power back-scattered to the radar and is a function of the
1 Legend from http://www.chill.colostate.edu/w/Bow echo in a convective line
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number, size, and composition of the target. These variables are not independently available in the
storm data sets but can be parameterized using the mixing ratios of rain and hail [135]. Resolution
of the reflectivity data is affected in the field by the beamwidth (i.e., horizontal resolution) of the
radar. Since this resolution decreases with distance from the radar, modeling would require the
simulation to account for radar position relative to the storm. However, given the resolution of the
image generated from the reflectivity data will only have small effect on planning for each mission,
this detail was omitted.
Following generation of the image, it is published for use by software used in the simulation
by the meteorologists and UA operator, consisting of SASSI [114], GRLevel3 [63], and NetUAS.
The reflectivity image is paired with a text file used to geo-reference the data, and both are stored
in a directory and file structure in the exact manner as used by the National Weather Service
website [119]. HTTP server software is used to provide access to the simulated radar products.
Other radar products, such as base velocities, could be simulated in a similar manner, but this
capability is yet to be implemented.
6.1.2 Dynamics Model and USB to CAN interface
The UA Dynamics Model module is the key component of the simulation. Previous HWIL
simulation work has been done using various commercial options, including X-Plane [94, 57] and a
simulator package provided by Cloud Cap Technology for use with the Piccolo SL avionics package
[26]. These commercial packages have enough fidelity to design and test autopilots effectively
for small aircraft, but are limited in providing the ability to manipulate low-level facets of the
simulation weather. For this reason, simulation of aircraft dynamics was implemented using the
AeroSim Simulink blockset from Unmanned Dynamics [120]. The blockset was imported from
Windows to Linux in order to provide a more stable, low latency simulation.
In order to simulate the electric motor using the AeroSim blockset, a new block was created
to replace the piston engine model. This was done by using the limited information from the motor
manufacturer combined with data sampled during the six supercell intercept flights performed for
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the VORTEX2 project. Figure 6.5 shows the power output vs. throttle setting as recorded by the
electronic speed controller. A curve was fit to this data and allowed for significant simplification of
the simulated motor model while retaining a relatively high level of fidelity.
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Figure 6.5: Power output vs. throttle setting gathered from the six supercell intercept flights
performed for the VORTEX2 project.
A block is provided with the AeroSim Simulink blockset to interface with FlightGear simulator
software [47]. This allows for the visualization of the state of the UA for use in manual control
and qualitative analysis of the performance of the autopilot. The ability to manually control the
aircraft though a handset is essential to the simulation process, as it allows for the filters on the
autopilot to stabilize when the simulation is started before switching over to autonomous control.
The USB to CAN module (Fig 6.1) was developed to connect the simulator to the UA avionics
system. Communication with the autopilot is handled by a highly-optimized piece of software
written to translate data between the USB-to-CAN interface provided to talk to the autopilot and
the UDP socket used to talk to the simulator. This piece of software is designed to have very low
latency and keep track of the transmitted and received data rates to maintain the integrity of the
simulation. The software is written entirely in C and compiled using POSIX threading to achieve
these requirements. A simple, ncurses-based, GUI was added to provide interface status.
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6.1.3 Simulated Ground Vehicle Positions
For both the mobile GCS and tracker vehicle, the NetUAS agent running on each vehicle’s
single board computer was changed to allow for simulated GPS readings. Since the mobile GCS
position remains fixed during deployments, creating the simulated position is trivial, and the effect
on the fidelity of the simulation by simulating the GPS is negligible. Simulating the location of
the tracker vehicle was slightly more involved, as the vehicle is required to travel at a reasonable
speed and is limited to following local roads. This is performed by allowing an operator to provide
waypoints along roads to the tracker vehicle’s GPS simulator. These waypoints represent the
desired travel for the tracker vehicle, and this technique is actually used to indicate the desired
direction of travel to the driver in the field. Simulated movement of the tracker vehicle along roads
is performed by applying a simple kinematic model:

x˙
y˙
ψ˙
 =

V cosψ
V sinψ
u

|u| ≤ ωmax
(6.1)
Where the input u is determined by the current heading, ψ, the desired heading to the next
waypoint, ψd, and a scale factor, λ.
u = ψ˙d − λ · (ψ − ψd) (6.2)
The current waypoint switches whenever the vehicle comes within a specified distance of the
target location. A controller was also constructed to modify the speed of the vehicle with the inverse
square of the distance to the UA such that both remain within the proximity specified in the COA.
Although this controller doesn’t account for slowing to make turns, etc., it remains within a few
meters of roads (represented by the waypoint patterns), even in turns, and limits the maximum
speed of the tracker. These two factors are the most limiting when considering the effect of the
tracker vehicle on the speed and path of the UA.
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6.2 Results
Several simulated flights of the UA through both data sets were performed to evaluate the
effectiveness of the current concept of operations, and to provide an evaluation of the UAS and sim-
ulation. All of the flights were designed to satisfy the desire to sample the boundary preceding the
RFD, and the RFD itself. The typical storm relative starting location for the UA and tracker vehi-
cle were determined considering actual deployments made during the VORTEX2 project (Section
5.3.8.2).
6.2.1 Simulation Wind Environment
One of the main concerns for flying a small UA near tornadic supercells is its performance
in strong winds. This can only be verified by the simulator if its winds are similar to those
encountered in the field. Figure 6.6(a) shows a histogram of the magnitudes of the horizontal wind
velocity components experienced by the UA during five simulated flights (dashed). The mean wind
speed of 11.20 m/s should present little problem for the Tempest UA which has a cruise speed
of 25 m/s, although it will provide for a situation where the top speed of the tracker limits the
distance traveled by the UA when sampling while moving downwind. There is some concern about
the max speed of 33.22 m/s since this approaches the cruise speed of the aircraft, causing the UA
to have a ground speed close to zero. Should the UA get in a position downwind of the GCS, there
is a possibility that it cannot return for a manually piloted landing. Fortunately, as indicated by
simulated data, winds of this magnitude are infrequent and brief.
Shown as a solid line in Figure 6.6(a) is the data from wind measurements taken from the
UA during six supercell intercepts performed for the VORTEX2 project (Section 5.3.9.4). While
the measured winds were generally lower in magnitude than the simulated winds, the average only
differs from that encountered in the simulator by 2 m/s. Given the variability between each storm,
differences in storm relative location for sampling on each flight, and the relatively few number of
flights, the background winds for the simulated environment is credible. In the simulator, turbulence
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Figure 6.6: a) Horizontal wind magnitude histogram for both simulated (dashed) and actual (solid)
supercell intercepts. b) Power spectral density for both simulated (dashed) and actual (solid)
supercell intercepts.
is calculated using the von Ka´rma´n spectrum and the storm data for background winds. Figure
6.6(b) shows the power spectral distribution from the simulated (dashed) and actual (solid) flights
compared in Figure 6.6(a). At higher frequencies, the combination of the background winds from
the storm data and the von Ka´rma´n model is very near the environment seen in the field. However,
at lower frequencies, the simulated data does not match as well. This discrepancy could be due
to several factors including poor large scale wind estimation by the UA, input parameters to the
von Ka´rma´n spectra used in the simulated data sets not matching that of the storm environment,
or the limited amount of time each simulation could be run as compared to the actual missions.
Unfortunately evaluating these possibilities requires experimental verification of the accuracy of
wind estimates made by the UA, and a larger simulated storm data set. Furthermore, only a
limited understanding exists of how the storm and far-field environment combine to regulate the
distribution of turbulence in the vicinity of the storm. These efforts lie outside of the scope of this
chapter.
6.2.2 Control Effort
This section evaluates the amount of control authority needed by a small UAS to maintain
level flight through transects of the RFD. Given the possibility of encountering high winds includ-
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ing updrafts and downdrafts, with significant shear and turbulence, the survivability of the UA
depends heavily on the required control effort. Figure 6.7 shows the values of the inputs to the
control surfaces produced for both the simulated flights (Figure 6.7(a)) and the six actual supercell
intercepts (Figure 6.7(b)). Considering Figure 6.7, and the range of deflections of an actual vehicle,
shown in Table 6.1, only a small fraction of the available control authority is needed for conducting
transects through the RFD and associated gust front.
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Figure 6.7: a) Surface deflections for five flights conducted through the simulated environment. b)
Surface deflections for six supercell intercept flights flown during the VORTEX2 project.
Table 6.1: Tempest 2 Surface Deflections
Surface Min Deflection (deg/%) Max Deflection (deg/%)
L Aileron -22.5 29.5
R Alieron -19.5 27.0
Elevator -25.0 15.5
Throttle 0.0 100.0
Rudder -17.0 22.0
When comparing the magnitudes of the simulated inputs to those of the real flights, the
control deflections for the simulations are smaller than the actual deflections. Of particular interest
are the coupled aileron and rudder deflections that are significantly smaller than the real flights,
except for the segments when the UA is flying downwind in the simulation (450 to 650s and 950 to
1050s). This is due to the fact that during these segments, the UA’s ground speed was significantly
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higher than the ground vehicle, causing it to orbit rather than simply follow. This is not as apparent
in the real data because each actual flight was quite different from the others, and required the
UA to orbit at different points in the flight regime rather than at consistent times during the
experiment, as was the case with the simulations.
In an effort to provide an accurate comparison between control inputs used in simulated flights
and actual flights, flight regimes must be considered. The simulator starts the UA at its desired
altitude, and the autopilot attempts to maintain this altitude for the duration of the simulation.
However, during actual flights the UA transitioned through several different altitudes, as shown
in Figure 6.8. By separating the data from actual flights into three phases: climbing, level flight,
and descending, the data used for control input comparison can be limited to the regions where
the UA was attempting to maintain altitude through autopilot flight control. Figure 6.9 provides
normalized histograms of the UA control inputs for simulated flights (Figure 6.9(a)) and the UA
control inputs for the level flight components of actual intercepts (Figure 6.9(b)). These histograms
have been normalized to the number of data points in each set so that a comparison can be made
between the much shorter simulated flights and the longer actual flights.
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Figure 6.8: Altitude vs. time for six flights through supercell thunderstorms. The flights are broken
up by flight regime and manual vs. autopilot control.
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As shown in Figure 6.9, the magnitude and width of the normalized control input histograms
for the throttle are similar between the actual and simulated flights, but deflections for the other
surfaces are much smaller in the simulations. The relative match for throttle inputs, which for both
sets fluctuated around 60%, indicates that the propulsion, lift and drag models closely match the
actual vehicle. The simulated aileron and rudder responses do not use as much deflection as the
actual flights, but this was caused by the lack of turning by the aircraft in the simulation. This
turning in the actual experiments is due to a commanded clockwise orbit of the tracker, which
shows up in the histogram as a repeated negative control surface deflection. The simulated elevator
deflections are similarly small compared to the actual flights. This was probably either due to slight
modelling and linkage errors, or missing small scale wind effects. The simulated elevator deflections
also do not contain the bi-modal shape apparent in the real flight data. This is possibly a product
of the construction of the elevator on the actual aircraft, given the autopilot gains and control loops
were the same between the simulation and actual flights.
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Figure 6.9: Normalized histograms for a) simulated and b) actual flights through supercell thun-
derstorms.
Another specific concern is the amount of control authority necessary to maintain altitude
during transects of large downdraft regions. Figure 6.10 shows simulation results, using the first
data set, for the altitude of the UA relative to the commanded altitude for two different flight
speeds through a downdraft. The ground for this simulation was set at 1550m above mean sea level
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(MSL), a value that closely matches that of the COA areas in the high-plains located along the
western reaches of the Great Plains. In the first simulation, the desired indicated air speed (IAS)
was set to 25 m/s. The autopilot was switched on at about the 20 second mark and began tracking
the desired altitude with a small bias. The altitude was successfully held for about 100 seconds
as the UA flew west toward the first gust front intercept, but began to lower while crossing into
the RFD. Generally altitude is sacrificed to achieve the desired IAS to ensure the UA doesn’t stall.
Given that the throttle was at maximum for most of the flight (Figure 6.10(a)), the autopilot was
forced to lose altitude to maintain airspeed. In the second scenario, the desired IAS was changed to
20 m/s and, the UA was instructed to fly the same flight plan as in the previous scenario. Figure
6.10(b) clearly indicates that the decrease in commanded IAS significantly impacted the ability to
maintain altitude and the throttle usage. The UA took a bit longer to reach altitude, but during
the extent of the transect, the UA was able to maintain the desired altitude and IAS while using
significantly less throttle.
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Figure 6.10: Altitude hold and IAS hold commands and results combined with throttle data.
6.2.3 Tracker Vehicle
The impact of the tracker vehicle was investigated using two scenarios. For the first scenario,
depicted in Figure 6.11, both the UA and tracker were started near the mobile GCS, and the tracker
was issued waypoint commands along roads to perform sampling of the storm. The location of the
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Figure 6.11: Time series of simulation with UA tracking ground vehicle limited to 35 m/s.
roads was determined by examining an area defined by a COA actually used for the VORTEX2
project. Determination of the turn around points for the tracker vehicle were experimentally
determined through several simulation runs, and represent an approximate point where the UA
was positioned 5km of either side of the gust front. Mandating the use of an observer requires
the UA to track the ground vehicle, and therefore limits the flight of the UA to be within 1 mile
(1.6 km) of a road. It also limits the storm relative progress of the UA on the downwind leg due
to the tracker’s relatively slow top speed. The limitation to stay near roads not only complicates
deployment logistics, but also limits the sampling locations of the UA. The appropriate transect
location cannot always be achieved, and in some cases the only available east-west roads might be
located in an unsafe area of the storm, such as in the hail core or near the location of a tornado.
For the scenario shown in Figure 6.11, the tracker path is shown in red, and the position of
the UA is indicated by the aircraft icon. As can be seen in the snapshots of the flight, this forces
the UA to remain too close to the storm around 6 minutes into the simulation where it cannot turn
south until the next road, and also forces the UA to be farther away from the storm than desired at
13 minutes. A combination of the limitations imposed by the roads, and the fact that the tracker
is limited to traveling at most 35 m/s, significantly reduces the range of the experiment. For this
example, the UA is only able to perform 3 transects of the storm before the end of the 20 minutes
of simulated storm data.
A second set of simulations was run in which the FAA requirements for the observer were
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Figure 6.12: Time series of simulation with UA performing unconstrained transects.
relaxed to allow for a flight anywhere in the COA area. This relaxation allows for the sampling
to be directed by issuing a flight plan to the UA. This would normally be done in real-time, but
to ensure repeatability, a plan was determined before the start of the experiment and the UA was
tasked to follow it for the duration of the 20 minute data set. As can be seen in Figure 6.12, the
UA was instructed to proceed 1 mile north of the base station, and then began sampling by taking
a direct line thought the gust front and RFD. Once the UA reaches a distance of approximately
5km beyond the gust front, it is instructed to reverse direction to perform another transect of the
gust front. This behavior can be seen in the zig-zag shape of the waypoint patterns. The locations
of the turn around points were experimentally determined through several simulation runs. The
overall trend of the waypoint pattern is to the southeast to maintain the relative storm positioning
of the transects.
By allowing the UA to fly anywhere within the COA area, much better storm relative po-
sitioning is achieved and a fourth transect of the RFD and gust front is performed. The ability
to maintain storm relative positioning ensures that the UA remains outside of hazards within the
storm. It also provides for better science results, as each transect is through a similar part of the
storm and can either be compared for time differences, or the UA can change altitude in an attempt
to provide a three dimensional sample of the RFD and gust front. Furthermore, the shorter flight
paths and higher downwind ground speeds add a full 10 km transect beyond what the scenario
with the tracker was able to achieve.
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6.2.4 Wind Sampling and Estimation
One of the scientific data products that the UAS provides is an estimate of the velocity of the
wind encountered by the UA. The current version of the Tempest UAS relies solely on proprietary
algorithms within the Piccolo SL autopilot that filter airspeed and ground velocity over some time
window. These measurements have the potential for large error, and only estimate the horizontal
components of the wind. In an attempt to characterize the error that we should expect from these
autopilot measurements, several flights were flown through the first data set and the autopilot
estimates were recorded. These estimates were then compared to the actual wind values in the
simulator. Two different scenarios were used to compare wind estimates, one where the UA was
forced to track a slow tracker vehicle, and one where the UA simply followed a waypoint plan.
Both scenarios allowed for the UA to intercept the RFD and its associated gust front, but the first
required the UA to constantly orbit the vehicle, and the second allowed it to fly straight between
waypoints.
Figure 6.13(a) shows the path taken by the UA while following the tracker vehicle. The
starting location for the UA is in the bottom right of the figure. At the start of the experiment, the
tracker vehicle proceeded North to get within the desired 5km range of the lower-level mesocyclone.
After reaching a cross road, the vehicle turned west in an attempt to intercept the gust front.
Following passage of the gust front, it continued for another 5km and then turned around to begin
another traverse of the gust front. By the end of the simulated data set (15 minutes) the tracker
vehicle had not passed through the boundary a second time. Note that the track to begin the flight
is relatively straight, while the track crossing the gust front and travelling to the west contains
several loops. This was due to the relative speeds of the tracker vehicle and UA. Moving north, the
UA was hindered by headwinds and the tracker was forced to slow. After crossing the gust front,
the UA was able to travel quickly to the west, and was forced to orbit the tracker several times
to maintain proximity. Overlaid on the UA track in Figure 6.13(a) is the estimated (green) and
actual (red) winds.
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Figure 6.13: Track of the UA along with measured and actual wind vectors from a) a flight following
the tracker vehicle and b) a flight following waypoints only.
For the case where the UA follows a waypoint plan (Figure 6.13(b)), the wind estimates don’t
show as strong of an agreement to the actual winds as compared to the experiment run following
the tracker vehicle. Figure 6.14 is a closer examination of the wind direction and magnitude
measurements for both cases. The plots on the left are from the scenario where the UA follows
the tracker, whereas the plots on the right are from the scenario where the UA follows waypoint
commands. Each set of plots shows the difference between measured and actual wind speed and
direction. In the first scenario, turns are performed regularly, and the wind estimate error is
generally lower. In the second scenario, there are fewer turns, and the error magnitudes are generally
higher. This correlates well with the autopilot documentation [26], which indicates that wind
velocities are determined from the difference between the anticipated and measured motion of the
vehicle. In order to do this effectively, functionality is provided to the user to perform S-turn “wind
finding maneuvers.” Periodically commanding a wind-finding maneuver, or allowing the UA to
orbit the tracker would likely increase the accuracy of the estimate.
Another goal of the UAS is determining when the UA has crossed the gust front of the
supercell storm. This is essential for determining the storm relative position of the UA and insuring
that transects 5km to either side of the gust front are performed. This is done using UA derived
winds, a thermodynamic quantity such as virtual potential temperature, or a combination of the
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Figure 6.14: Comparison of the estimated vs. actual winds for the first two scenarios. The plots
on the left are from the first scenario, while the plots on the right are from the second.
two. Commenting on the thermodynamic quantity is outside the scope of this chapter, but an
assessment of the vertical winds was performed. Figure 6.15 shows a vertical profile of the UA track
from one of the simulations, in the east-down plane. At locations where the autopilot performed
wind measurements, the actual values of the east and down components were obtained from the
simulated data set and have been shown as vectors overlaid on the flight path. Looking at the
simulated data set wind values along the UA path, it is clear from this plot where the UA crosses
from the updrafts of the inflow to the downdrafts of the outflow, and this has been indicated by
the region between the dashed black lines.
Unfortunately the values from the simulated data had to be used in the place of the measured
values to determine the gust front because the current UAS cannot measure or estimate the vertical
wind component and must be derived from other telemetry data. Through an examination of
simulated flights, it appears there exists a possible correlation between the vertical wind component
and throttle setting, unfortunately this is only true for a small set of storm relative locations and
altitudes. Figure 6.17, indicates an example of this. The bottom plot of Figure 6.17(a) shows the
throttle setting for a transect of the gust front, at 300m altitude. The change in throttle value is
quite gradual and the gust front location is not immediately obvious. The bottom plot of Figure
6.17(b) shows the throttle setting for a transect performed at the exact same storm relative position,
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Figure 6.15: Flight path of the UA as shown in the east-down plane, with the east-west origin at
the GCS. The wind velocity vectors from the simulated data set have been drawn on top of the
track and give a good idea when the UA passes through the gust front, as indicated by the change
from updraft to downdraft.
but at 1000m altitude. The gust front in this case is quite apparent.
Unfortunately, beyond using thermodynamic quantities, this leaves only the measured hor-
izontal winds to determine gust front crossing in the simulated environment. Given a gust front
with a very steep gradient, the transition from inflow to the outflow across the gust front should
provide a significant change in horizontal wind direction. Unfortunately, as Figure 6.14(a) demon-
strates this is very hard to determine accurately from the error prone measured data. Furthermore,
similar to the issues with using the throttle value as an indicator, the difference in wind direction
varies with the location vertically and horizontally along the gust front. Experimental data from
the VORTEX2 flights has also demonstrated this difficulty (Section 5.3.9.2), and indicates the need
for further instrumentation of the UA.
6.2.5 Sampling Altitude
Another consideration when evaluating the CONOPS is the sampling altitude for the aircraft.
Figure 6.16 shows both a top down and east-down plane view of the second simulated storm data
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set. The top-down view in Figure 6.16(a) is shown at 300m AGL, the typical altitude selected for
transects during the VORTEX2 project, mainly due to FAA altitude constraints. The location for
a typical transect is indicated by the red line at 19 km from the bottom of the data set. Figure
6.16(b) shows the vertical portion of the winds at the 19 km transect line, the typical 300m altitude
for the transect is shown in red. From this view it is readily apparent that the magnitude of the
updrafts and downdrafts get significantly larger with an increase in altitude.
Figure 6.16: a) Horizontal wind components and precipitation contours at 300m with a typical
transect indicated in red. b) Vertical wind components and precipitation contours shown along
transect line, 300m altitude indicated in red.
To compare the effects of altitude, a series of short flights were made through the simulated
storm at both the typical altitude of 300m AGL and the 1000m AGL altitude originally suggested
for UAS sampling of convective storms. Figure 6.17 shows some of the results from this simulation
flown at the typically commanded IAS for the Tempest UAS of 25 m/s. Figure 6.17(a) shows the
results of the 300m AGL transect. The autopilot was able to compensate for the updraft at the
start of the transect, and only gained around 15m in altitude before being able to settle back to
the commanded altitude. It mitigated the updraft by increasing the IAS, as can be seen in the
middle plot. The throttle remained low for the updraft, and following the crossing of the gust front
into the RFD region, increased slightly to accommodate the downdraft. Little variation in IAS or
altitude is seen through the RFD of the storm, mainly due to its relatively small cross-section and
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magnitude, as can be seen in Figure 6.16(a).
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Figure 6.17: a) Altitude, IAS and throttle for flight along the 19 km transect line at 25 m/s
commanded IAS and 300m commanded altitude. b) Altitude, IAS, and throttle for flight along the
19 km transect line at 25 m/s commanded IAS and 1000m commanded altitude.
The differences in the magnitude and size of the z component winds between 300m and
1000m AGL can be seen in Figure 6.18. The larger magnitude and size of the updraft at 1000m
AGL significantly affected the ability of the autopilot to overcome the disturbances. Figure 6.17(b)
clearly shows a very large deviation in altitude before the UA passes through the updraft and is
able to return to the commanded altitude. This is despite a very large increase in IAS from the
commanded value, and the use of no throttle. This is compounded by the direction of the horizontal
winds through the updraft, which are working against the travel of the UA chosen for this study. As
in the 300m transect, the downdraft presented fewer problems, and the UA was able to maintain
IAS and altitude, but at the cost of a high throttle value. This data indicates that at a lower
commanded IAS, the autopilot is good at using resources to maintain altitude in a downdraft (as
was shown in the control effort section), however will avoid a significant increase in airspeed which
is required to mitigate these large (approximately 20 m/s) updrafts. Also, the throttle data shown
in Figure 6.17(b) further suggests that for certain areas of the storm the time of crossing the gust
front can be determined by the commanded throttle value.
As was observed in the field during the VORTEX2 campaign, by manually commanding a
higher IAS for the UA, the effects of strong updrafts can be better mitigated. This was verified
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Figure 6.18: Contours of the magnitude of the z component of the winds with horizontal wind
vectors for a) 300m AGL and b) 1000m AGL.
through simulated flights at a commanded IAS of 35 m/s (Figure 6.19). As can be seen in Figure
6.19(a), the altitude of the UA for the transect varies no more than 3m from the commanded
altitude. The IAS remains slightly higher than the commanded value, but this offset remains
constant and is probably due to an error in the state estimation of the UA by the autopilot. The
cost for the higher IAS is shown in the lower plot of the commanded throttle value. Figure 6.19(b)
shows the results of the 35 m/s commanded IAS flight at 1000m AGL. The large magnitude of
the winds still caused some deviation from commanded altitude, but only around 5 m. The IAS
was once again high, but was maintained within a few m/s of its steady state value. Commanded
throttle values from this simulation suggest that the autopilot was forced to maintain some throttle,
even during the strong updrafts, and probably could be more efficient at a lower commanded IAS.
During the downdrafts, the commanded throttle was either saturated or near saturation, providing
results that agree with those found in the control effort section, and indicating a need for a change
in commanded IAS depending on the local vertical winds.
6.3 Summary
A HWIL simulation was constructed that produces a high fidelity re-creation of the concept of
operations for sampling tornadic supercells using a UAS. This simulation provides a UA dynamics
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Figure 6.19: a) Altitude, IAS and throttle for flight along the 19 km transect line at 35 m/s
commanded IAS and 300m commanded altitude. b) Altitude, IAS, and throttle for flight along the
19 km transect line at 35 m/s commanded IAS and 1000m commanded altitude.
model, real-time interfaces to the UA hardware, a storm data server, and simulated positions
for the ground vehicles. A variety of simulations were conducted to evaluate both the simulated
environment, and different aspects of the current concept of operations.
First, the simulated winds were compared to winds measured during the VORTEX2 cam-
paign. Although the average and maximum wind speeds were comparable, a frequency analysis
indicated a difference in magnitudes of the winds at scales larger than 250m, indicating a need
for more accurate and larger data sets to be obtained from real flights to verify the simulated
storm data, along with higher fidelity and longer simulated data sets. Second, the control effort
of the vehicle used in the simulations was compared to that seen during actual flights. Following
this comparison, the simulator was used to demonstrate the ability to mitigate strong updraft and
downdraft regions by appropriately selecting commanded IAS values to avoid saturation of the
control inputs. Thirdly, the FAA requirement for “see and avoid” capability was shown to not only
limit the number of transects the UA could make during the simulation, but also caused the UA to
achieve a less than ideal storm relative location several times during the flight. Fourthly, the wind
estimates made by the autopilot were shown to contain a significant amount of error, and should
not be considered “science-grade” measurements. This further affects the ability to determine gust
front crossings, which is a significant component for determining storm relative UA positioning.
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Finally, the effects of sampling at different altitudes across the intended region of study were exam-
ined. It was determined that the control effort required for a transect was much higher at higher
altitudes, but the transect could successfully be performed using appropriately selected values for
the desired IAS.
From these experiments, several suggested changes to the current system and CONOPS can
be made. First, in order to both verify the simulation environment, and also to provide better
science data, the UA should be augmented with additional sensors that incorporate angle of attack
and side slip angles to measure wind, rather than using the estimate determined by the autopilot.
Second, while the control required for performing transects during most of the simulated flights
and all of the real flights remained well within the maximum and minimum bounds, it is possible
to enter areas containing strong updrafts or downdrafts that will saturate the controls and cause
an undesired change in UA altitude. This can be mitigated with appropriate changes to the
commanded IAS value. Finally, an effort should be made to reduce the effect of the “see and
avoid” requirements on the UA flight path. This could possibly be performed changing the visual
properties of the UA, for example by adding lights, and therefore increasing the visible, and hence
allowable, range.
Chapter 7
Conclusion
Presented in this dissertation is the design and construction of a network-centric small UAS
for making targeted, in situ observations of a supercell thunderstorm. A case has been made for
this specific solution through the study of simulated storms for ingress planning and CONOPS
development, the definition and flight demonstration of a network-centric UAS architecture, and
the creation of a UAS and CONOPS used during the VORTEX2 project to successfully conduct
targeted sampling of six supercell thunderstorms, one of which was tornadic.
A backward propagating wavefront algorithm based on ordered upwind methods was created
to aid development of mission-level concepts of operation for storm penetration (Chapter 3). In
particular, the algorithm generates cost-to-go maps of the environment that i.) can be used to de-
termine the feasibility of storm penetration from different locations; ii.) can be used as a design tool
to understand aircraft speed requirements; iii.) show the sensitivity of ingress time to deployment
location; iv.) yield feasible ingress trajectories that reduce flight time; and v.) form a component of
a receding horizon ingress planner. Unlike previous work that uses forward propagating wavefront
planners in current fields, the global cost-to-go maps generated here using backward propagation
are used as feedback control laws to simplify the overall computational of the guidance layer inputs.
A network-centric architecture for UAS that resulted from a bottoms-up design process was
described (Chapter 4). Application layer networking components that include service discovery,
gateway resolution, and a publish/subscribe architecture for data sharing were shown to merge
the multiple protocols and communications interfaces typical of a complex UAS into a seamless
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a multi-tier meshed ad hoc network. It was shown how aspects of the hardware design, network
configuration, and cooperative control architecture were developed together to create a complex
unmanned aircraft system whereby intra and inter-vehicle communication was integrated into a
single network-centric command and control architecture. This architecture was used in the creation
of several RECUV UAS, and facilitated integration of the components defined in Chapter 2.
The Tempest unmanned aircraft system was developed to provide in situ measurements of
tornadic supercells (Chapter 5). This system and its concept of operation were incrementally ver-
ified through a series of experiments beginning with the CoCoNUE project and culminating with
the Spring 2010 deployment with the VORTEX2 project. Major accomplishments of the Tempest
UAS included the first ever intercept of a supercell thunderstorm by an unmanned aircraft system
(26 May 2010), the first ever penetration of the rear-flank downdraft of a supercell thunderstorm
by an unmanned aircraft (9 June 2010), and the first ever intercept and penetration of the rear-
flank downdraft of a tornadic supercell thunderstorm (10 June 2010). Data was gathered about
the storm environment and UAS performance that will be used as basis for the design of future
unmanned aircraft systems. Progress was made with the Federal Aviation Administration to refine
the notification and air traffic control process for highly dynamic unmanned aircraft systems science
missions. Finally, the concept of operations for sampling the rear-flank downdraft of supercellu-
lar thunderstorms using small unmanned aircraft systems was improved and verified through six
different supercell intercepts.
Finally, a HWIL simulation was constructed that produces a high fidelity re-creation of the
concept of operations for sampling tornadic supercells using a UAS (Chapter 6). This simulation
provides a UA dynamics model, real-time interfaces to the UA hardware, a storm data server, and
simulated positions for the ground vehicles. A variety of simulations were conducted to evaluate
both the simulated environment, and different aspects of the current concept of operations.
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7.1 Contributions
This body of research provides algorithms, CONOPS, and a fielded system designed for tar-
geted, in situ, sampling of meteorological phenomena, including supercell thunderstorms. Previous
scientific efforts utilizing UAS for atmospheric sensing have focused on the observation of larger
temporal and spatial scale storms. Guidance has been relatively primitive and strictly through
human input. Furthermore, by utilizing point-to-point communications, those solutions failed to
provide the dynamic and reconfigurable networked systems necessary for supercell sampling. Those
shortcomings have been addressed in the following ways:
(1) A backward propagating wavefront algorithm based on ordered upwind meth-
ods was developed for guidance-layer planning of a severe storm penetrator.
This planner was tested on a simulated storm data set to assess the feasibility of such a
mission and to optimize ingress in terms of flight time and exposure to precipitation. The
resulting cost maps were examined to provide insight about the best locations for launch-
ing an UA to sample a particular area of the storm. Tools were developed for determining
design constraints on the vehicle, such as the minimum speed required to access certain
areas of a storm. Further contributions include:
• A receding horizon controller that was developed to provide ingress planning in a
dynamic wind field to adapt the flight path in response to environmental changes.
• Preliminary investigation of an approach to reduce the amount of data required to be
considered by the planning algorithm through mesh decomposition.
(2) A network-centric architecture was developed for the construction of dynamic
and complex UAS. A layered approach was used for the development of the architecture
to ensure the appropriate selection and extensive testing of each facet of the network and
platforms. This led to a highly configurable network, adaptable to fast node dynamics,
significant networking delays, and intermittent participants. It also enabled the successful
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creation of a complex network able to support the CONOPS to conduct supercell sampling
missions. Several contributions were necessary to achieve these objectives:
• Mechanisms were developed for service definition, service discovery, and a supporting
publish/subscribe architecture for use in data transport.
• Human interaction with the network and its participants was enabled through a highly
functional GUI.
• Connections were developed to external sources through various protocols including
XML and KML.
• The architecture has provided a foundation upon which many other projects have
based their work, including references [31, 134].
(3) A UAS and CONOPS were developed for use in supercell thunderstorm ob-
servations and tested through a series of field campaigns. Following preliminary
testing with the NexSTAR UAS in the Pawnee National Grassland to demonstrate iden-
tification and targeted sampling of a meteorological phenomena, sampling CONOPS were
refined, and the Tempest UAS [138] was designed. The Tempest represents a first genera-
tion, low-cost UAS, for collecting in situ data in supercell thunderstorms. The combined
CONOPS and portability of the Tempest UAS provide the ability to launch within five
minutes of arrival at the launch site in order to maximize sampling time. The UA fits into
a trailer or van, but is large enough to fly in the updrafts and downdrafts encountered
in the vicinity of a supercell thunderstorm. Quick, repeatable launches from previously
undetermined sites are possible through catapult or hand launching. Several significant ac-
complishments occurred during experiments flown for the second Verification of the Origins
of Rotation in Tornadoes Experiment (VORTEX2):
• 69 flights of the Tempest UAS, six of which resulted in supercell intercepts.
• First ever use of a UAS to collect data in close proximity to a supercell on 6 May
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2010.
• First ever sampling of a supercell RFD airmass by a UAS on 9 June 2010.
• First ever sampling of a tornadic supercell RFD airmass by a UAS on 10 June 2010.
(4) Development of a hardware-in-the-loop (HWIL) simulator to facilitate assess-
ment of mission CONOPS utilized in the sampling of supercell thunderstorms.
The HWIL component was added to the network-centric UAS to provide CONOPS anal-
ysis. This simulation provides an aircraft dynamics model, real-time interfaces to the UA
hardware, a storm data server, and simulated positions for the ground vehicles. A variety
of simulations were conducted to evaluate both the simulated environment, and different
aspects of the CONOPS used for the 2010 VORTEX2 field campaign. Products of this
evaluation were:
• Determination that the control effort to maintain stability of the UA in different parts
of the storm can be kept below saturation.
• Demonstration of the reduction in sampling efficacy due to the effect of FAA see-and-
avoid requirements on the concept of operations.
• Comparison of wind measurements to truth values from the simulated data to char-
acterize the accuracy of wind estimation.
• Assessment of the ability to determine gust front crossings during operations.
• A comparison between transects performed at different altitudes through the storm.
7.2 Future work
7.2.1 Path Planning
Although Chapter 3 provides a method for the generation of paths in strong current fields,
very little work has been performed to investigate the optimality of the generated path. An analysis
of using the OUM techniques vs. the forward wavefront propagation presented by Soulignac [133]
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would provide a good first step. Both algorithms should be extended to provide three-dimensional
planning, as avoiding certain altitudes of a storm can provide for less precipitation exposure, or
significant energy savings. When considering planning over time, the addition of a simple model
for predicting storm motion has the potential to significantly improve the accuracy of the initial
paths. Furthermore, although the time-optimal cost function ensured the generation of feasible
paths, the effect of the addition of other terms to the cost function, such as rain exposure, has not
been examined.
Computation time required by the OUM algorithm should be considered. The reduction
provided by the point cloud simplification work presented in Section 3.0.4.3 needs to be better
characterized. Other algorithms should be considered, and a comparison should be made between
the computation time required and the accuracy of the path generated from the resulting mesh. An
investigation should be made into the possibility that computation time could be reduced through
narrowing the search space used by OUM, as is possible through the A* and FM* algorithms.
Future work should also address the development of additional cost functions for the purposes
of targeted observation and energy harvesting. Some work has been done on an OUM based
algorithm with a cost function consisting of a weighted combination of time optimality and sensing
utility [43]. Sensing utility is computed using a simple form of geostatistical classification, which
utilizes parameters and feature vectors derived from the spatial structure of a geophysical field.
Analysis of the efficacy of this method needs to be preformed and compared to techniques for
data gathering developed for the VORTEX2 UAS CONOPS. Other automatic methods need to be
considered, including model driven techniques, and data assimilation with high fidelity simulations.
Finally, recent work has focused on the development of automatic control algorithms for harvesting
energy from wind fields [30, 4]. These algorithms are designed for clear air environments, but could
benefit greatly from knowledge of the local wind field to provide UA with longer sampling times
and larger ranges.
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7.2.2 UAS Redesign
The Tempest unmanned aircraft system represents the first step toward semi-autonomous
targeted observation of severe local storms. Short term work should focus on the design of a “next-
generation” airframe, improving the aircraft’s scientific instrumentation, and increasing system
endurance. Redesign of the aircraft is driven by the need to balance a lightweight structure for
increased endurance with an airframe well suited for typical atmospheric conditions around the
rear flank downdraft. Part of the airframe design should also provide better locations for installing
pressure, temperature, humidity sensors, and adding space for additional instrumentation used to
collect three dimensional wind measurements. Endurance should be addressed in the short term
by adding propulsion batteries and by modifying the concept of operations to allow the aircraft to
land autonomously, eliminating the need to return to the ground station at the end of a flight.
7.2.3 Simulator
The HWIL simulator described in Chapter 6 handles all of the complex interfaces to the
full UAS, providing a good base functionality to be built upon. Short term work should focus
on allowing for easier determination and modification of parameters required to simulate different
airframes. Work should also be performed on improving the fidelity of the wind environment. The
forces and moments generated by feeding simulated storm data into the von Ka´rma´n turbulence
model should be compared to measurements made during the VORTEX2 project. Furthermore,
the need for a turbulence model in the simulator could be eliminated by directly calculating the
forces and moments on the airframe, but this requires simulated storm data containing grid spacing
smaller than the wingspan of the Tempest and a similarly small time scale. Long term work should
aim to use the simulator to validate the automatic guidance algorithms contained in Chapter 3, as
well as test future algorithms focused on optimal sensing and wind energy harvesting.
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7.2.4 Concept of Operations
Beyond the UAS redesign, several techniques can be considered for increasing the sensing
effectiveness of the platform. First, as was shown in simulation, wind estimates made through the
autopilot can be enhanced by performing periodic wind finding maneuvers. The more accurate
measurements not only allow for improved scientific data, but also provide the opportunity to
better identify meteorological features such as a gust front. Second, finding a way to allow for the
relaxation of the “see-and-avoid” requirements will allow for a greater number of transects to be
performed and for the sampling to occur much closer to the desired portion of the storm. Finally,
the number of storm intercepts, ability to effectively sample a storm during its appropriate phase
of evolution, and the ability to sample a storm for longer rely upon the ability to expand both the
area covered by each COA region and the number of regions available for use.
7.3 Recommendations for Future Research
This effort provided algorithms, systems, and CONOPS that can serve as the foundation
for significant future research in the area of in situ sampling of severe storms using small UAS.
Based on the experience gained through the experiments detailed in this dissertation, it is the
author’s recommendation to focus future efforts on the following areas: multi-vehicle sampling, air
deployment, real-time Doppler radar feeds from mobile sources, and investigation of technologies
to reduce the effect of UA regulations.
An unmanned aerial system comprised of multiple airborne vehicles can be used to provide
a much better characterization of the atmospheric environment. It has become clear through
the VORTEX2 effort that spatial measurements are paramount to providing interesting scientific
data. Coordinated vehicles allow for sampling to be performed along several flight paths, providing
a significant coverage area across a specified altitude, or if stacked vertically, an instantaneous
vertical profile. Furthermore, coordinated sampling with aircraft containing complementary sensor
packages (i.e. measuring particulate size) could provide a better understanding of the airborne
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environment without requiring a larger sampling platform.
In the area of coordinated UA, there has been some work in the area of “daughterships,” where
smaller UA are deployed from a primary aircraft once in the desired area of sampling. Deploying
Tempest-sized vehicles1 from either a large manned or unmanned vehicle could provide the precise
targeting and timing necessary for the desired RFD and gust front measurements. It would free
operations from the limited travel directions and speeds that can be achieved by a ground-based
crew, and accommodate a larger number of target storms. Furthermore, if the vehicles were released
at significant altitude, longer sampling missions covering a greater vertical profile could be achieved.
Any measurements made from the deployment aircraft could be combined with the deployed UA
measurements to provide a dichotomy based on altitude, range or sensor footprint.
The addition of live Doppler radar feeds from nearby mobile sources will enable automatic UA
path planning (Chapter 3). These paths can be designed to avoid hazards, limit vehicle exposure
to precipitation, provide real-time reactive sensing, and allow for wind energy harvesting. In order
to achieve this goal, a system to convert the mobile radar products into the three-dimensional wind
field measurements needed by the planning algorithms is required. Major components include a
network capable of the bandwidth necessary to retrieve radar measurements in real-time from two
or more sources, and the computational power required to derive the wind field products. Short
term work should focus on the investigation of the size of radar data, and an investigation of
the algorithms required to derive three-dimensional wind fields. Once these have been completed,
decisions can be made about networking components including compression schemes, and if mobile
computing systems can provide the power necessary to determine wind fields in near real-time.
Finally, true progress in providing sampling of supercell thunderstorms using UAS requires
changes in regulatory policy. As was shown in the simulated experiments in Section 6.2.3, the
effect of regulations on the ability to gather scientific data is significant. Efforts should be made
1 While computing power and battery energy density continue to increase, currently the limited thrust, endurance,
computing power, and extreme light weight of miniature UAS generally restrict them to flying in environments far
more benign that what is typically encountered in proximity of a supercell thunderstorm. Even should controlled
flight be achieved by a miniature UA within the supercell environment, strong winds would likely limit its flight to
a vertical profile not significantly different than that of a smart sonde.
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to persuade policy makers to consider the use of technology as a replacement to strict regulation.
As an example, the use of small transponders on UAS, or a live telemetry stream, would allow for
local ARTCC to maintain a near real-time location for UAS, perhaps relaxing the need for long
notification times, or limited sizes for COA boundaries. Furthermore, the inclusion of strobes on
a UA would make it more visible, and provide a case for increasing the allowed range between the
UA and observer. An effort should also be made to continue the collection of statistics on UA and
provide analysis that could make a case for the relaxation of certain regulations.
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Appendix A
NexSTAR Conversion Guide
A.1 Converting the Hobbico NexSTAR to a UA
This platform has been designed for the Research and Engineering Center for Unmanned
Vehicles (RECUV) at the Univeristy of Colorado to provide a cheap, simple UA for cooperative
control experiments. From these objectives the following goals were derived:
• Use our existing piccolo autopilots
• Be able to participate in the AUGNet network
∗ Use Atheros chipsets
∗ Implement Click
∗ Include 1W amplifiers
∗ Allow for investigation of diversity setups
• Significantly reduce setup overhead for UA operations
∗ Eventually reduce cost of vehicle to less than $1000
∗ Reduce turn around time after crash to single day
∗ Reduce time required to setup new airframe to a single day
∗ Use Electric propulsion
∗ Reduce take-off / landing speeds
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∗ Use smaller, more stable aircraft
∗ Provide a minimum of 30 min flight time
• Can use in future investigations of
∗ Cooperative control of UA teams
∗ Catapult launch and parachute recovery experiments
∗ Autonomous take-off and landing experiments
A.2 Using this Manual
This manual has been designed to be used in conjuction with the manual shipped with the
Hobbico NexSTAR ARF.
When printing templates make sure that the pages are not scaled to fit the printer margins,
or the template will be the wrong size.
A.3 Parts List and Ordering Information
Parts needed for particular sections of this manual are listed before each section. A spread-
sheet is maintained listing parts needed to complete the entire conversion, prices and ordering
information, and is available on request.
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A.4 Wings
A.4.0.1 Parts Needed (Beyond NexSTAR ARF Kit)
Part Supplier Quantity
Male Futaba J style connectors (4100) TowerHobbies 3
Futaba J style safety connectors TowerHobbies 2
Servo/Electonics wire ServoCity 2.5ft
Futaba S148 Servo Standard Precision TowerHobbies 3
10 Pin Molex Male Connector JB Saunders 1
5/16” x 5/16” basswood beams McGuckins 2
5/32” diameter brass tubing McGuckins 1
Male SMC connectors Colder Products
Company
2
Female SMC connectors Colder Products
Company
2
Fuel line TowerHobbies 68”
Collars TowerHobbies 2
(1) Turn to page 9 in the NexSTAR manual (Assemble the wing) and perform steps 1-3.
(2) Turn to page 28 (Dual Aileron Servos) and perform step 2
(3) Cut two 13” sections of the 5/32” diameter brass tubing for the pitot and static tubes
(4) Sand a small piece of basswood down until it fits inside of the brass tubing, leaving about
1/8” protruding from the end.
(5) Epoxy the basswood in place and make sure the seal is airtight.
(6) Sand the basswood protruding from the tube into a point.
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Make these Parts
Drill twoperpendicularholes throughthe tube
1/2"
x4
1"
7/8"
1.5"
6"
2"
1 1/8"
6 1/8"
Collar HoldsTube in Place
Figure A.1: Pitot and static tube construction and installation in the wings.
(7) Drill two 0.04” (60 size) holes through the tube 90o apart, 1/2” from the end with the
basswood plug.
(8) Cut four 1/2” long lengths of the 5/16” x 5/16” basswood beams
(9) Drill a 5/32” hole through the center of a long face on each of the basswood pieces, ensuring
that the brass tube snugly fits inside
(10) Mark two areas on each wing for attaching the basswood pieces, as showin in Figure A.1.
(11) Cut away just enough monokote from the surface so that you can epoxy on the basswood
pieces
(12) Slide two basswood pieces onto each brass tube. Using the tubes as a guide, epoxy the
basswood to the wing ensuring that each tube is perpendicular to the leading edge of the
wing. Be careful not to get glue on the brass tubes, they need to be removable.
(13) After the epoxy has dried on the basswood blocks, remove the brass tubes from each wing
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Figure A.2: Wiring the flaps and ailerons, details in steps 3-5 and 9
(14) Cut two 24” lengths of servo cable and attach a shrouded male Futaba J connector onto
one end of each cable (leaving nothing on the other end).
(15) Cut one 6” servo cable and attach a shrouded male Futaba J connector onto one end of
the cable (leaving nothing on the other end).
(16) Using the strings pre-installed inside the wings, pull a 24” servo cable through each of the
wings from the root to the aileron servo cutout. Make sure the Futaba J connector is on
the side of the servo tray, and plenty of wire is sticking out on each side.
(17) Cut two 34” sections of the fuel tubing. Push one section of tubing 1/4” onto the non-
capped end of the static tube and the other section of tubing 1/4” onto either end of the
pitot tube.
(18) Using an x-acto knife, cut two small holes just large enough for the fuel tubing in each wing
at the locations indicated in Figure A.1.
(19) Run the Fuel tubing through the hole near the aileron servo cutout, and out the hole near
the root of the wing, leaving about 6” of the tubing and the brass tubes hanging out. Be
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sure not to dislodge the servo cables already installed inside the wing.
(20) Thread the brass tubes through the basswood blocks, and attach a collar at the front of
the leading basswood block to keep it in place. Pull the rest of the fuel tubing through the
wing to the root, making sure that air still flows freely.
(21) Attach the SMC female connector to the pitot line (no basswood plug) and the SMC male
connector to the static line.
(22) Continue with step 3 in the NexSTAR manual on page 28, but instead of using the ”Y”
harness, connect the 24” servo cables to the aileron servos. Make sure you attach a safety
connect to each linkage so they do not come apart inside the wing (Figure A.2). Pull the
excess wire out the root edge of each wing.
(23) Finish steps 4-6 on page 28
(24) Turn to page 29 (Dual Aileron Servos & Flaps) of the manual and perform step 1.
Bend EndDown
Tie Pushrods Togetherwith two Collars
Pushrod Templates
Figure A.3: Contol linkage for the flaps.
(25) Next jump back to page 9 (Assemble the Wing) of the manual and perform steps 4 through
8. Keep the respective aileron servo cables on each side of the center servo so you can easily
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PIN FUNCTION
1 Left Aileron 5V Power
2 Left Aileron Signal
3 Left Aileron Gnd
4 Flap Signal
5
6 Flap 5V Power
7 Right Aileron Gnd
8 Flap Gnd
9 Right Aileron 5V Power
10 Right Aileron Signal
Table A.1: 10 Pin Wing Connector Wiring Key
identify which cable goes to which wing.
(26) Connect the 6” servo cable to the flaps servo (Figure A.2). The three wing servo cables
should now have approximately the same length of wire hanging out the wing.
(27) To achieve a more uniform flaps displacement for the full servo range, the pushrod con-
struction shown on page 29, steps 3-5, has been slightly modified. First bend two pushrods
so they assume the shape shown at the top of Figure A.3. Now using two collars to attach
the pushrods together and mount as shown in the bottom of Figure A.3
(28) The last step is to wire the wing servo cables into a 10 pin molex shrouded male connector.
Connect the wires according to table A.4.0.1. Be sure to use silicon rubber sealant on the
back of the connector to strengthen it.
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1 2 3 4 5
109876
Figure A.4: The molex connector numbering scheme (note that 1 and 10 are labelled on the
connector).
A.5 Aft Hatch
A.5.0.2 Parts Needed (Beyond NexSTAR ARF Kit)
Part Supplier Quantity
5/16” x 5/16” basswood beam McGuckins 1
3/32” basswood sheet McGuckins 1
dual lock velcro McGuckins 6”
Figure A.5: a) Positioning of the Aft Hatch Cutting Template. b) Aft hatch after cutting. Notice
that the front cut is a small distance from the bend in the fuselage.
(1) Print out the aft hatch template from the Appendix of this manual. Make sure that the
printer does not scale the template. A 1 inch reference is included on the sheet to make
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sure that the printout is to scale.
(2) Cut out the Aft Hatch Cutting Template. Line up the front of the template with the
line on the plane where the curve from the rear window meets the curve that continues to
the back of the plane. Make sure the template is centered from side to side (Figure A.5(a).)
(3) Using strips of tape, attach the template to the plane
(4) The front of the hatch butts up to the last cabin bulkhead, and the back of the hatch butts
up to the next bulkhead aft. The left and right sides of the hatch touch the first stringer
on each side (counting from the top down). Make sure when cutting to avoid cutting the
bulkheads and stringers that surround the hatch.
(5) Using an x-acto knife and razor saw cut the aft hatch. The cuts should be made on the
outside line of the template, except where indicated in the front of the template: in this
area, cut on the inside line.
Figure A.6: a) The aft hatch cover after gluing on the bulkheads to either side. b) The aft hatch
cover after gluing on the basswood blocks and dual lock velcro.
(6) Cut out the Aft Bulkhead and Forward Bulkhead templates. Spray mount these onto
a 3/32” laminated basswood sheet and cut them out, sanding where necessary to ensure
accuracy.
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Figure A.7: The aft hatch with basswood blocks and dual lock velcro.
(7) Epoxy the bulkheads into the front and back of the hatch as shown in Figure A.6(a).
(8) To attach the hatch to the aircraft, 8 pieces of dual lock (4 at each corner of the hatch, 4
at each corner of the opening in the aircraft) are used. Cut 4 small basswood blocks about
a half inch long each. Epoxy these blocks in the corners of the hatch (figure A.6(b)).
(9) Four blocks also need to be glued to the inside of the aircraft, however, these blocks need
to be placed below the sides of the aircraft enough so that when the dual lock is glued onto
the top and bottom blocks, there is very little gap between the aft hatch and the aircraft
body. You might have to use an x-acto to trim away some of the stringer on the sides of
the aircraft to position these blocks. Be sure not to place them too low so that the dual
lock cannot make contact. Figure A.7 shows the completed blocks and dual lock.
(10) Now cut out and attach squares of dual lock to all 8 basswood blocks. Use C/A glue around
the outsides of the dual lock to ensure they will not separate from the basswood. Be sure
not to get any glue on the inside of the dual lock, or the velcro bond will not work!
(11) Test fit the hatch once the glue is done to ensure the hatch makes a good connection with
the aircraft (you should be able to pick up the unloaded fuselage by the hatch) and does
not pull up any dual lock when the hatch is opened.
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A.6 Piccolo GPS Antenna
A.6.0.3 Parts Needed (Beyond NexSTAR ARF Kit)
Part Supplier Quantity
5/16” x 5/16” basswood beam McGuckins 1
Gps antenna screws McGuckins 2
Copper foil Hobby Lobby 1
Double sided sticker sheets Hobby Lobby 1
Figure A.8: a) Completed GPS antenna attachment and ground plane. Notice the small notch on
the front of the compartment where the cable enters the aircraft. b) Underside of the hatch. Two
screws and washers hold the GPS antenna in place.
(1) Using the Aft Hatch Cutting Template cut a half-wavelength ground plane out of the
copper foil (the circle in the middle of the template).
(2) Cut a square of the mounting adhesive large enough to cover the entire back of the ground
plane. Peel back one side and stick the ground plane to the adhesive sheet. Trim the sheet
so no excess sticks out behind the ground plane.
(3) Peel off the backing to the adhesive sheet and stick the ground plane to the hatch. Make
sure you center the ground plane on the hatch.
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(4) Using an x-acto knife, cut out two small holes for mounting the GPS antenna. The holes
are marked on the Aft Hatch Cutting Template.
(5) Using two screws and washers, mount the GPS antenna on the hatch so that the cable runs
to toward the front of the aircraft (Figure A.8(a), and A.8(b)).
(6) Cut a small notch to one side of the middle stringer on the aircraft body, in the front of
the aft hatch area. This notch is for the GPS cable to run into the aircraft (figure A.8(a)).
A.7 Piccolo Mounting
A.7.0.4 Parts Needed (Beyond NexSTAR ARF Kit)
Part Supplier Quantity
3/32” laminated basswood sheet McGuckins 1
dual lock velcro McGuckins 6”
blue foam McGuckins sheet
Figure A.9: Locations for cutting the bulkhead aft of the wing compartment, and an overhead view
of the aft hatch area of the fuselage. Note the cutting location for the pushrod tubes.
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Figure A.10: Photo of the bulkhead to be cut.
Make these Parts
Fo
am
Fo
am
Support Blocks
3" 3/4"
2"
3/4"
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am 3 3/4"3 1/4"
3/32" Basswood
1"
Figure A.11: Piccolo mount locations and components.
(1) The first step is to cut the bulkhead in the rear of the wing area so that there is no cross-
piece in the center. The bulkhead is shown in Figure A.10 and details on the cuts to be
made are shown in Figure A.9.
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Figure A.12: Photo of Piccolo mount in place.
(2) Trim the pushrod tubes back so that only about 1/2” sticks out into the new hatch area in
the rear of the plane. This is diagrammed in Figure A.9 and after completion the pushrod
tubes will look like they do in Figure A.14(b).
(3) The Piccolo is mounted so that the I/O panel of the unit sits approximately at the trailing
edge of the wing. The I/O panel faces forward. There are two supports for the Piccolo
unit. The forward most support sits approximately one inch forward of the bulkhead aft
of the main compartment. The support sits on the spars running the length of the plane
(Figure A.11).
(4) Cut a piece of the laminated 3/32” laminated basswood into a 3 1/2” x 1/2” strip and a
3 1/4” x 1/2” strip. Cut two 1 3/4” by 1/2” strips of dual lock velcro and stick it to the
middle of the basswood pieces. Use CA glue around the edges of the velcro to ensure it
stays in place.
(5) Epoxy the 3 1/2” long strip one inch forward of the bulkhead on top of the horizontal spar
(near side of Figure A.12). Epoxy the 3 1/4” long strip forward of the bulkhead (against
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the bulkhead) that is just forward of the aft hatch (far side of Figure A.12).
(6) The foam blocks should form a snug fit* with the Piccolo unit. Epoxy the 3” long blocks
on either side of the aircraft, just in front of the front bulkhead of the aft compartment.
The bottom of the foam should be resting on top of the basswood strip you just installed.
There should be about a 3/4” gap in between the front of the block and the rear bulkhead
of the wing compartment (Figure A.11).
Note: if the Piccolo unit ends up being loose, attach soft white foam to make it snug. Use
CA and T-pins to secure to the blue foam.
(7) The smaller foam pieces should be glued in place right in front of the rear bulkhead for the
wing compartment, and be resting on the spar used for the basswood strips.
A.8 Piccolo UHF Antenna
A.8.0.5 Parts Needed (Beyond NexSTAR ARF Kit)
Part Supplier Quantity
dual lock velcro McGuckins 3”
small zip ties McGuckins 2
(1) Begin by cutting a 3/8” by 3/8” hole in the fuselage, with the front of the hole directly in
line with the end of the flat bulkhead the wings sit on (Figure A.13) and the edge along
the black monokote rear window.
(2) Cut two strips of 1” x 1/2” dual lock velcro. Attach one strip to the aft side of the bulkhead
in the rear of the wing area, right above the horizontal spar the Piccolo mounts are attached
to (Figure A.13).
(3) Using the two small zip ties, attach the other piece of dual lock onto the antenna, approx-
imately 1” from the top of the joint in the antenna.
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Figure A.13: Piccolo antenna mount.
(4) Check and insure that the antenna can be placed inside the aircraft, and locked in place
using the velcro.
A.9 Rear Servo Tray
A.9.0.6 Parts Needed (Beyond NexSTAR ARF Kit)
Part Supplier Quantity
5/16” x 5/16” basswood beam McGuckins 1
3/8” x 3/8” balsa beam McGuckins 1
3/32” basswood sheet McGuckins 1
Futaba S148 Servo Standard Precision TowerHobbies 2
(1) The servo tray can be constructed from the Aft Hatch and Servo Tray template. Spray
mount the Servo Tray, Aft Servo Tray Bulkhead, and Forward Servo Tray Bulk-
head onto a sheet of 3/32” laminated basswood.
(2) Cut out the bulkheads and tray, sanding as needed.
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Figure A.14: a) Rear servo tray before install. Note the balsa stock glued around the outside of
the horizontal tray surface. b) Rear servo tray after install, 1/2” from the rear bulkhead.
(3) Test fit the pieces together, and cut a piece of 3/8” balsa stock for each side of the servo
tray, as shown in Figure A.14(a).
(4) Epoxy the parts together, ensuring that the bulkheads are perpendicular to the servo tray
(5) Glue the tray 1/2” from the rear bulkhead in the hatch area (Figure A.14(b)).
(6) After the epoxy has cured, install the elevator and rudder servos into the tray, with the
gear to the front of the aircraft. Leave the wires coming out of the hole cut in the tray
bulkhead closest to the front of the aircraft.
A.10 Catapult Launch Rod
A.10.0.7 Parts Needed (Beyond NexSTAR ARF Kit)
Part Supplier Quantity
5/16” diameter cold rolled steel rod McGuckins 6”
5/16” x 5/16” basswood beams McGuckins 34”
(1) Cut a piece of 5/16” diameter cold rolled steel 6” long.
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Figure A.15: Launch Pin Dimensions
Figure A.16: Reinforcment braces for launch pin
Figure A.17: a) Reinforcment braces for launch pin. b) Mounting the launch pin.
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(2) Use a lathe to make grooves in the rod as shown in figure A.15. Check to see the pin fits
properly on the launcher. Rust proof the part that was ground down with WD-40.
(3) Make a 5/16” diameter hole in either side of the fueslage for the launch pin as shown
in figure A.16. Make sure that the holes will place the launch pin right up against the
bulkhead as shown in figure A.17(a)
(4) For the next step the lengths given are approximate because the distance between these
bulkheads may vary slightly with each NexSTAR. Therefore it is best to cut the pieces
slightly larger sand them down to fit.
(5) Cut 8 pieces of 5/16”x5/16” bass wood for the support beams at a length of 4 1/4” as
shown in figure A.16. Note that 4 of them need the end to be sanded down to fit over the
launch pin.
(6) Place support beams #1 to #6 into the fuselage as shown in figure A.17(a). Ensure that
the launch pin fits over them and then epoxy the beams into place. Note that #1 and #2
have the rounded ends for the beam, and the rest are the straight rectangles.
(7) Once this has dried, slide the launch pin through the hole and ensure it is centered.
(8) Place the last two support beams (#7 and #8) over the launch and epoxy these two beams
and the launch pin as shown in figure A.17(b).
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A.11 Battery Tray
A.11.0.8 Parts Needed (Beyond NexSTAR ARF Kit)
Part Supplier Quantity
Male Futaba J style connectors (4100) TowerHobbies 1
Blue Foam McGuckins 4”x2 1/4”x1”
Double Sided Velcro McGuckins 15 3/4” and 13”
Dual Lock Velcro McGuckins 4”
3/8” basswood McGuckins 3 5/8”
T-pins TowerHobbies 2
1 1/2" 1"3/4"
Blue Foam Block
4"
1"
2 1/4"
1/4"
3/8"
1/2" 3/4"
t-pin dual lock
Figure A.18: Battery Mounting Strap
(1) Make two cuts in the fuselage for the double sided velcro as shown in figure A.18. These
cuts are made just above the balsa spars. Be sure not to cut through the spars.
(2) Construct the foam block as shown in figure A.18.
(3) Epoxy the battery brace beam (3/8” basswood) as shown in figure A.19. Be sure to place
it so that the blue foam block is tightly in place.
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3 13/16"
3/8" Basswood
1/4"
1/8"
Figure A.19: Battery Brace Beam
(4) Feed the 13” strap of velcro through the more aft cuts in the fuselage and the 15 3/4” strap
through the forward cuts as in figure A.18.
(5) The shorter velcro goes over just the propulsion pack, while the longer piece goes over both
batteries.
A.12 Rudder and Elevator
A.12.0.9 Parts Needed (Beyond NexSTAR ARF Kit)
Part Supplier Quantity
T-pins TowerHobbies 11
(1) Go to page 16 of the NexSTAR manual and follow steps 1-7 to install the tail surfaces.
(2) T-pins are used to strengthen the joints connecting the elevator and rudder. Push the pins
through the control surface connection tabs as shown in Figure A.20.
(3) Trim the t-pins so they do not stick out of the surfaces.
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Figure A.20: Rudder and elevator hinge pinning. The pins should be pushed through the control
surface tabs at the locations shown by the blue ”x’s”.
A.13 Landing Gear
A.13.0.10 Parts Needed (Beyond NexSTAR ARF Kit)
Part Supplier Quantity
Futaba S148 Servo Standard Precision TowerHobbies 6
Dave Brown Lite Wheels 3 1/2” TowerHobbies 3
Figure A.21: Nosegear servo installation, front of the aircraft is to the right.
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(1) Attach the metal engine mount as outlined in step 2 on page 11 of the NexSTAR manual.
(2) Proceed to page 14 and perform steps 1-9 to install the landing gear. Make sure you use
the larger 3.5” diameter wheels instead of the ones in the kit.
(3) The nosegear servo should be installed in the servo tray above the landing gear, on the
port side, with the drive gear toward the back side of the aircraft (Figure A.21). Leave the
other servo bays open.
A.14 Piccolo Cable
A.14.0.11 Parts Needed (Beyond NexSTAR ARF Kit)
Part Supplier Quantity
Servo/Electonics wire ServoCity 66”
Male Futaba J style connectors (4100) TowerHobbies 7
Female Futaba J style connectors
(4122)
TowerHobbies 1
44 pin connector housing Digi-Key 1
22-28AWG Gold Pins Digi-Key 44
10 Pin Molex Female JB Saunders 1
(1) Cut the various wires for the Piccolo and attach using crimp pins as indicated in Table
A.14.0.11.
(2) Cut out and use the labels provided in Figure A.23 to identify both the wires in the Piccolo
connector and the servo wires inside the UA.
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Piccolo 44 Pin Connector Wiring Key
PIN FUNCTION LENGTH CONNECTOR
15 Gnd for Left Aileron 4” Molex (Pin 1)
30 5V Power for Left Aileron 4” Molex (Pin 6)
44 Signal for Left Aileron 4” Molex (Pin 2)
10 Gnd for Right Aileron 4” Molex (Pin 4)
25 5V Power for Right Aileron 4” Molex (Pin 10)
39 Signal for Right Aileron 4” Molex (Pin 5)
14 Gnd for Elevator 4” 3 Pin Shrouded Male
29 5V Power for Elevator 4” 3 Pin Shrouded Male
43 Signal for Elevator 4” 3 Pin Shrouded Male
13 Gnd for Throttle 14” 3 Pin Shrouded Male
28 5V Power for Throttle 14” 3 Pin Shrouded Male
42 Signal for Throttle 14” 3 Pin Shrouded Male
12 Gnd for Rudder 4” 3 Pin Shrouded Male
27 5V Power for Rudder 4” 3 Pin Shrouded Male
41 Signal for Rudder 4” 3 Pin Shrouded Male
11 Gnd for Flaps 4” Molex (Pin 9)
26 5V Power for Flaps 4” Molex (Pin 8)
40 Signal for Flaps 4” Molex (Pin 7)
9 Gnd for Steering 4” 3 Pin Shrouded Male
24 5V Power for Steering 4” 3 Pin Shrouded Male
36 Signal for Steering 4” 3 Pin Shrouded Male
7 CAN Ground (Black) 10” 3 Pin Female
22 CAN A Serial High (Red) 10” 3 Pin Female
21 CAN A Serial Low (Yellow) 10” 3 Pin Female
3 Serial Gnd (Black) 10” 3 Pin Shrouded Male
32 Ext Com/Program Port TX (Red) 10” 3 Pin Shrouded Male
31 Ext Com/Program Port RX (Yellow) 10” 3 Pin Shrouded Male
1 Main DC Input (8V-20V) 4” 3 Pin Shrouded Male
2 Main Ground 4” 3 Pin Shrouded Male
23 Servo Power Input (4.8V-6V) 4” 3 Pin Shrouded Male
8 Servo Ground Input 4” 3 Pin Shrouded Male
Table A.2: This table describes the wiring for the 44 pin connector that connects all of the servos
and other electronics to the Piccolo.
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Figure A.22: Completed Piccolo Cable. The Deans’ connectors added to the end of the power
cables will be constructed in a later step.
Figure A.23: Labels for UA and Piccolo Cables.
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A.15 Remaining Electronics
A.15.0.12 Parts Needed (Beyond NexSTAR ARF Kit)
Part Supplier Quantity
18 gauge shielded wire McGuckins 6”
Perf Board JB Saunders 1 board
Deans Plugs (female) TowerHobbies 5
Deans Plugs (male) TowerHobbies 3
Female Futaba J style connectors
(4122)
TowerHobbies 2
Male Futaba J style connectors (4100) TowerHobbies 1
5v switching regulator 6A
PTR08060W
Texas Instru-
ments
1
100µF capacitor Digi-Key 2
267 kΩ resistor (1% 0.05W) Digi-Key 1
EMS Heavy Duty DSC Switch J TowerHobbies 1
Ernst Charge Receptacles Futaba J TowerHobbies 1
Back
Front
5V Regulator
12V Input12V Output5V Output
Drill holesto matchservo tray
The Deans connectorsare tightly spaced sothe power board willfit into a servo tray slot
Figure A.24: Power Distribution Circuit
(1) Cut a section of perf board as shown in Figure A.24 and drill 2 holes in the two corners.
(2) Carefully cut slots in the perf board so that the deans connectors can be placed as shown
in Figure A.24.
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267k 1% 0.05W
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Figure A.25: Regulator Circuit Diagram
Figure A.26: Mounting the Switch for the 12V Electronics Input
(3) Using the large gauge wire, proceed to solder the circuit. Solder together all of the GND’s
on the deans connectors, and connect the V+ of the three 12V outputs to the 12V input.
Solder the regulator as shown in figure A.25 and connect the 5V output to the 5V deans
connector.
(4) Use silicon to cover the solder connections, and to ”glue” the 5V regulator to the Deans
connectors. This will ensure that the regulator does not shake loose in flight
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(5) Connect the appropriate Piccolo cables to the cables inside the aircraft, leaving the Piccolo
connector behind the servo tray when finished.
(6) Make 3 6” long servo cables with a male Deans connector on one side, and a female Futaba
J connector on the other. Two of these cables are shown attached to the Piccolo cable in
Figure A.22.
(7) Connect two cables to a 12 output and the 5V output slots on the power distribution board
and the appropriate Piccolo cables.
(8) Connect the other cable to the battery input to the switch.
(9) Cut off the output connector to the switch and Solder a female Deans connector on it
instead.
(10) Cut out the monokote near the fake rear window of the aircraft just large enough to fit the
switch into vertically as shown in Figure A.26. The switch should be able to fit in the cut
out area of the basswood. Make sure the switch butts up against the forward part of the
cut out area
(11) Pre-drill four holes in the basswood for mounting the switch
(12) Screw the switch into place
(13) Connect the cable from the output of the switch to the 12V input on the power distribution
board.
(14) Cut out the monokote near the fake rear window of the aircraft just large enough to fit the
charge receptical into vertically as shown in Figure A.26. The port should be able to fit
in the cut out area of the basswood. Make sure the switch is as far toward the rear of the
”window” as will fit vertically
(15) Pre-drill two holes in the basswood for mounting the charge receptical
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(16) Screw the port into place
(17) When installing the piccolo cable, be sure to connect the ”sim” cable to this receptical.
(18) Route the input to the switch under the servo box and battery mount. This cable will be
used to connect to the battery.
A.16 Motor
A.16.0.13 Parts Needed (Beyond NexSTAR ARF Kit)
Part Supplier Quantity
Neu 1506/3Y-3000 Brushless Motor Northeast
Sailplane
1
Finned case for 1506 Motor Northeast
Sailplane
1
4.2 Ratio Gearbox for 15xx Series Mo-
tors
Northeast
Sailplane
1
Castle Creations Phoenix 120 Amp
Brushless ESC
TowerHobbies 1
APC 14x12 Thin Electric Propeller TowerHobbies 1
Great Planes Prop Adapter 6mm
Shaft
TowerHobbies 1
Bullet Connectors Male 4mm Great Planes 3
Bullet Connectors Female 4mm Great Planes 3
Sprinker Hose clamps McGuckins 2
(1) Download and install the ESC programming software from
http://www.castlecreations.com/downloads.html
(2) Download
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Figure A.27: Motor Mount
http://recuv/~elstonj/data/nextgen%20platform/electronics/NexSTAR_ESC.dat
(3) Plug in the USB cable to the ESC programmer and start the program.
(4) Plug the USB cable into the computer.
(5) Load the dat file and program the ESC
(6) Solder a male Deans connector to the ESC power cables
(7) Pull the power line (middle wire) out of the 3 pin connector of the ESC and tape it back
on the other wires (so it stays out of the way).
(8) Crimp the bullet connectors onto the motor and ESC in the combinations given in Table
A.16.0.13.
(9) The motor mount uses the mount that comes with the NexSTAR for a gas engine. The
Neu 1506 motor is placed on this mount and secured with two hose clamps as shown in
figure A.27.
(10) You must use a prop reamer on the propeller so that it fits over shaft adapter.
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DEVICE COLOR BULLET CONNECTOR TYPE
ESC Red Male
ESC White Female
ESC Black Female
Motor Blue Female
Motor Red Male
Motor Yellow Male
Table A.3: Motor and ESC wiring key
A.17 Electronic Speed Controller Mount
A.17.0.14 Parts Needed (Beyond NexSTAR ARF Kit)
Part Supplier Quantity
3/8” x 3/8” basswood beams McGuckins 1
3/32” basswood sheet McGuckins 1
Deans Plugs (female) TowerHobbies 1
Deans Plugs (male) TowerHobbies 1
Deans Plugs (male) TowerHobbies 1
Astro Flight Zero Loss Connector 3
Pin
TowerHobbies 1
Team Orion Snake Wire 12 AWG
Black/Red
TowerHobbies 1
Dual Lock Velcro McGuckins 8”
White Monokote TowerHobbies 6’
Double Sided Copper Clad Radioshack/JB
Saunders
1 board
(1) Using a modeling knife, carefully cut the monokote away from the bulkhead hole directly
below the passenger side ”window”
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Figure A.28: ESC Mount
(2) Use the knife to also cut away some of the monokote on the top and bottom of the hole for
attaching four pieces of dual lock velcro
(3) Attach four appropriately sized pieces of velcro (according to the diagram) and run a bead
of C/A glue around the outside of the velcro strip
(4) Using the Astro Flight connector, trace the outline on the copper clad board
(5) Using the Astro Flight connector, mark the center of the outside holes inside the outline
on the copper clad board
(6) Cut out the outline on the copper clad board, and drill appropriate sized holes to accomo-
date the male pins
(7) Solder both sides of the male pins to the copper clad board
(8) Coat the outside of the copper clad board with electrical tape, or liquite electrical tape
(9) Cut the sheet of basswood to to the specified size and drill four holes at the identified
locations
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(10) Using the Astro Flight connector, carefully center and trace a hole to be cut 3/8” from the
top of the basswood sheet.
(11) Cut one 6” piece of black wire, one 1” piece of red wire, one 3” piece of red wire and one
4” piece of red wire
(12) Solder the 1” piece of wire 2 1/2” from the end of the 6” wire
(13) Solder the short end of the 6” wire to a deans female plug along with the 3” wire
(14) Solder the long end of the 6” wire to a deans male plug along with the 4” wire
(15) Solder the remaining ends of the wires to the Astro Flight connector according to the
diagram and coad the ”T” junction with eletrical tape or liquid electrical tape
(16) Cut the hole out of the basswood sheet for the Astro Flight connector
(17) Cut the basswood beams to the specified lengths
(18) Carefully file/cut the notch in both basswood beams for placing the dual lock velcro in
(19) Epoxy the basswood beams to the outsides of the top of the basswood sheet
(20) Sand the corners of the assembly with the basswood beams to provide for rounded corners
(consult diagram if necessary)
(21) Cut strips of dual lock velcro to fit in the notches of the beams and stick them into place.
Run a bead of C/A glue around the outside of the velcro.
(22) Apply monokote to the outside of the assembly.
(23) Epoxy the Astro Flight Assembly to the basswood so the connector is flush with the portion
that will be on the outside of the plane. The female deans plug should face the front of the
plane.
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Figure A.29: Aft hatch template.
Appendix B
Service Discovery Protocol Overview
B.1 DEAPspace
DEAPspace was created specifically for use in mobile ad hoc networks. Each node maintains
a copy of its own “world view” which consists of the known services and a time to live for each
service. This “world view” is broadcast at a given frequency. If a “world view” is received, the local
list of services’ TTL are updated from the packet and a random amount of time is added until the
node’s next transmission. This amount of time is small if the service TTL for a node’s own services
is less than the typical backoff time, or if it notices that any of its services are missing from the
“world view.” In this manner, nodes that need to update the “world view” information are given
priority. This approach also allows for less use of bandwidth because only one node is transmitting
during each interval [102].
B.2 UPnP
UPnP is based loosely upon the traditional hardware PnP protocol, and uses SSDP for service
discovery. UPnP uses various high level services, such as HTTP and SOAP, and was designed mainly
to run upon devices that aren’t typically very resource constrained. UPnP also contains AutoIP in
its specification to allow devices joining the IP based network to obtain an IP automatically, even
in the absence of a DHCP server.
Network members are either devices or control points. When devices join a network, they
advertise their services to control points. When control points join a network, they request service
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advertisement from the various devices. To learn more about a device’s capabilities, the control
point can retrieve the device’s information in the form of an XML file from an HTTP server running
on the device. Once the control point has determined the capabilities of a device, it can send control
messages to the device using SOAP [24, 84, 146].
B.3 Konark
Konark is designed specifically for use in a multi-hop ad hoc network, and uses an XML
service description language similar to WSDL. Each node contains a service registry where it stores
its own and other nodes services in a tree like directory structure. Access to the services are
provided through a light weight HTTP server [24].
B.4 PDP
PDP is designed for ad hoc networks with resource limited nodes. Messages from the con-
strained nodes have higher priority, forcing them to rebroadcast as little as possible. All devices
maintain a cache of known nodes and services, and perform a coordinated broadcast when a service
is requested [24].
B.5 Salutation
Salutation is designed for highly heterogeneous networks. The two main parts of Salutation
are the “Transport Mangers” and the “Salutation Manager.” The “Salutation Manager” maintains
a central directory of all services and has methods for registration and query. The “Transport
Managers” exist on every node and provide abstraction from the local transport method(s) to
the Salutation API. In this manner nodes using many different communications protocols can
participate in the service discovery architecture. For nodes unable to run the full Salutation stack,
a light version of the protocol is available [24, 84].
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B.6 Jini
Jini was created to convert a loosely collected group of Java based software components into
a distributed system. A service provider finds a service registry by multicasting a message to the
network when it joins. Upon finding a registry, the provider registers its services as service objects,
along with some attributes of the service and methods that can be invoked. Once a client desires
to use a certain service it may look it up in the registry by using either a Java type or some of the
service attributes. Once the desired service is located, the service object is copied to the client and
allows for the client to work directly with the service provider [24, 84, 146].
B.7 SLP
The Service Location Protocol (SLP) is designed for service discovery within an enterprise.
It allows for services to be limited to a certain segment of the network so as to be able to define
such notions as the services available within a particular room. The SLP is conducted by three
different agents, User Agents (UA), Service Agents (SA), and Directory Agents (DA). When a DA
is present in the network, all services represented by an SA are unicast to the DA. When a UA
desires to use a service, it can request information from the DA. When there is not a DA present,
the UAs continually multicast requests for services and if present, the respective SAs respond to
the request [24, 84, 146].
B.8 Sailhan2005
Sailhan2005 is designed for very large ad hoc networks. Nodes are dynamically elected as
directories, and have requirements so that they maintain have a certain coverage of the network
along with limiting the number of hops from a device to a directory. The directory caches local
services along with a summary of the services available to other known directories. When a local
client wishes to use a service, it makes a request to the directory. If the directory does not have an
entry for the service, it intelligently multicasts the requests to other directories using the information
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contained in the summaries. Sailhan2005 also provides for nodes to bridge networks, and thus act
as gateways through which service requests and responses may pass [24, 84].
B.9 DSDP
DSDP relies on a set of relatively static nodes to form a backbone for the distributed network.
This backbone is set up using a one hop beacon message during a backbone management phase.
This phase is repeated at a necessary frequency to maintain the integrity of the backbone. Once
the backbone is set up, the clients can register services to the directories contained in the backbone
nodes, and make requests which travel along the backbone until a match is found, or all directories
have been queried [80, 24].
B.10 VIA
VIA was designed for use in infrastructure based networks. Several nodes are defined as
directories in particular domain, and contain a portion of the available services along with links to
the other directories. These nodes form a “data cluster.” The master directory for a domain has
connections with the domain, and also with a “main channel” which connects the domains to each
other. The master directory can use multicasting to interact with the other domains to request
services not available in their particular domain [24].
B.11 Superstring
Superstring was created to handle networks with highly dynamic services. It is assumed the
that underlying architecture possesses a central core that has significant bandwidth and computing
power. The directory is created by defining a top level of nodes that possess some service and
distributing the directory across them. A hierarchy is then established for further defining services
in a tree structure [24].
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B.12 GSD
The Group-based Service Discovery protocol (GSD) uses the DARPA Agent Markup Lan-
guage (DAML) to describe services and define service-based groups. This protocol is very similar to
ALLIA as it forms groups and broadcasts services periodically to a certain radius. Service requests
are made by intelligently forwarding based upon a concise table of known services outside each
group. This table is known as the “Other Groups Field.” Service requests are replied to using the
reverse of the route taken by the request [23].
B.13 ALLIA
ALLIA is designed to be used on groups of heterogeneous nodes linked by an Ad hoc network.
A local policy manager makes various decisions about whether or not to cache available services, and
whether to forward service announcements and service requests. By allowing the policy manager
to differ between nodes, resource constrained nodes can behave so as to conserve resources.
Messages in ALLIA are limited by having the nodes form “alliances” where their services
are only shared to the members of the alliance. Since the alliances are defined by the number of
communications hops, changing this parameter will have a direct effect on network overhead for
service discovery. Furthermore, in highly mobile networks, it will be desirable to limit the alliance
radius as nodes several hops away will be leaving and entering the alliance at a high frequency.
The other parameter that can be set is the frequency of the service advertisements. This number
also affects the network overhead, and furthermore can be increased to accommodate highly mobile
networks.
Besides service announcements, each node sends out a periodic message that serves as a
heartbeat. This effectively reduces the overhead of having to always broadcast services, as the
services only need to be multicast whenever the alliance topology changes.
Service requests are handled by a forwarding manager, and will either be multicast to alliance
members, or dropped [115].
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B.14 Twine
Twine is paired with the Intentional Naming System (INS) developed by MIT. Twine stores
service attributes by hashing them and placing them in mesh structure directories. In this manner it
allows for a scalable system that can handle a directory containing services on the order of millions.
INS provides for pairing between service entries and service location [146].
B.15 Pastry
Pastry is paired with a ring based P2P network that relies heavily on infrastructure provided
by the collective network. Services are described in a “service certificate” which is signed by using
the node’s public key. The “service certificate” is then stored in the persistent storage for the ring
using the hash of the certificate as the index. If any node wishes to locate the service, it performs a
keyword search which returns matching keys. The keys can then be used to retrieve the certificates
and then locate the corresponding nodes. Furthermore, a persistent query may be made of the
centralized storage that allows for a node to be notified if a particular service becomes available
[21].
